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VACUUMEIMAC TUBES 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE INTELLIGENT APPLICATION OF 
THE NEWER PRINCIPLES OF TRANSMITTER DESIGN. 
THE STATION OF CHARLES M. SREBROFF W2 B H Y 
CHIEF ENGINEER OF RADIO ENGINEERING LABORA- 

TORIES, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 

QUOTING FROM A LETTER FROM W211IIY 

"It might interest you to know that I have placed a transmitter on the air using a pair of 100TH tubes 
in the final, and these are modulated with another pair of 100THs in class "B " audio. The transmitter operates 
beautifully on 5, 10, and 20 meters. For S meter operation the final plate tank circuit comprises a pair of 
long lines. For 10 and 20 meters operation the final plate tank circuit uses the coil and condenser arrangement. 

"The transmitter so far has been operated chiefly in the 10 meter phone band. It is arranged for high 
qualm voire transmission. using audio parts which have a flat response frt..a 70.7000 cycles. Every station 
worked comments on the terrific sock and beautiful quality. Finnic tubes are receiving wonderful comment. 

"Incidentally the final is driven by a pair of 35Ts which operate as a straight amplifier for 10 and 20 
meter operation and are operated as tripiers for 5 meter operation. 

"On 10 meters the 100THs in the final operate with an exact 1 KW input and tinder these conditions the 
tubes perform perfectly. 

"Many of the stations worked marvel at the amount of power possible from a pair of lOOTHs." 

EITEL- McCULL OUGH, INC. 
San Bruno, California, U. S. A. 
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RME POLICY 
REGARDING THE 

NEW MODEL IDEA 
Your 1938 communication receiver will have one (or 
more) radio frequency stages, a first detector, a radio 
frequency oscillator, two sta7 es of IF, a second de- 
tector, an audio frequency oscillator, and audio 
amplification. It must have a fine crystal filter circuit, 
a phasing device and a varia'.Jie audio beat control. 
It must have coil switching. It cannot be without a 
good indicating device. It must be excellent in 
design, workmanship and overall efficiency. 

This, in substance, will be your "NEW MODEL ". 

Of course, special features are many times desirable, 
but not always necessary. For instance -a noise 
suppressor may or may not be needed, depending 
on locality or operating frequency or both. High 
audio output power may be asked for by some users. 
Combination AC and battery operation has its ad- 
vantages in some radio stations. RME has consist- 
ently co- operated in meeting these requirements and 
making fine radio operating possible. 

Fundamentally a receiver layout for communication 
purposes calls for the adaptation of basic principles 
to operating conditions as they are, not as we might 
visualize them. In the RME -69 and the several special 
models now available all of the above requirements 
have been met. 

Did you ask for a "NEW MODEL "? RME has many models 
to choose fr -m, which will do your job as you would like 
to have it done. 

IN BULLETIN 69 AND SPECIAL FOLDERS ALL DETAILS ARE GIVEN. 

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC. 
306 FIRST AVENUE 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS, U. S. A. 
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8L111-P 
THE NEW 

i'icv'!' By sap unNE PHON 
C.W. 

_ nN 10- 20-40 -80 -160 
METER " 

Beginners! Old- timers! Brass- pounders all! Here's 
the transmitter for everyone! Start, if you wish, 
with the low power and exciter units alone. Then, 
when you're ready to add phone or more power, 
keep right on building- without discarding parts. 

A screw driver, pliers and soldering iron are all the 
tools needed to build the Progressive III from 
standard parts obtainable from your jobber. Panels 
and chassis are furnished completely drilled. 

Symmetrical arrangement of parts above and below 
the chassis reduces length of lead wires to a mini- 
mum and utilizes the chassis for shielding. Circuit 
capacities are extremely low, permitting full power 
input - either phone or C.W. - even on the 10 
mater band. Band changing with standard plug -in 
coils is fast and easy, because the circuit remains 
neutralized at all frequencies. 

Complete details are contained in the PROGRES- 
SIVE TRANSMITTER GUIDE, 25c postpaid from 
your jobber or Amateur Press, 1300 W. Harrison 
Street, Chicago. Send for your copy today! 

See the Progressive Ill 
in Booths 100 -101 

1937 National Trade Show 

Stevens Hotel, Chicago 
June 10 -13 

ANTENNA 

TUNER 

BUFFER & 
FINAL R. F. 

AMPLIFIER 

EXCITER UNIT 

(CRYSTAL 

OSCILLATOR 

& BUFFER i 

LOW POWER 

UNIT 

MODULATOR 

& POWER 

SUPPLY 

HIGH POWER 

UNIT 

. BUILD IT WITH 

STREAM IINE TRANSFORMERS 
You won't be annoyed with lamination hum. All -over metal hous- 
ings solidly clomp the core all- around, and act as a shield. And you 
won't risk break -downs due to moisture! Coils are moisture -proofed 
by the famous GTC "Pull- Push" Process. What's more, radically new 
design saves as much as 25'l in space and weight on your chassis. 
There are Stream -Line Transformers and Chokes for every amateur 
transmitter requirement. Ask your jobber or write for illustrated 
Bulletin 44 covering the Progressive Ill - FREE! 

6 512 SOUTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO, ILL. 
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THE ODEN 
FOR UM 

QRR, SOS, ETC. 

Lake Bluff, Ill. 
Sirs: 

Plenty of articles have been written on trans- 
mitters to work dx, more of them on antennas 
to work dx, but hardly any at all on the pro- 
cedure to hook those elusive YF's, HK's, and 
SU's. Will you please snag one of these guys 
who has made w.a.c. about 16 times, sit on 
his head and make him tell us how he does it? 

I have been on the air for two years and the 
best dx I ever fished up was an XE who was 
working out of the band at the high frequency 
end of 20. If he hadn't been outside the QRM, 
I never would have heard him. 

The rig and antennas here are all OK, I 
know, because I can raise anybody I can hear, 
but it is the receiving through 2001 W signals 
that has me licked. Do all successful dx'ers 
use Perrine supers? I don't think so; so find 
a w.a.c. that uses an SW3 and ask him what 
time he works his dx, how he can tell it is dx 
in the first place without trying every signal 
on the band and trusting to luck, and whether 
or not it is just pure luck to work a ZL. And 
while you're on the hunt, you might try to find 
a middle -western dx man who can work as 
much as one of the coastal boys. 

"OSKY" KLOER, W9SZB. 

OUT OF OUR HANDS 

Tulsa, Okla. 
Sirs: 

While looking through my collection of QSL 
cards the other day, I noticed that out of a col- 
lection of several hundred cards, only a very 
small percentage bore the mark of being printed 
by a union concern. 

It seems to me that, in the interest of ad- 
vancing the rights and welfare of the laboring 
man, we should patronize the union printers. 
Most of us will admit that the unions have done 
much to help us. We in turn should back them 
up. What do you say? 

G. H. KRAFT. 

OUCH! 

Dallas, Texas. 
Sirs: 

At the outsct I'll say that the letter of Mr. 
Pohlman, W8PMB, and Mr. Bamberg, 
WBOPX, in March, 1937, issue of RADIO 
prompts these remarks. 

Like these two gen- 
tlemen I am a sup- 
porter of radio and the 
ARRL and so far have 
found no basis for the 
cheap "cracks" directed 
to the League and its 
officers. When your or- 
ganization reaches the 
point where it is doing more for the Amateur 
than the League and is bigger and more rep- 
resentative of Amateur Radio than the League, 
then you will have a right to make your 
"smart cracks" if you then see fit. But you 
will probably then be too busy with your own 
business to be trying to take care of someone 
else's. 

C. W. WORLEY, W5FNR 

160 METERS 
Marion, Ind. 

Sirs: 
Your leading editorial in the May issue is 

very interesting; that is if it was intended to 
indicate that mention of the 1715 -1800 kc. 
band being empty was new! I have been bring- 
ing that subject up in QST and elsewhere about 
once a year ever since the phones were chased 
off of 160 meters. In fact I just mentioned it 
again the other day in a letter to the Central 
Division Director. 

But seriously, I have to disagree, and I think 
that nearly everyone who uses 160 will too, 
with the statement that the 160 meter c.w. band 
is not empty. It is the deadest spot on on the ham 
bands. Now the question that has been trou- 
bling a good many of us for the last few years 
is just this: Why were the phones chased out of 
this band? And, since c.w. stations have con - 

[Continued on Page 76] 9 
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The dimensions 
of an amateur's 
backyard usually 
determine the size 
of the antenna he 
puts up. The flat- 
top directive antenna described in the March 
RADIO1 is small enough to be classed as a truly 
"backyard beam." In view of the apparent in- 
terest in this type of antenna system, it is be- 
lieved that further discussion and a more de- 
tailed description of its operation may be in 
place. 

Figure 1 shows the flat-top beam as described 
in March RADIO. It may be said to consist of 
two double -Zepp antennas spaced one -eighth 
of a wavelength and fed 180` out of phase. 
The directions of the currents in the antenna 
wires at a given instant are shown by the ar- 
rows on the wires. For convenience the an- 
tenna is actually constructed of two full -wave 
wires crossed at the middle, and fed by a two 

't By Pop [a r Deman ci t 
By JOHN D. KRAUS,* W8JK 

The "Flat Top Beam" described in the March issue of "Radio" wire tuned line 
became so popular almost immediately that the author of the or by a matching article has been flooded with various queries regarding the 
operation and different modifications of the system. In the stub at the points, 
accompanying article he goes into greater detail on some of the F F. The radia 
points and covers in addition several phases of operation and tion from this ar- 

feed not mentioned in the first article. ray is maximum 
in both directions broadside to the antenna, 
indicated in figure 1. The use of spreaders 
permits of supporting the antenna between 
two poles. The antenna of figure 1 we may 
call a two- section flat -top beam. It has a gain 
of about 6 decibels over a single half -wave 
antenna. 

The length L of each leg of the flat -top is 
not critical. As a maximum its length should 
not be more than one -half wave. When L is 
one -half wavelength, a current node is present 
at each of the insulators 1, 2, 3, 4 (figure 1), 
and the cross -over wires of length 2M constitute 
part of the tuned feeder system. With a tuned 
stub as shown, the distance A plus M is equal 
to about one -quarter or three -quarters of a wave- 
length, depending on whether a one -quarter or 
a three -quarter wavelength stub is used. Thus 
if the length L of the flat top wires is changed, 

*Arlington Blvd., Ann Arbor, Michigan 
' A Small But Effective Flat -Top Beam," J. D. Kraus, 

RADIO, March 1937, p. 56. 

as 

FIGURE 1: Sketch of flat -top beam, showing construction. See text and table for values 
of L, S, etc. The drawing is not to scale. 
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L 

S F. 

4 L L 
2 2 

L 

40--12 E-r 

--1' L. 

FIGURE 2: Flat -top designs having 1, 2, 3, and 4 sections. L' equals 
L times 0.85. For L and other dimensions see figure 1 and table below. 

one can compensate for it by moving the short- 
ing wire on the stub. Lengthening L would 
require raising the short, and vice versa. In 
case Zepp or tuned feeders are used, one can 
do the retuning at the station end of the line. 
Thus, the length L can be considerably reduced 
if it is necessary to squeeze the flat -top into a 
limited space. The length A is correspondingly 
increased. 

M S D 413/4) Alll4) n 

429000 63p00 123ÿ_00 26A00 6ri000 l85000 26000 
1 1 1 1 f f 

Eeomple of llot -lop cut for 1420040.. 

00'2' 4' 5. 8'8" 2 47'6' I_ 24' 

In the above table, all dimensions for a flat- 
top beam are given, f being the frequency in 
kc. at which it is desired to operate the antenna. 
The corresponding values of A for quarter and 
three -quarter wavelength stubs are also includ- 
ed, as well as the distance X for the point of 
connection of a 600 ohm line above the short. 
The values for A and X are only approximate, 
since with small variations in spacing, height, 
and wire size in various antennas, each must 
be tuned up individually. Since each antenna 
must be turfed up, the other dimensions (L, S, 

D, and M) are not critical and these lengths 
need not be made exactly as given in the table. 
It may be well to add about 5 per cent to the 
value for A in cutting the stubs to be certain 
of having them long enough. The lengths A 
and X are given in the table merely as a con- 
venience so that one may know in advance their 
approximate magnitude. One can use 6 inch 

spreaders in the stub and number 12 (B. & S. 
gauge) wire in the flat -top, stub, and trans- 
mission line. 

The flat -top beam of the type given in the 
table has an overall length (2L+D) of about 
63 feet when cut for 14 Mc. This is probably 
the optimum length. In case it is desirable to 
shorten the flat -top to get it in a limited space, 
the length of L can be reduced as much as 20 
per cent. All the rest of the dimensions remain 
the same except that for A, which is correspond- 
ingly increased. If space permits, the longer 
lengths are perhaps. preferable, although the 
difference in gain would be very small. The 
beam from the shortened types (50 feet long 
overall on 14 Mc.) probably would be a bit 
broader horizontally than for the longer types. 
The total length from the end of the flat -top 
wire to the short on the stub, (L+M+A) is 
almost a constant. In the case of antennas cut 
for 14 Mc. using one - eighth wavelength spac- 
ing this length is about 82 feet. In case one 
uses a number of frequencies in an amateur 
band, it is perhaps best to cut and adjust for 
the middle frequency. An antenna cut and ad- 
justed for 14,200 kc., for example, will work 
well over the entire 14 Mc. amateur band. 

All of the flat -top beam antennas so far dis- 
cussed are of the two- section variety as in 
figure 1. This type may be presented more 
simply as in figure 2A. The arrangement at 
figure 213 is a single section, end fed. The 
dimension L may, as a maximum, be as much 
as given in the table for L, but it can be made 
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much shorter. This antenna can be used con- 
veniently either vertically or horizontally. The 
radiation is, of course, maximum in the plane 
of the wires and at right angles to them. This 
antenna is somewhat similar to the "Simple 
Signal Squisher" described by W. W. Smith in 
the April (1937) RADIO. The antenna of 
figure 2C is also a one -section type, being a 
half -wavelength long, but it is current or low - 
impedance fed at F, F instead of being voltage 
fed. The flat -top antenna of figure 2D has 
been lengthened to a three section arrangement. 
The overall length on 14 Mc. is less than 100 
feet. It may be fed at F, F. The flat -top wires 
on the single section side of the feed point are 
made of length L. On the two -section side, 
however, the length should be L', which is less 
than L by about half the spacing between the 
antennas or M; in other words, about 15 per 
cent less. The antenna of figure 2D could also 
be current fed at the middle of the center sec- 
tion in the same manner as the antenna at 
figure 2C. For the four section arrangement 
in figure 2E each wire is of length L'. This is 
done to make the current nodes occur approxi- 
mately at the cross -over points. A single 6 inch 
feeder spreader should be sufficient to space 
the wires at these cross -overs. The three - section 
beam has about 8 decibels and the four section 
about 10 decibels gain over a single half -wave 
antenna. The dimension X, given in the table 
for a 600 ohm line connecting to the stub on a 
two -section flat -top, will be somewhat larger 
with the three and four -section arrays. 

At the spreaders in the flat -top where the 
cross -overs are made, the table indicates a sug- 
gested value for the distance D between the 
half -wave section (see figure 1) . A fairly 
large value of D, as given, is helpful in re- 
ducing losses as the voltages at this part of the 
antenna are high. This construction permits a 
minimum of insulators and harness at the mid- 
dle. For 14 Mc. flat -tops the eighth wave- 
length spacing corresponds to almost 9 feet, 
and the large end of bamboo fish -poles having 
about a one inch diameter make excellent, 
strong, light spreaders. 

Instead of using eighth wave -length spacing 
as has been shown in the types discussed, much 
less spacing is possible. One -sixteenth wave- 
length spacing was tried and appears to be 
workable, although the currents in the flat -top 
wires become quite large. Brown2 gives data 
on antennas using only .05 wavelength spacing, 
which is even somewhat less than one- sixteenth. 

12 

Stacking of horizontal antennas affords the 
possibility of increased gain without added hori- 
zontal directivity as pointed out by Conklin3. 
Figure 3A shows a pair of two- section flat -tops 
stacked in this manner. The dimensions for 
this array are quite attractive on 10 meters (30 
feet overall) and the array could be readily 

FIGURE 3: Method of stacking flat- 
tops (A) and arrangement for uni- 
directional flat -top (B). For L see 
table on page 11. L' equals L x 0.85. 

made rotatable. The gain would be substantial, 
about 10 decibels or a ten -fold gain in power. 

Uni- directional Types 
According to Brown2, two antennas with one - 

eighth wavelength spacing and with currents 
135° out of phase have a uni- directional char- 
acteristic. Thus, a flat -top beam with the usual 
eighth wave spacing but with 135° instead of 
180° phasing would be uni- instead of bi- 
directional. The gain in the favored direction 
with the uni- directional array would be, how- 
ever, no more than the gain in either direction 
with the bi- directional array (180° phasing). 
The chief advantage of a unidirectional array 
would be to discriminate on reception against 
signals from the back direction. Unfortunately, 
it is not as simple to obtain 135° as it is 180° 
phasing between the antenna elements. Figure 
2 G. H. Brown, "Directional Antennas," Proceedings 

I. R. E. Jan. 1937. p. 95. 

E. H. Conklin, "Antenna Gain without Horizontal 
Directivity," RADIO, May 1937, p. 52. 
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3B shows an arrangement which was tried to 
obtain this phasing. Each pair of half -wave 
antennas is tuned by a stub, and an eighth wave- 
length line with a half -turn connects the two 
stubs. An untuned transmission line can be 
connected to either stub. When connected as 

shown in figure 3B the antenna sends a max- 
imum signal in the direction of the solid arrow, 
and when the line is in the dotted position the 
beam is reversed as shown by the dotted arrow. 
Other variations in phasing can be obtained by 

connecting the feed line at points part way 
across the eighth wave length cross -over line. 
Or the cross -over line may be omitted entirely 
and the free pair of antennas excited parasitical- 
ly. The front -to -back signal ratio which can be 

obtained with this combination is, however, not 
as good. 

Both of these types of antennas have been 
tried and field strength measurements made to 
check their performance. For transmitting they 
offer little advantage. On reception the more 
or less unidirectional characteristic may be of 

advantage. However, the antennas of this type 
with the two stubs are rather clumsy and diffi- 
cult to adjust. They would be attractive mainly 
to one interested in antenna experimentation. 
It is necessary for correct adjustment to connect 
the transmission line and cross -over line so 

that there are no standing waves on either. This 
is easier said than done. 

Feed Systems 
The flat -top beams of figures 1 and 2 can 

all very conveniently be driven by tuned or 
Zepp type feeders. This is a very handy arrange- 
ment, as all the antenna tuning adjustments can 

be made at the transmitter. Tuned lines up to 

a couple of wavelengths long have negligible 
losses. 

A common method of feeding antennas is by 

use of a 400 to 600 ohm untuned or matched - 
impedance transmission line. This requires the 
use of a one -quarter or a three -quarter wave- 
length matching stub connected to the flat -top. 
The extra half wavelength in the three -quarter 
wavelength matching stub makes no difference 
in its operation. Approximate dimensions for 
these stubs at various frequencies can be ob- 

tained from the table. A three- quarter wave- 

length stub will in many installations permit 
one to pull the antenna up into place and yet to 

make adjustments from the ground in matching 
to an untuned line. Also if the, shorting wire 
on the stub is close to the ground, a jumper 
may be run from the short to the grounding 

rod after the tuning -up is completed. This 
affords continuous lightning protection, while 
the r.f. operation of the antenna is not affected. 
If the stub and line are properly balanced, no 
difference in operation should be noted with or 
without the ground connection. 

In tuning up a flat -top with matching stub 
the shorting wire is first adjusted so that the 
antenna plus stub are in resonance at the trans- 
mitter frequency. A r.f. thermogalvanometer 
in the shorting wire (figure 4) is used as an 
indicator while the array is shock- excited. The 
transmission line is then hooked on and its 
point of connection above the short is adjusted 
for minimum standing waves on the transmis- 
sion line. The procedure given by Hawkins' 
is excellent. 

A convenient method of exciting the antenna 

Pickup loop and r.f. milliameter for 
measuring relative current on trans- 

mission line. 

and stub for adjusting the short is to clip the 
matched impedance transmission line on a feed- 
er spreader a considerable distance, perhaps a 

tenth wavelength, above where the short is ex- 
pected to come. The clips should make no 
metallic contact to the stub, merely capacitive 
coupling. The shorting wire is adjusted for 
maximum reading on the meter. During this 
work, the transmitter power should, of course, 
be reduced as there is no antenna load. A heater 
coil resistance or a lamp bulb in the plate trans- 

° J. N. A. Hawkins, "The Matched Impedance 'J' 
Antenna System," RADIO. April, 1937, p. 40. 
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FINAL 
TANK 

To flat to 

ANTENNA 
TANK .002 pf. 

high voltage 
mica, 

PLATE 
M A. 

X X ñ T 
> > F 

8 8 

R. F. 

A approx. 

X approx. 

FIGURE 4: Coupling and transmission line connections. 

former primary to the final amplifier is a con- 
venient way of doing this. If the transmitter 
is on low enough power so that the tubes are 
in no danger and if the feeder system is corn - 

pletely isolated from the transmitter power sup- 
ply voltages, the transmitter may be left on 
continuously with regular plate voltage for these 
adjustments. Heavy gloves to prevent r.f. burns 
are, however, appropriate. In all cases it is 
important that the antenna system be complete- 
ly free from power supply voltages. Either in- 
ductive coupling or high voltage fixed con- 
densers in the feed line or both can be used 
to do this. Both of these methods are shown 
in figure 4. The coupling system at the trans- 
mitter shown in figure 4 works well on push - 
pull stages. The two coils, final and antenna, 
are placed in the same relative positions as in 
the diagram. A spacing of about one inch be- 
tween the outside of the coils generally gives 
sufficient coupling. Other methods as given 
by Dawley5 are very good. 

Checking for standing waves on a trans- 
mission line after each adjustment of its point 
of connection to the stub is quite time con- 
suming. A somewhat more rapid procedure is 
as follows: With the transmitter on low power 
the transmission line is disconnected from the 
antenna coil (figure 4) and the antenna tank 
is completely detuned. The final tank condenser 
is then tuned for a minimum of plate current 
and left in that position. The antenna con- 
denser is then rotated until the plate current of 
the final stage reads a maximum and this con- 

5R. L. Dawley, "Reducing Harmonic Radiation," 
RADIO, April 1937, p. 18. 
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denser is then also left fixed. The transmission 
line is next reconnected to the antenna tank and 
the distance X, at which the transmission line 
connects to the stub (figure 4) adjusted until 
the meter in the shorting wire reads a maxi- 
mum. If the same meter is used for this 
as for locating the resonance position, it may be 
necessary to shunt its terminals for this part of 
the tuning -up process. When adjusting X, the 
maximum as read on the meter is broader than 
the resonance maximum and is a bit harder to 
locate. 

When the transmission line has been connect- 
ed at the point which apparently gives the 
maximum current on the meter in the short 
(which also corresponds to maximum current 
anywhere else in the antenna), one can then 
check back to see if any standing waves are 
present on the transmission line. If the meter 
is of the 0 -100 or 0 -200 ma. r.f. type, it may be 
removed from the short and equipped with a 
pick -up loop as shown in the photograph. This 
loop, made of insulated wire (no. 18 push -back 
in this case) has a hook at the top so that it 
may be easily hooked on the transmission line 
at various places to check fQr standing waves. 

If, after the above adjustments, standing 
waves are present on the line, the distance X 
may be slightly readjusted. Unless the position 
of the shorting wire for resonance was obtained 
correctly in the first step of the tuning -up 
process, it will not be possible to remove com- 
pletely the standing waves from the trans- 
mission line with any adjustment of the distance 
X. If the short was properly located, however, 
and if the above procedure to determine X is 
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followed, the adjustment will generally be 
found to be very good and it will not be neces- 
sary to make more than a single or final check 
for standing waves on the transmission line. 

In case no antenna tank is used and the line 
connects through fixed condensers directly to 
the final tank coil, the procedure is the same. 
The line is disconnected from the coil, the con- 
denser tuned for minimum plate current, the 
line reconnected and X adjusted for a maxi- 
mum of current at the short. 

A well matched transmission line may have 
less than 10 per cent standing waves; that is, 
the maximum and minimum currents measured 
along the line may differ by less than 10 per 
cent. This is not always easy to obtain and 
much larger standing waves can be tolerated 
with almost negligible loss in efficiency. 

If a meter and loop arrangement, as shown 
in the photograph, is used to measure the trans- 
mission line current, it is important that it be 
held in the same position relative to the line at 
each point where the current is measured. That 
is, if the meter and loop is always held vertical- 
ly and if one side of the line sags more at some 
places than at others, the loop will be at varying 
distances from the line wires and a difference 
in readings will be obtained which does not 
indicate true standing waves. It is sufficient to 
make the readings on one side of the line only, 
provided the line is balanced. 

With the meter and loop arrangement in the 
photograph, readings may be made very rapidly 
and may be taken at 4 or 5 positions separated 
by one- eighth wavelength (about three paces on 
14 Mc.). This is indicated in figure 4. Sterba 
and FeldmanG give a very complete treatment 
of transmission lines and their adjustment. 

Changes in frequency from the frequency for 
which the stub was adjusted may introduce 
standing waves on the transmission line, but 
these will be small for any frequency change 
within an amateur band. 

The position of the transmission line clips on 
the antenna or final tank coil during the tuning - 
up of the stub should be symmetrical a turn or 
two each side of the center. After the antenna 
and stub have been tuned up, these clips may 
then be readjusted for proper loading of the 
transmitter. The coupling between the final and 
the antenna coil may also be adjusted to do this. 

The impedance at the center of a flat -top 

° E. J. Sterba and C. B. Feldman, "Transmission 
Lines for Short -wave Radio Systems," Proc. I. R. E., 
July 1932, p. 1163. 

beam such as the one in figure 1 at the points 
F, F where the feeders or stub connect is very 
high, probably on the order of several thousand 
ohms. Also a large reactive component is pres- 
ent unless the flat -top wires are cut to a par- 
ticular length. Either Zepp feeders or a proper- 
ly adjusted matching stub automatically take 
care of this reactance. It does not, however, 
make the use of a Q- matching section appear 
practical for this type of antenna. 

With the close spacing (one -eighth wave- 
length) of the wires in the flat -top, small 
changes in spacing result in a noticeable change 
in the tuning. Using a flat -top beam on a 
windy day when the antenna is being bounced 
around, one can often detect slight fluctuations 
in the loading of the final amplifier of the trans- 
mitter. These are of little importance in a 
crystal -controlled transmitter, but might be un- 
desirable in the case of a simple self- excited rig. 

A height of at least one -half wavelength 
above ground seems advisable. A height of 
three- quarters wavelength is very good. More 
than three -quarters wavelength elevation would 

FIGURE 5: Approximate coverage of a 
two- section flat -top at W8JK. The antenna 

runs N.W. and S.E. 

give marked improvement only where the an- 
tenna would be brought out into the clear by 
this change. 

In a flat -top beam antenna arranged as in 
figure 1, it is clear that regardless of height 
above ground, the vertical radiation is very 
slight, since the currents in the front and back 
flat -top wires are 180° out of phase. It is not 
equally as apparent, however, why there is ac- 
tually a gain horizontally broadside to the an- 
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tenna. If the front and back wires were spaced 
one -half wavelength as is customary in end -fire 
beam antennas, instead of one -eighth wave- 
length, one would expect a gain. With the one - 
eighth wavelength spacing the resultant field 
broadside to the antenna would appear, how- 
ever, to be less than for a single antenna unless 
one considers the mutual effect of the front and 
back antennas. Due to the close spacing, the 
currents in the front and back wires are much 
larger than the current in a single wire for the 
same power input, so that the resulting field 
horizontally broadside to the flat -top is actually 
larger than that from a single antenna. The 
gain is obtained through a reduction of very 
high (above 40 °) angle radiation, which ordi- 
narily is of little value at 7 Mc. and higher fre- 
quencies. 

The coverage of a two- section flat -top beam, 
oriented as at W8JK, is indicated roughly in 
figure 5. The beam as shown by the shaded 
portion is fairly broad. It does not begin to 
drop off markedly until one reaches angles 
which fall outside the shaded area. The cover- 
age (horizontal directivity) is much similar to 
that from the common double -Zepp type of 
antenna. The map is a great circle map centered 
on Washington, D.C., and the coverage is only 
approximate since straight lines on this map 
are true great circles only when they pass 
through Washington. Since Ann Arbor, Mich- 
igan, was taken as the "center" there are in- 
accuracies of several degrees in some directions. 
The use of such a great circle map is, however, 
a great convenience, and this convenience more 
than makes up for the slight error present. It 
is apparent from the coverage of one flat -top 
beam, that three of them would give excellent 
coverage over almost 360 °. 

On operation at the fundamental frequency 
of the flat -top the maximum radiation is broad- 
side in both directions. When operated on its 
harmonics the radiation will have a number of 
lobes in the horizontal plane, all of the lobes 
making angles of less than 90° with the same 
antenna. If Zepp feeders are used, a flat -top 
beam can be conveniently operated on a num- 
ber of bands. By tilting the flat -top some 
vertical directivity steering may be obtained. 

Considering its small dimensions, the flat -top 
beam is a most effective type of antenna. 

The writer is much indebted to Mr. R. M. 
Whitmer, of the Physics Department at the 
University of Michigan, for his counsel and as- 
sistance. 
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More 56 Mc. Dx 

In response to a request for verification of 
European advices of five meter reports of 
W2JCY, we received the following from 
Laurence M. Cockaday, Editor of Radio News: 

G5BY was heard at 9:30 and 10:05 a.m. 
and G6DH at 8:30 a.m. on February 28. 
G5BY was heard three times previous to this 
over a period of several months. 

W2JCY uses 58.15 Mc. (changed to 
58.2464 Mc. on May 1, 1937) with a 1/4 kw. 
transmitter. This outfit was heard in England 
on May 9, 1936 -a year ago -with a word 
for word confirmation. Since then five sta- 
tions have reported these five meter signals 
and on a regular test schedule Cecil Mellanby 
of Pwllheli, North Wales, British Isles, has 
heard W2JCY fairly regularly since last Sep- 
tember at the time of month just preceding, 
during, and directly following full moon. The 
latest report was from a listener in Whitley 
Bay, England, who heard a special test sched- 
ule with G5BY. This listener had reported 
W2JCY several times previous to that, using 
only a two -tube transceiver as receiver. 

Regular test transmissions are scheduled 
weekly on Saturdays at 10:30 a.m. and 11:30 
p.m. Eastern time; and Sundays at 1:00 and 
9:15 a.m. These are 15 minute transmissions, 
each followed by a 15 minute listening period, 
especially for G5BY and G6DH. Heard cards 
have been received from practically all states 
east of the Mississippi, from St. Louis, Canada, 
Florida, Mexico and South America. Stations 
have been worked on 56 Mc. in the W1, 2, 3, 
4, 8 and 9th districts. 

Fadeouts and Solar Eruptions 

To assist in correlating the recently noticed 
radio fadeouts with solar eruptions and ex- 
plosions, Dr. R. S. Richardson of the Mount 
Wilson Observatory has been taking accurately 
timed motion pictures of the sun. The results 
of this research have been very interesting. Out 
of fifteen of the recorded eruptions, in five cases 
the time when the eruption was first seen agreed 
within a minute or less of the time when the 
radio fadeout began. In six other cases the 
eruption apparently preceded the fadeout by 
from two to twelve minutes. 

This comparatively new application of the 
motion picture camera has greatly assisted the 
study of solar phenomena. 
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TeLephol,e, Sea 

For the past five years telephone service 
has been available to the larger ocean liners 
and to some extent the smaller sea craft, such 
as fishing boats, yachts, etc. With the thought 
of making this service more flexible and avail- 
able to all types of boats, the Southern Cali- 
fornia Telephone Co. a few years back installed 
"KOU" to cover this service. At that time 
there were very few boats equipped with the 
nccessary equipment to utilize the service and 
during the depression KOU was closed down 
because of lack of activity. However, it has 
recently reopened and is now running on a 
24 -hour schedule. 

KOU is located on a cliff overlooking the 
Pacific, with the famed Catalina islands direct- 
ly off shore giving a view that is hard to forget. 
The exact location is about three miles north 
of San Pedro. The rig is located in the tiny 
Spanish "cottage" seen in one of the accompany- 
ing illustrations. 

The rig has an output of about 400 watts. 
The receiver is automatic in that no speaker 
is used to monitor the signals. When a boat 
calls in, the receiver automatically sets the 
transmitter in operation in 30 seconds. Then 
the operator proceeds with the QSO. The 
boat jobs are mostly 25 watts input, and are 
run from convertors off of the ship's lighting 
plant. 

The only license necessary for operating the 
boat equipment, provided it is under 50 watts, 
is a Radio Telephone 3d Class. 

KOU, San Pedro, Calif. Regular telephone 
service is rendered all manner of boats up 

to as far as 1000 miles at sea. 

Radio Receiver and Voice Operated 
Equipment at KOU 

When the boat owner wishes to place a call 
he turns on his rig, calls KOU, and inside 30 
seconds receives an answer. The QSO starts in 
the regular duplex manner, the boats trans- 
mitting on 2174 kc. and KOU on 2566 kc. 

The phone company charges $3.00 for the 
first three minutes, and 60 cents for each ad- 
ditional minute thereafter, for all phone calls 
in the Los Angeles area, while such things as 
weather reports, transmission checks, etc. are 
not charged for. 

Due to the sudden interest shown there are 
now about 150 local boats equipped for this 
service, and many hams have found this new 
field a profitable and adventurous occupation. 
On the larger yachts positions are open for 
those holding second or first class tickets. 
About 50% of the local equipment is com- 
mercially built, while the other 50% has been 
built by amateurs. 

[Continued on Page 23] 
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Let's Look at linears (Part 11) 

By RAY L. DAWLEY,* W6DHG 

In RADIO for May there was given a brief 
summary of the advantages to be obtained 
through the use of the class B linear amplifier 
for amateur phone work. To bear out further 
the fact that linears are very economical for 
the power range of from 100 to 300 watts, the 
practical example to be described was built and 
cl; ecked. 

The results obtained were very satisfactory. 
lasing a pair of Eimac 150T's, 250TL's or 
2 iOT,H's in a conventional circuit, 200 watts ac- 
tual output was obtained at 2000 volts with the 
tubes running below maximum rating. With 
the plate voltage increased to 2500 and then 
3000 volts, 250 watts of carrier power was ob- 
tained with the tubes running at maximum 
plate dissipation. The tubes were biased to 
the theoretical cut -off point in each case (plate 
voltage divided by amplification factor) . There 
seemed to be no point in increasing the plate 
voltage above 2500 volts as far as economical 
output was concerned. However, at the higher 
plate voltage the excitation power required was 
reduced slightly by the fact that less swamping 
resistor dissipation was needed to obtain linear- 
ity. 

A similar advantage was gained through the 
use of the "low" (medium) It 150T or 250TL 
tubes in place of the higher It 250TH's. One 

'Technical Editor, RADIO 

LINK FROM 
MOD. AMP. 

reason is obvious: the grid current excursions 
will necessarily be higher with high la tubes. 
This means that a lower value (ohms) and 
higher wattage swamping resistor will have to 
be used to insure linearity in the grid circuit 
of the high la tubes. 

Another reason for using low It tubes is that 
the low It tubes almost always have a better 
dynamic grid characteristic.. So we see that 
while the higher It tubes will work satisfactorily 
and put out approximately the same amount of 
power as the lower l' ones, they are less desir- 
able for use as a linear. The same reasoning 
applies, though to a more limited extent, to 
a comparison of the two tubes as grid bias 
modulated amplifiers. So, for these particular 
tests, the 150T and 250TL tubes were used in 
preference to the 250TH. Other tubes that 
would work well are the Taylor T200 and 814, 
Gammatron 354C, Amperex HF200, and the 
RCA 806. 

Forced Draft 

With conventional tubes operating at normal 
ratings as a class C amplifier the limiting fac- 

tors to the power output are primarily the peak 
filament emission and the peak plate voltage 
that the tubes will stand. For class B linear 
operation, however, the limiting factor is (as 
was mentioned in the previous article) primarily 
the plate dissipation allowable on the tubes. 

Now there are many things that 
limit the allowable plate dis- 
sipation: the temperature at which 
the plate may be operated before it 

will release occluded gas, the 
maximum temperature at which the 
glass bulb may be operated before 
it tends to release occluded gas 
or to soften, to name the more im- 
portant ones. Obviously we cannot 
exert any control over the first two 
of the factors. However in the last 
few years a great many forward 
strides have been made to minimize 
the limitations imposed by these 
first two. So we see that if we keep 
the glass temperature down below 
the maximum safe value we can 
utilize a great deal more of the 
tubes' useful characteristic. 

FILS. 

A 10 -20 Meter Linear. For Lower Frequencies, Increase 

2000 -3000 VOLTS 

C1 -75 Lipid. per sec- 
tion, 3000 volt 
spacing 

C2 -.005 yid. mica, 
1000 volt 

C3,C4- "800 Type" 

1 g 

neutralizing con- 
densers 

C5-50 lipid. per sec- 
tion, 6000 volt 
spacing 

C5,C; -.002 yid., 5000 
volt 

C, and C:.. 

R- Swamping resistor. 
see text 

RFC]. - 21% mh., 125 
ma. choke 

RFC_ - Optional 500 
ma. c h o k e, see 
text 

Ir 
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SIX 5.000 OHM RESISTORS 
18 WATTS 

EIGHT 5.000 OHM RESISTORS 
24 WATTS 

2.500 0 

E 

This method of glass cooling is quite simple 
and involves nothing more than the proper 
placing of an inexpensive 8" fan. A brief fur- 
ther discussion of the principles involved was 
given on p. 41 of RADIO for May. At any 
rate the fan should be placed so that its stream 
plays directly upon the envelopes of both 
tubes. The resultant blank cooling will allow 
the normal plate dissipation rating without 
forced draft to be exceeded by 25 -60 %, pro- 
viding one of the other factors (mentioned be- 
fore) does not come into play. Also the life 
of the tube at the normal rating can be some- 
what prolonged by this cooling. 

The Modulated Amplifier 
The modulated amplifier that precedes the 

linear stage can, of course, be modulated in any 
of the conventional ways. Grid, suppressor, or 
plate modulation may be used. Also the 
linear stage may follow another linear or a 
single sideband amplifier as the case may be. 
In any case the peak output or the carrier output 
(peak output in a single sideband stage and 
carrier output in a constant carrier system as 
is more commonly used), whichever is consid- 
ered, should be roughly one tenth that to be 
expected from the linear. 

Since a linear amplifier may be adjusted to 
have a slight modulation -gaining characteristic 
with a negligible increase in distortion by 
slightly overbiasing it, they are well suited to 
follow a modulated amplifier that is not capa- 
ble of modulating quite 100% without distor- 
tion. Both grid and suppressor modulated am- 
plifiers fall into this class. They are easily 
capable of modulating 90% with very little 

distortion. Thus we may adjust 
our linear so that when the pre - 
ceeding stage is modulating a 
maximum of 90 %, the linear is 
modulating the carrier 100 %. 
In this way the overall distor- 
tion of the system is reduced. 

Mechanical Construction 
The particular linear shown 

and described herein was built 
primarily to illustrate the prin- 
ciples described in the previous 
article. Consequently it was 
built upon a wooden base- 
board and is not necessarily 
meant for exact reproduction. 
Much attention, however, was 
given to obtain short leads and 
a balanced circuit layout. The 
layout itself, therefore, does lend 

itself well as a suggestion when using similar - 
type double -ended tubes. 

The plate tank (both coil and condenser) is 
mounted upon a small flat piece supported by 
a vertical upright. This upright is of such a 
length as to bring the plate tank to the approxi- 
mate level of the plate connections of the tubes. 
Then the neutralizing condensers are mount- 
ed vertically upon this upright. In this way 
we have short plate leads, short plate tank 
to neutralizing condenser leads, and quite short 
leads from these condensers to the grids of 
the tubes. Aside from this the layout is per- 
fectly conventional. 

Tuning Up 
Without a doubt the first thing to do when 

tuning up a linear is to forget it entirely and 
concentrate all your efforts upon the modulated 
amplifier. If this stage is not operating proper- 
ly and stably with good linearity and no bugs 
or parasitics, it is a hopeless task to try to get 
a linear to work. So we see that we must first 
get the modulated amplifier so adjusted that it 
will operate perfectly and modulate 100% 
with ease. Then the plate current which gives 
proper operation of the modulated stage should 
be noted, as this value will be needed later. 
Then we can leave this stage and turn our 
efforts to the linear. 

The first thing to do is to neutralize accurate- 
ly the linear stage. It is quite important that 
it neutralize to the proverbial "gnat's eyebrow ". 
If there is any trace of r.f. that cannot be elim- 
inated from the tank circuit, in other words, 
if there is any reaction between the input and 
output circuits, it will be nigh impossible 
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to keep the amplifier from oscillating when it is 
standing with cutoff bias and full plate voltage. 
If accurate neutralization cannot be obtained, 
the amplifier had best be laid out in first one 
fashion and then another until it does neutralize 
properly. In many cases an amplifier which 
will operate perfectly as a c.w. amplifier will 
fall down miserably when it is tried as a linear. 

The next test is to set the linear up with 
full plate voltage and slightly less than cut -off 
grid bias. If it will stand there while the plate 
condenser is tuned some distance each side of 
resonance without breaking into some kind of 
oscillation on its first try, it is truly a remark- 
able amplifier. In most cases there will be 
some one or more kind of oscillation take 
place: either a low frequency as determined 
by the r.f. chokes in the circuit, a high fre- 
quency determined by lead length and stray 
capacities, or a frequency near the carrier fre- 
quency and caused by regcneration in the am- 
plifier. 

In the amplifier shown there was no trouble 
experienced from neutralization difficulties or 
high frequency parasitics. The stage did, how- 
ever, oscillate quite strongly at some frequency 
below 500 k.c. as determined by the r.f. chokes. 
At cut -off bias with about 2500 volts on their 
plates, the tubes drew about 450 ma. and put 
out great flames of this low frequency r.f. 
Tuning of either the plate or grid condensers 
had little or no effect on the parasitic. The 
trouble was quite definitely and very effectively 
cured by removing the plate choke RFC,. How- 
ever, it was still shown in the diagram because 
it may be needed in some cases if a slightly 
different layout is used. In any case it is a 

poor idea to use chokes with similar character- 
istics in both the plate and grid circuits. 

High frequency parasitics can be eliminated 
by a different layout, or, if they persist, can 
be stopped by the use of small parasitic 
chokes. The carrier frequency oscillations can 
in most cases be stopped by proper neutraliza- 
tion and layout. One thing that will greatly 
reduce the tendency toward any kind of para- 
sitic and also help the general operation of 
the linear amplifier is to use quite a large 
value of split- stator grid tuning condenser. The 
capacity from grid to ground on each side of 
the tuning condenser (this, of course, is twice 
the total tank capacity) acts as a very effective 
by -pass to any other than the carrier frequency. 

Now, if all the parasitics have been elim- 
inated with the amplifier standing without any 
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excitation, the next test is to apply the excita- 
tion (without the swamping resistor across tilt: 
tank) and vary it (by means of the coupling 
link or any other convenient method) from 
zero to the maximum amount available. This 
maximum value of excitation will of course 
be considerably more than ever used under op- 
erating conditions. The amplifier should be 
loaded up to the antenna or a dummy for this 
test. It should be possible to vary the ex- 
citation between these wide limits without any 
parasitics or irregularities taking place. If it 
is possible, the amplifier is then ready for oper- 
ation as a linear. 

Now comes the grid loading operation, 
which is accredited the most difficult part of 
tuning up a linear. The swamping resistor 
should be non -inductive and capable of dissipat- 
ing about 60% of the input to the modulated 
stage. This modulated stage should, as men- 
tioned before, have a carrier power output of 
about 10% of the output to be expected from 
the linear. A single 801 with 35 watts input 
was used to excite the linear stage in the lab- 
oratory tests. 

A convenient way of making the swamping 
resistor is to take a number of three watt 5000 
ohm carbon resistors and series -parallel them 
in such a manner that the load is equally di- 
vided between them. There are in most cases 
(with six or eight resistors in all) three to six 
different resultant resistances that can be ob- 
tained while still dividing the load equally be- 
tween them. A few of the possible combina- 
tions that would be of the order of resistance 
required by an ordinary type linear are shown in 
the diagram. Tubes similar to those mentioned 
before will ordinarily require a value of from 
2500 to 5000 ohms directly from grid to grid. 
Lower Li tubes require a somewhat higher re- 
sistance and higher 

lA tubes a lower value. The 
arrangement used in this particular linear is 
that shown at B of this figure and the resistors 
were connected from grid to grid on the two 
tubes. 

The proper procedure is to try first the 
resistors connected directly to the grids in this 
manner. Apply cut -off bias to the linear, 
normal plate voltage to the modulated ampli- 
fier, and turn off the plate supply to the final 
stage. Then increase the coupling between 
the modulated stage and the grids of the 
linear until normal plate current (as was noted 
before) is obtained on the modulated amplifier. 
The grid current should be of the order of 3 
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to 10 ma. If it isn't, try a different value of 
swamping resistor; if too low, a higher value; 
if too high, try a lower value. If a satisfactory 
point cannot be found in this way, try a value 
of resistor that was too low from grid to grid 
and tap it down the coil a small distance.* 

After a satisfactory point has been found, ap- 
ply the plate voltage to the linear and couple 
up the dummy antenna until the stage draws 
an input of about 11/2 times the total plate 
dissipation in the stage (750 watts input for 
this particular linear). 

Now we need an audio oscillator (such as 
that described in RADIO for Nov., 1936) , a buz- 
zer in front of the microphone, or some other 
source of constant tone as an input to the 
speech amplifier. Place a thermo- galva- 
nometer, oscilloscope, or other modulation in- 
dicating device on the output of the modulated 
stage and find the point to which the gain 
control must be advanced to obtain 100% mod- 
ulation of this stage. Now place the indicating 
device on the output of the linear and run 
the gain control back and forth between zero 
and the pre -determined point of 100% modula- 
tion of the exciting stage. If the modulation 
follows up with no irregularities or flattening - 
off points and the tubes do not operate too 
hot under no modulation, the adjustments that 
have been made are satisfactory. However, 
the possibility that the first adjustment will be 
satisfactory in all respects is rather remote. 

*It is preferable when possible, to use a slightly 
higher value of resistance and connect directly from 
grid to grid. This provides a better regulating effect 
and also has a very beneficial effect upon parasitic 
oscillations. 

If 
and 
than 

In a majority of cases the first try 
will not be satisfactory. Here are a 
few difficulties that may be en- 
countered and their remedies.* 

Amplifier modulates down -Reduce 
excitation by lowering resistance of 
swamping resistor and increase coupling 
to antenna. 

Amplifier modulates up but less than 
100% -Same as above. 

Modulates properly but tuber run to 
hot -Decrease antenna coupling and ex- 
citation. 

Tubes run too cool, not enough out - 
hot- Decrease antenna coupling and ex- 
citation. 

Amplifier modulates more than pre- 
ceding stage- Increase excitation, va_y 
antenna coupling if necessary, reduce 
bias slightly. 

the preceding steps were taken properly 
in the order given, no difficulties other 
those given should be encountered. The 

actual adjustment is really much more simple 
than these many lengthy paragraphs would 
indicate and each adjustment made has a very 
definite bearing on the emitted signal. 

When the final adjustment has been made 
and the quality sounds "broadcast ", remove 
the dummy, connect the antenna and adjust 
it until the linear draws the same plate current 
as with the dummy. She is now all set to go. 

The lowest note anyone can whistle, says 
Cal Hadlock, W1CTW, is 500 cycles. If you 
need a thousand -cycle note for test purposes, 
whistle your lowest possible note, and then, 
according to Hadlock, you need only to hit an 
octave higher and presto, there is your test 
signal. You will be surprised at the accu- 
racy of this crude method. 

*The whole procedure will be more simple if one 
will realize that the maximum amount of excitation 
that can be used while preserving 95 -100% modula- 
tion capability is dependent upon antenna loading. 
The heavier the loading, the more excitation can be 
used. If the loading is too light or the excitation 
too heavy, the stage cannot be fully modulated. The 
simplest method is to increase the excitation in easy 
jumps and increase the loading each time just enough 
to preserve "100% modulation capability "; when 
the tubes are drawing 1.5 times their rated plate dis- 
sipation in plate input, stop. 

In actual practice no attempt is made to get full 
100% modulation capability. "100 %" means in 
the vicinity of 95% modulation. Above 95% modu- 
lation, the distortion rises very fast in any transmit- 
ter, regardless of the type modulation used. Few 
broadcast stations attempt to modulate over 95% 
on peaks for this reason. 
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Common Troubtes Wítk Common Power Supplies 

There are quite 
a large number of 
amateurs using 
class B modula- 
tion who are op- 
erating their final amplifier from the same plate 
supply that supplies the modulators. If proper 
precautions are not taken in the design of this 
power supply, it is very difficult to obtain high - 
percentage modulation of the final stage without 
the introduction of a bad second harmonic audit 
component. The inferior audio quality of a 

If you are using the same power supply to feed both your class 
B modulator and final amplifier, it is highly important that you 
decouple the two with a choke and condenser. If this is not 
done, the second harmonic distortion will be excessive, greatly 

impairing the quality of your signals. 

c 

Figure 1 

number of the class B modulated amateur 
phones can be directly traced to this condition. 

This is caused by the fact that there is a very 
strong second harmonic component in the plate 
current drawn by the modulator tubes. The 
diagram shown above illustrates graphically the 
reason for the existence of this component. Fig- 
ure lA shows the plate current flow for each 
tube of the two tube modulator as it would 
look from the two halves of the primary wind- 
ing. Figure 1B, however, shows the combined 
plate current flow through the center -tap of the 
output transformer to the power supply for the 
same two cycles as were plotted in 1A. The 
dotted line through the center of the plot indi- 
cates the plate current flow as it would be inte- 
grated by the ordinary plate circuit milliam- 
meter. The presence of this line also clearly 
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modulator. 
Figure 1C indicates the supply voltage varia- 

tions caused by the appearance of this second - 
harmonic variation in plate current across the 
filter condenser that by- passes this return to 
the power supply. This would be condenser 
Cl in the power supply shown in figure 2. The 
amount of this variation is determined by the 
regulation of the power supply, the frequency 
that is being passed, and upon the size of C1. 

To look at it from another angle, we see 
that during the half -cycle of conduction for 
each tube in the modulator the a. c. component 
of plate current flow (which of course is what 
we desire at the output) travels from the plate 
of the tube through one half of the primary 
winding and is by- passed to ground by this 
condenser C1. Hence, by this latter reasoning 
we see that this condenser should be as large 
as is practicable. If you wish to prove to 
yourself the veracity of the statement above, in- 
sert a choke between the modulator power sup- 
ply and the lead that goes to the center -tap 
of the class B output transformer. If the stage 
is running truly class B, the output will fall 
to almost nothing and you will be unable to 
"talk up" the plate current on the tubes. If 
the stage is running AB, the output will fall 
off less, and if the stage is class A, it will not 
be affected. 

So we see that by both lines of reasoning 
the condenser C1 should be made quite large. 
The actual value, of course, is not critical and 
will vary widely with different modulator sys- 
tems and with the requirements placed upon 
them. For an example, with a pair of -03A's 
operating at 1250 volts under normal condi- 
tions, a 10 or 12 ltfd. 1500 volt condenser 
would be satisfactory. This is for a minimum 
modulator resistance (as presented to the pow- 
er supply) of the plate voltage (1250) di- 
vided by the maximum plate current (0.350 
amperes) or about 3570 ohms. A higher- 

shows the four cy- 
cles of second - 
harmonic energy 
flowing in t h e 
plate return of the 
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resistance modulator (higher plate voltage, 
lower maximum plate current) would require 
a proportionately smaller value of condenser. 
A lower resistance affair would of course re- 
quire a larger value. 

The values of condenser given above would 
be capable of by- passing lower audio frequen- 
cies than would be required in amateur work, 
but since this condenser does assist greatly 
in handling syllabic variations in power sup- 
ply drain in addition to its regular filtering du- 
tics, the use of a large condenser at this point 
does tend to stabilize greatly the rig for voice 
work. Another and last point in this con- 
nection, a 10 or 12 ltfd. condenser, really. costs 
but little more than a 4 pfd. condenser of the 
same make and voltage rating. The cost seems 
to vary roughly as the square root of the ca- 
pacity. 

Now to consider briefly the balance of the 
power supply: The rectifiers should of course 
be mercury vapor. The input choke should be 

3 
Figure 2 

a large one, preferably of the swinging va- 
riety, and capable of carrying the full plate 
current of the final stage and modulator. The 
power transformer should also be capable of 
handling this maximum plate current. The 
second choke, CH2, is used to attenuate further 
any second harmonic variations appearing 
across C, and to provide the additional hum 
filtering required by the final amplifier. The con- 
denser C2 serves a similar purpose to the final 
amplifier as C, does to the modulator. It 
serves as a by -pass between the bottom end 
of the modulation transformer secondary and 
ground in addition to its filtering action. Con- 
sequently it should also be quite high in ca- 
pacity. About half the capacity used at C, 
will be found ample for most cases. 

The oscillaphone, alias Massie telephone, 
was a popular detector in the early 1900's. It 
consisted of a needle resting lightly between 
two carbon electrodes. Rectification was by 
means of imperfect contact. 

Telephones At Sea 
[Continued from Page 17] 

To date the following shore stations are now 
in operation, and there are many more under 
construction, which will give many hams the 
first crack at building the boat equipment for 
this work: San Francisco, KLH; Seattle, 
KOW; and Boston, WOU. 

Boats have been worked as far as three 
thousand miles where a call was placed to Los 
Angeles. Incidentally, this is one time the 
boat owner really came out ahead. Think of 
the charge had he placed the call from land! 
(The price of $3.00 is maintained no matter 
where the ship is located.) 

While we were visiting KOU the other night, 
a boat placed a call from the coast of Wash- 
ington, a distance of over 1500 miles. The 
usual maximum daytime range is 1000 miles 
while at night, as noted above, most anything 
may happen. 

When Not to Bloop 
To keep amateur radio from getting a black 

eye, we suggest that you do not try to copy the 
signals of planes attempting transoceanic flights 
with a radiating blooper unless you live at least 
100 miles or more from any population center 
or department of commerce or airways station. 
An r.f. stage ahead of the "blooper" regener- 
ative detector will cut down the radiation from 
the receiver, but will not entirely eliminate it, 
and the receiver may still cause interference to 
receivers a few blocks away when receiving 
weak signals. 

The c.w. signals of a plane on a recent trans - 
Atlantic flight were obliterated during part of 
the flight by several radiating receivers. It was 
not possible to copy the signals when they 
dropped below R6 because of the many "birdies" 
on the frequency. 

An Associated Press dispatch stated that 
"amateur radio men were trying to pick up 
Merrill's plane, making it increasingly difficult 
for the air line to receive the plane's signals." 

That sort of thing does amateur radio no 
good. 

Also Abused by Commercials 
I am the center of gravity, 
Holding the chief situation in Vienna, 
Always out of tune, yet ever in voice, 
Though plainly seen in the midst of river. 
It is in vain you seek me, 
For I was long embalmed in the grave, 
But now I am in Heaven. 

(Juvenile Riddle) 
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H íg Sensítívíty ynanníc AA ícropkones 
By ROBERT S. KRUSE 

The High Level Dynamic Micro- 
phone with Outboard Amplifier 

The well- deserved popularity of the dia- 
phragm type of crystal microphone among ra- 

diophone amateurs is certainly due to its high 
sensitivity and comparative ruggedness. Any 
microphone which can equal it in these re- 

gards is of amateur interest, especially if it 

has no objectionable features as do the carbon 
types. 

The moving -coil or "dynamic" microphone 
was at one time in the class of "high quality 
but low sensitivity ", along with the ribbon and 
the condenser microphone, which require 1 or 
2 stages of pre -amplification to bring them up 
to the level of the ordinary 2- button carbon 
type. Recent work on the "dynamic" micro- 
phone has produced the new high sensitivity 
type which, I believe, was first offered by the 
Radio Receptor Company, whose type 7B was 
used in obtaining the information in this paper. 
However, a number of other manufacturers are 
now offering a similar product. 

Output Level 
The sensitivity, being of prime amateur in- 

terest, was first compared with other micro- 
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phones of standard make with the following 
result: 

Microphone Output level (average for 
600, 1600 and 3200 cycles) 

(High Sensitivity Group) 
2 button carbon - 45 db 
7B Dynamic (moving coil) - 50 db 
Diaphragm -crystal - 54 db 

(Low Sensitivity Group) 
Non -diaphragm crystal ( "sound cell") - 66 db 
Ribbon ( "velocity ") - 66 db 
High Fidelity Dynamic - 85 db 
Condenser - 70 to - 94 db 
Other models would change the figures some- 

what, but dynamics of the 7B class clearly be- 
long in the very desirable (for amateur corn- 
munication) high- output group, and are quite 
free of the ailments of carbon microphones. 

Fidelity 
When comparing microphones which are all 

well suited for speech transmission, there is not 
much good in showing frequency- response 
curves obtained in the usual point -by -point way 
by many hours of weary work with steady tones. 
In the first place the differences between the 
curves of good mikes will be less than the 
differences commonly imposed by the room or 
the amplifier. In the second place, these curves 
may fail to show short -time effects quite capable 
of doing speech- damage readily detected by 
attentive listening. No such objectionable ef- 

fects were heard from the new dynamic. 

Ruggedness 
All modern microphones except the carbon 

type survive bumps well but differ in sensitivity 
to vibrations arriving from the desk via the 
mike stand. Attempts to measure this bad sort 
of sensitivity gave results that differed widely 
with the type of vibration. They did not favor 
any one microphone in all cases. 

Hum Pickup 
Hum pickup (usually from the stray field 

of the plate supply transformer of the amplifier 
itself) is perhaps the most common disorder 
of amateur speech systems. It is naturally most 
serious at the amplifier input because the hum 
is then amplified by all stages of the amplifier. 
A crystal microphone here has the advantage 
of being able to work into the first grid with 
no coupling device other than a resistor. This 
leaves no chance of hum pickup ahead of the 
first tube except that of the grid lead and micro- 
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phone cable, both easily controlled by shield- 
ing. However, this shielding must also protect 
the tube from r.f. pickup to which the grid is 
exposed by the high grid resistance necessary 
with a crystal mike. 

All other than crystal microphones require 
a step -up transformer ahead of this first grid 
for maximum output, but there is no reason for 
permitting the transformer to pick up hum. To 
show how this may be prevented, the measure- 
ments of figure 2 were made on a 4 -stage class 
A amplifier of 100 db gain which had practi- 
cally no hum output except as hum was inten- 
tionally introduced at the microphone trans- 
former. Even under the worst conditions of 
figure 2 the hum output dropped to less than 
1/20th of 1% of the possible audio output 
whenever the microphone transformer was 
shorted on either the primary or secondary 
side. 

As a better check the microphone transform- 
er was replaced by a resistor equal' to the trans- 
former's secondary impedance at hum fre- 
quency, whereupon the hum output fell even 
lower and could not even be seen on a 5" 
cathode ray screen at maximum sensitivity. 
Therefore, figure 2 represents only the hum due 

2 3 4 5 6 
INCHES FROM POWER TRANSFORMER TO MICRO- 

PHONE TRANSFORMER. 
(4 STAGES CLASS A - GAIN 100 DB) 

Figure 2 

to the microphone transformer. Curve no. 1 

was obtained with an unmounted mike trans- 
former, curve no. 2 with a similar one in a 
pressed steel case and curve no. 3 with a recent 
type having a thick cast casing of high perme- 
ability. Even no. 3 produced a hum well above 
the dashed line "A" representing the hum level 
which can be noticed with a good loud speaker 
during normal speech pauses. It was desired 

to get down to "B ", the hum just observable 
during silent periods. In other words "B" is 
satisfactory for good public address work while 
"A" will serve for amateur voice modulation 
because the so- called "communication type" re- 
ceivers mostly use small speakers reproducing 
low notes deficiently. This, plus the tolerance 
of the receiving operator, commonly causes lev- 
el "A" to be reported as o.k. 

In our example the power transformer had 
fairly strong stray fields for its size but as the 
a.c. power input was only 128 watts the condi- 
tions were average, agreeing with earlier mea- 
surements on other equipment. The transform- 
er, incidentally, was allegedly shielded by a 
flat steel baffle 1/16" thick, whose removal 
made the usual difference -none. 

Flat baffles near the low level tubes are some- 
times helpful but even the limited information 
of figure 2 makes clear the extreme ease of re- 
ducing hum pickup by simply using distance, 
which costs nothing, weighs nothing and is not 
hard to cut or drill. This means simply moving 
the first amplifier stage bodily out of the chassis 
and using it several feet away as a separate 
small amplifier, incidentally stopping any ordi- 
nary regenerative instability. Even the "B" 
level of hum reduction is then easily reached. 
At the same time the separate amplifier is not 
as touchy as the familiar "pre- amplifier" used 
with low sensitivity microphones because we 
are starting at a level from 15 to 50 db higher. 
It pleases me, therefore, to say we are using an 
"outboard" amplifier which also describes the 
mounting used. 

How Much Outboard Amplification? 
For the amplification required in amateur 

stations there is no hum pickup problem after 
the speech has been elevated somewhat above 
the level of the 2- button carbon microphone. 
This means that our hum is well eliminated if 
we keep the speech away from the main ampli- 
fier and its hum factory until we have ampli- 
fied the speech up to -35 db, which is 10 db 
above our carbon mike. Likewise it is only 
about 15 db above a microphone like the 7B; 
hence any general purpose triode will do, but 
added protection against hum is obtained with 
higher outboard gain, permitting still lower 
gain in the main amplifier. 

The Outboard Amplifier 
The 955 acorn triode was used because of its 

high mutual conductance and la. The small 
size of the tube permits housing the entire am- 
plifier, including two miniature transformers 
in a light steel box 13/4" wide, 438" high, and 
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955 

TRi 

L__ 

SEE TEXT -. 
955 TR2 

B 
Ad 

50 DB 

o 
o 

.26 DB 

/CABLE SHIELD 

-250V.+ 6.3V 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM AND LAYOUT 
OUTBOARD AMPLIFIER 

C, -0.25 µfd. 400 volt 
tubular 

C2- 0.25 µíd. 400 volt 
tubular 

C3-0.25 µfd. 900 volt 
tubular 

C4-0.1 µfd. 900 volt 

tubular 
R1- 250,000 ohms, 

1/2 watt 
R2--8,000 o h m s, 1/4 

watt 
R3-- 20,000 ohms, 1/2 

watt 

RI- 100,000 ohms, 1/4 

watt 
TRI- Miniature shield- 

ed line to g r i d 
transformer 

TR2 -Same. plate to 
line transformer 

21/2" deep mounted on the desk stand itself as 
shown in the photograph, figure 1. This simpli- 
fies wiring and affords a location clear of a.c. 
equipment without cluttering the table. 

The circuit diagram and layout appear in 
figure 3 while the photograph shows the ampli- 
fier with the front cover removed. Only the 
parts protruding forward through the sub -panel 
can be seen, of course. At the top is TRI, a 

miniature microphone -to -tube transformer. At 
the bottom is the tube -to -line transformer, TR2. 
This small output transformer cannot tolerate 
plate current; hence the 100,000 ohm shunt 
feed resistor and 1 /10 microfarad stopping 
condenser. At first the 955 produced con- 
siderable hum when heated with a.c. This was 
eliminated by using the "through -the- panel" 
tube mounting, grounding the filament and 
cathode as shown in figure 3, enclosing the 
filament leads in a grounded copper tube inside 
the amplifier, and concentrating all grounds at 
one point within 1/2" of the 955 cathode. In 
addition the sheath of the output cable was 
grounded at this point and also at its other 
end to the main amplifier. Thereafter hum 
was absent even with the output cable lying 
full length along the A and B supply cable. 
This in itself gives a hint of the advantage 
gained. The stage -gain of the outboard ampli- 
fier is just under 24 db, bringing the output 
level up to -26 db, one stage above carbon 
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mike level. The main amplifier now 
has an easy job and its gain may be 
reduced, leaving as the final result im- 
proved stability as well as a large re- 
duction, practically an elimination of 
hum. The main amplifier input is, of 
course, provided with a line -to -grid 
transformer or a 2- button- mike -to -grid 
transformer, connected by a shielded 
pair or trio to the secondary of TR2, 
both transformers being similarly 
grounded preferably at the center tap. 

If cost must be reduced, a 6C5 tube 
may be used in place of the 955 and 
the front cover omitted or provided 
with a 11/4" dia. hole. For distances 
up to 6 feet it is even possible to cut 
off the diagram at the dotted line, 
omitting TR2 and feeding through the 
1/10 microfarad condenser directly in- 
to the cable supplying the main ampli- 
fier. This cable is then of the type 
used on crystal microphones and the 
main amplifier input transformer is 
then of the inter -stage sort, preferably 

shielded, and certainly raised, lowered, and 
test- rotated to locate the humless position. This 
position is very easy to find. 

So much for dynamic microphones under 
adverse conditions. On the other hand, if your 
amplifier is a good one, innocent of all hum 
and instability when used with a carbon mike 
of the 2- button type, and if it has ample gain 
for that job, your case becomes very simple. No 
outboard amplifier whatever is then needed 
for a dynamic of the 7B class. In fact it is 
sometimes satisfactory to leave even the input 
transformer unchanged, merely feeding into one - 
half of the primary winding. Nothing could be 
simpler than that. 

Many phone amateurs have noticed the dif- 
ference between the "liveness" of European re- 
cordings and records made in the U.S.A. If 
you have never noticed this, compare one of 
"recorded in England" Victor records (such as 
Jack Hilton's "Just a Gigolo ") with a domestic 
recording of the same number. The reason 
for this is that they use a longer reverberation 
time, about 0.7 second as compared to about 
0.3 second for this country. 

Henry Scott, world's fastest pianist, has 
played 268 notes in six seconds. We observe 
that at that rate the thumps of his finger tips 
on the keys could produce a 44 -cycle tone. 
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"RADIO" GOES TO A 

1 
Whew, finished at last. 1 wonder 
if she will buckle. 

2 Six helpers; six ideas as to how 
it should be put up. 

3 Steady! Don't tangle those top 
guys and we are all set. 

POLE RAISING BEE 
Pharos Gy J. 

4 Easy! Don't pull; just keep her 
straight. Hey, STEADY! 

cJAaahhh. 
There she is, 91 feet. 

Who has the plumb bob? 
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ttspecía[ízed 5 or 10 Meter Amplifier 

Looking straight down on the "Specialized" u.h.f. amplifier. The two circular plates to the right are for tuning, those to the left for neutralizing. The recangular plates (fixed) 
provide lumped capacity 

A 250 watt amplifier with a tank condenser 
large enough for 160 meter phone operation 
can be made to work on 10 meters by putting 
in a suitable tank coil. But the large amount 
of metal in the circuit and many linear inches 
of condenser plate "edge" will reduce the ef- 
ficiency of the amplifier on those frequencies, 
even if the minimum capacity of the condenser 
is low enough to allow a proper L/C ratio on 
10 meters (which it probably won't be) . 

The obvious remedy is to use a tank con- 
denser with the same voltage rating but less 
plates (smaller physically) . The trouble is 
then that one will not be able to get sufficient 
"Q" on the low frequency bands, especially for 
phone. 

The root of the difficulty is that from 160 
meters to 10 or 5 meters is just too big a jump. 
What we really need is a separate amplifier 
stage for the higher frequency bands. We can 
make the big condenser work okeh down to 
20 without appreciable loss; so what we need 
is a separate amplifier for use on 10 meters. 

This is desirable for another reason: Our 
plug in coil arrangement is satisfactory for the 
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lower frequency bands, but on 10 meters the 
leads to the coil chucks form an appreciable 
part of the tank inductance. With a separate 
10 meter amplifier we can use an air wound 
self- supported wire coil and bolt the coil right 
to the condenser, or at least reduce the lead 
length appreciably if the coil is mounted on 
stand -off insulators. 

The best bet of all would be to use the high 
"Q" linear rod amplifier described in the Jan- 
uary issue by Ray L. Dawley. 

The only objection that can be raised to the 
separate amplifier system is the matter of cost. 
However, this can be kept down to a surprising- 
ly low value. 

We will assume for the sake of economy 
that the tubes are switched back and forth from 
the final amplifier of the main transmitter to 
the outboard 10 meter amplifier. After all, it 
is no more of a chore than changing the final 
plate coil, which is no longer necessary with 
the separate 10 meter stage. 

Now all we have left are a tank condenser 
and coil, a grid tank condenser and coil, and 
miscellaneous small items (resistor, r.f. chokes, 
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etc.). The coils can be wound up from a few 

feet of number 12 copper wire, which is very 

inexpensive. The grid condenser will be a 

midget, which does not cost much as condensers 
go. The only items left are the plate tank con- 

denser and neutralizing condensers. If we can 

dispose of these in an inexpensive manner the 
argument for the outboard 10 meter amplifier 
will be cinched. 

In the first place, because the tank condenser 
requires so little capacity, one can be purchased 
very reasonably. And neutralizing condensers 
can be easily made from a few scraps of alumi- 
num if low capacity tubes are used. In fact, 
the tank condenser itself can be home made if 

desired. A couple of pieces of brass or alumi- 
num about 3 or 4 inches square can be mounted 
with a quarter inch air gap and the affair tuned 
by bending one plate in and out. This will 
not be a "split stator" affair, but with a push 
pull stage a split stator plate tank condenser is 

not necessary or even advisable, provided the 
stage is laid out symmetrically, a good r.f . 
choke is used to feed the plate tank coil, and 
a split stator grid condenser is used. Ground- 
ing the rotor of the grid tank condenser will es- 

tablish a balance to ground that will not be 

upset except by clipping onto the plate tank 
with a single wire fed antenna, etc. As this is 

not advisable with a push pull amplifier any- 

how, it is of no particular disadvantage. 

In the photograph is shown a 10 meter am- 
plifier with a unique plate tank and neutralizing 
assembly. This assembly was made up from 
two of the new Bud u.h.f. split stator condensers. 
Each of these condensers consists of a center 
stationary plate, mounted on a stand -off insu- 
lator, and two movable plates that move in 

and out by means of a screw thread on each 
side of the stationary plate. By taking two of 
these condensers and swapping the various 
parts around a bit in a way in which the manu- 
facturer never intended (or rather never ex- 
pected), we have a very inexpensive and ef- 

ficient tank tuning and neutralizing assembly. 

The method of assembling the condenser 
parts can easily be figured out from inspection 
of the illustration. However, before assembling, 
it is a good idea to round off the edges of the 
two stationary plates by scraping with a razor 
blade (used as a sort of "draw knife "). The 
edges of these plates were not rounded as are 
those of the movable plates. 

For tubes such as the 35T, where the plate 
lead comes out the top of the envelope, it is 

desirable to make contact to the two station- 
ary plates at their tops in order to obtain 
shortest plate leads. This can be done by 
using countersunk flat -head screws (to preserve 
the uniform air -gap between the two station- 
ary plates) and mounting the screws close as 

possible to the corner edge of each plate. Then 
by sliding the outside movable (neutralizing) 
plates forward a quarter of an inch or so from 
where they would ordinarily be mounted with 
respect to the stationary plates, the screws will 
not be in the way of the "neutralizing flip- 
pers." This is not nearly so complicated as 
it sounds, and would be obvious to anyone 
arranging the various parts for mounting. 

Tuning is accomplished by the two movable 
plates in parallel with the two stationary 
"lumped capacity" plates. Tuning is not so con- 
venient as with a conventional condenser, but 
inasmuch as the rig is tuned up on 10 meters 
and left alone, this is a minor objection, es- 

pecially in view of the many things the arrange- 
ment has to recommend it (short lead length, 
economy, etc.) 

Because of the method of mounting, the 
plates should be mounted on a heavy chassis 
to eliminate any chance for wobble. Many of 
the chassis commonly sold in the smaller sizes 
will not be heavy enough for rigidity. 

The grid tuning condenser, mounted below 
deck, has its rotor grounded. Both grid and 
plate coil are fed through r.f. chokes and are 
not bypassed. 

Some slight body- capacity effect will be no- 
ticed when tuning the amplifier, due to the 
fact that the movable plates are "hot." How- 
ever, after one becomes used to it this will 
nor be found objectionable, as it is only neces 
nary to "allow" a bit when adjusting the ca- 
pacity. If the stage were being retuned all 
the time, this would be more of a problem. 
Amateurs who have at some time or other 
used a single- section condenser to tune a split 
coil will already be familiar with hand -capacity 
effects and how to tune "slightly past reso- 
nance" before drawing their hands away. 

A safety precaution if over 1000 volts is 

used on the amplifier is to remove the small 
knobs on the tuning plates (the neutralizing 
plates can be readjusted as needed for neu- 
tralization with the plate voltage off) and re- 
place them with better- insulated knobs. The 
set screws on the knobs supplied with the con- 
densers may "bite" at very high voltage. 

The type construction shown is also highly 
recommended for 5 meter operation. 
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DX 
By HERB. BECKER, W6QD 
Readers are invited to send monthly contributions 
for publication in these columns direct to Mr. Beck- 
er, 1117 West 45th Street, Los Angeles, California. 

G2ZQ WAZ 
Johnny Hunter, G2ZQ, is the second in the world 

to accomplish the feat of working ALL zones. 
Johnny's 40th zone was AC4YN in Tibet, and you 
can bet that G2ZQ got a big thrill in hooking up 
with him. Before going any further, here is the com- 
plete info about AC4YN. 2ZQ worked him on April 
21st. The station is operated by ex- VU2DR, Mr. Fox. 
and ex -G5YN, Mr. Nepean, of the British Political 
Mission, Lhaha, via Gyan -tse, Tibet. In fact that is 
the whole QRA. Now the important part for you 
fellows: the frequency of AC4YN is 14,180 kc. with 
a T7 -T8 note. Go get him! Johnny hooked him 
just after G6WY signed off with him, and the funny 
part of it is G2ZQ had been off the air for five weeks 
due to his y.l. being home from college .... she had 
gone back to school just the day before! That im- 
mediately raises the question, "Is Johnny glad college 
didn't start a week later or isn't he ?" I think I 
hear those wedding bells getting tuned up over there 
for them. Here are stations in each of the 40 zones 
that he has worked. 

1. K7UA, K7FCR 21. YI6KR 
2. VE5NO 22. VS7GJ 
3. VE5EH 23. AC4YN 
4. W5FRR 24. MX2B 
5. W1AVV 25. J8CA 
6. XEIAG 26. HS1Pi 
7. K5AA 27. KA1LY 
8. HH5PA 28. VSIAA 
9. PZ1PA 29. VK6FO 

10. OA4AL 30. VK7CH 
11. ZP6AB 31. K6COG 
12. CE7AA 32. ZL4AO 
13. CX1CG 33. CNBMI 
14. CT2AA 34. SU1EC 
15. ZB1F 35. ZD2A' 
16. U5FK 36. ZD8A 
17. U9AV 37. ET8FA 
18. U9AC 38. ZS3D 
19. UOLC 39. FR8VX 
20. ZC1S 40. TF3TP 

Incidentally, for the gang's information the method 
of QSLing used by G2ZQ is as follows To all 
stations outside of Europe except W, VE, VK, ZL, 
ZS, PY, LU he QSL's immediately, and those sta. 
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rions such as W, VE, VK, etc., he QSLs the minute 
he receives their card. All of the above is nice 
going and congratulations, Johnny 

G6WY hooked up with AC4YN just a little while 
before 2ZQ, and after a QSO on c.w. he put his 
phone through to Tibet. Van Whyte has been spend- 
ing considerable time on phone lately and seems to be 
doing all right with it. He says it's "shocking" to 
work such dx code hounds as W6GRX and W6GRL 
on 20 meter phone, and the queer part of it is, GRL 
thinks the same about G6WY. Among other two - 
way phone QSO's for him are VK3IW, VK2ADV, 
VK3GQ, VK7CL, VK3KX, VK5AI, LU7AC, LU1QA, 
LU4AW, PY2CK, YV5ABE, VU2CQ, VS6AH, 
SU1KG, CN8AF, FT4AA, CO8YB and many W's 
in all districts. That surely covers all continents. 
G6WY did a nice job when he worked ZL4BR on 
3.5 Mc. during the contest on c.w. Van Whyte says 
that G5KH worked AC4UU on 28 Mc. a very short 
time ago So there is another one for you guys 
to go after. No frequency available yet on him, 
though G5QY has worked FY8C in New 
Guinea, and VP8B in Falkland Islands. 

How Many Countries Have You? 
There's that question again. Allright, you asked 

for it and here it is. Beginning with the 
July issue of RADIO which is the next issue 

this department will print your country totals 

GBAC, Sussex, England 

along with the number of your zones. To qualify 
for countries you must first have 28 zones and the 
number of countries will be printed in another 
column right next to your zone total. So .... to all 
of you fellows that have your call and zones listed 
in the WAZ Honor Roll at the present time, you 
have another job on your hands Just sit down 
and figure out how many countries you have as per 
the "official" country list in the January issue of 
RADIO. 

Sweden 
From SM6UJ I learn that he has been a very sick 

man, but is getting around a bit now. O.m. Abner 
says that many of the SM dx hams are using good 
receivers You see, in their country they are 
not prohibited from buying radio "gear" abroad. 
SM6UJ has had an HRO for several months and 
says it is surely swell and then adds that with 
a good antenna and a good receiver a guy doesn't 
need much of a transmitter, hi. That grand old man 
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of ham radio in Sweden, SM6UA, has a Super -Pro 
and is still active on the air Just a month ago 
he celebrated his 71st birthday. 

Another Country Heard From 
Around the first of May, my friends W6LYM and 

W6BAM worked F58AA, on the island of Uea, 
which is supposed to be northeast of Fiji. No, that 
isn't a typographical error the call is F58AA 

T8 .... 14,429 kc. and he comes in usually 
between 0400 and 0630 G.m.t. Norol, W6LYM, 
lives in Orange, Calif., and has a fine QRA, to say 
nothing of his swell rig using a pair of 250TH's 

two VEE beams with about 450 odd feet in 
each leg whoa. 

Canada 
VE5HC pops out with this: "What do the fellows 

know about TZ2A on 14,490 kc., T7 ?" I think he's 
really got something there, dunno what, but might 
be something 'way out there in the "commercial 
dx band." Sez to him sounded like a phony South 
American. Ditto for me, too. VE5HC nominates 
G2PL and F8EO as the most consistent European 
stations in VE5, and reports also, that VE5LD in 
Zone 2 is on Sundays on 14,020 kc. around 1900 
G.m.t., and UOLD on 7200 kc. from 1400 to 1600 
G.m.t. 5HC says that on a recent visit to W7BB's 
shack he found things in a sad state rig was 
rather decomposed and covered with cob -webs. 

France 
Our of pal, F8EO, shoots in some good infor- 

mation. In the recent dx contest the most active F 
hams were 3KH, BZF, 8LX, 8TQ, 8JI, 8RR and 
8E0. F8EB and F8FC seem to be content to rest 
on their laurels of former years, and as for F8EX 

he's still on his honeymoon hi 
FM8AD with his two 210's made 90,000 points in 
the contest, which is sure darn good for that QRP. 
F8EO, of course, had about 1050 QSO's in the test 
and 500 of them were on 10 meters. 

Francois says that 8WB, 8EX, 8FC and himself 
are planning rigs for 56 Mc. work with powers of 
50 to 100 watts, using T55's and 800's. 6L6's and 
807's are very popular with the boys as exciters. On 
10 meters 8E0 says the phone of W6JJU is very 
good but due to bad QRM it is sometimes tough to 
get even the good ones through. Wants to know 
when the W's are going to create a 10 meter phone 
band such as is on 20 meters. For the benefit of the 
gang overseas, and elsewhere, I might just mention 
that the phone band on 10 meters for W stations is 
from 28,000 to 29,000 kc. That means that the whole 
high frequency end of the band from 29,000 to 30,000 
kc. is open to c.w. code stations only. Why not get 
the gang interested in going down there. If a few 
of the consistent dx men would move their frequencies 
into that section of the band, we would soon have 
things well in hand. How about it let's get 
the c.w. fellows down there. Well, anyway, to go 
on with FBEO's report he had a nice QSO 
with PZ1PA on 14,380 kc., and says, too, that the 
Pacific stations come through around 0530 G.m.t. and 
after that about 0630 a few K6's pop in, 
K6AKP being very good. Francois claims that lately 
the European stations have been coming in pretty 
strong, making it bad for good reception of other 
dx sigs. A common complaint that many of the boys 
are making over there is that there is too much phone 
QRM between 14,250 and 14,400 kc. We think so 

"WAZ" HONOR ROLL 
ON4AU 40 W9EF 35 W9IWE 30 
G2ZQ 40 ZG1Z 35 W6FKZ 30 
G6VP 39 W9KA 34 WDIO 30 
W8BTI 39 W8JK 34 WiA U 30 
W7BB 39 W3EMM 34 W3AWH 29 
W3SI 39 W3EGO 34 W9LW 29 
W6CXW 39 W2FAR 34 W6HJT 29 
W4DHZ 39 W9PK 34 W8FJ/1 29 
WBCRA 39 W6LYM 34 VE5HC H 29 
W6GRL 39 W 1 AQT 34 W3CDG 29 
W6ADP 39 W7BYW 34 W3TR 29 
W3PC 39 W6ENV 34 G6ZU 28 
W3ANH 39 W6FKC 34 W8DOD 28 
G6WY 39 W8AAT 34 ZU1T 28 
W9TJ 38 W6FZL 34 W6CGQ 28 
GSYH 38 W6TI 34 W6GNZ 28 
W6CUH 38 W8CNZ 34 W5EOW 28 
W8HWE 38 W9LQ 33 W91B 28 
W9ALV 38 W3EVW 33 W6HJT 28 
VE4R0 37 W3AYS 33 W3EYS 28 
W2BSR 37 W6GHU 33 W6CEM 28 
W2GW 37 W6DOB 33 W6JBO 28 
W8DFH 37 W6LDJ 33 W9VBB 28 
W6OD 37 W9LBB 33 W6GK 28 
WBBKP 37 W5AFX 33 W3CDG 28 
W2GWE 37 W9AFN 33 2 
W8OSL 37 G6CL 33 VU2LJV 28 

Y 37 W6VB 33 W9DEI 28 
G66NJ 37 W6BAM 32 W8HGA 28 
W2DTB 37 W8HYC 32 W6LHN 28 
LY1J 37 W6KZL 32 W3CZO 28 
W8LEC 37 W9CWW 32 WBLZK 28 
W6HX 37 W6KIP 32 W6LCA 28 
W7AMX 37 W8BTK 32 V 4D0 28 
W4AH 37 W5EHM 32 W6LEE 28 
W2HHF 37 W9EF 32 
W BKKG 36 VE2EE 32 
G6RB 36 G6GH 32 

Phone: 
W9ARL 36 WBOQF 32 W4AH 31 
W8KPB 36 W2AAL 31 W2HUQ 27 
W1ZB 36 W3DCG 31 W5BDB 27 
WI CC 36 W5CUJ 31 VE2EE 26 
W9PTC 36 W8T7WV 31 W6BGH 26 
W6GAL 36 W3CIC 31 W3SI 25 
W6AM 36 W8rT)R 31 W8JK 24 
W9KG 36 W6HXU 31 W3EMM 24 
W3EDP 36 W6KRM 31 W6ITH 24 
W2OA 36 W6HEW 30 W6OCH 24 
W6KBD 36 W2BXA 30 gtENNR 23 
W3EXB 35 W8MAH 30 W6AM 23 
W6NHC 35 W7AVL 30 VE5OT 23 
W6GRX 35 W3UVA 30 W6BAY 23 
WBCJJ 35 ON4VU 30 W6LLQ 22 
W2AIW 35 W7AYO 30 W6OEH 22 
G6QX 35 W9PGS 30 W7AO 22 
W6EGH 35 W6KWA 30 W6MLG 22 
W2BJ 35 W4MR 
W3BBB 35 W8DED 3ó wiCóJ zó 

If you have worked 28 or more :ones and are 
willing to produce confirmation 
your score on a postcard. 

Phone stations need work but 
must be raised on phone. Sta 
either c.w. or phone. 

on demand, send in 

20 :ones, but stations 
tions worked may be 

here too, and if the phone stations that are using 
frequencies between the above mentioned spots, would 
shift into the recognized phone band 14,150 
to 14,250 kc they would make thousands of 
hams the world over very happy. In ending 
his report F8EO says that 7 Mc. is sometimes very 
tough to work because of the Spanish phone stations. 

Straits Settlements 
VS1AA, J. Maclntosh, advises that anyone who 

worked VS1AA between November 9, 1936 and 
February 7, 1937, was working a pirate. His station 
VS1AA was definitely not on during that period. 
Mac also says in case anyone who has worked him 
has not received a QSL card to get in touch with 
their respective QSL bureaus, as he never fails t9 QSL. 
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Bahamas 
From the office of the Superintendent of Telegraphs 

at Nassau in the Bahamas we learn that they have 
been receiving QSL cards addressed to VP7AB. The 
sad part of it is that VP7AB is apparently an un- 
licensed station . . . . and their law distinctly rates 
the working of an unlicensed station as a criminal 
offense. 

Belgium 
ON4VU has worked 30 zones and some of the 

dx that is in his log includes J2LL, J5CC, J8CD, 
VU2BA, VU2KT, CE3AC, K4BRN, VP2TG, ZE1JU 
and many others. ON4VU is on the air nearly 
every day between 0600 and 0800 G.m.t. and on the 
lookout for dx, especially Pacific Coast stations. 

England 
Nelly Corry, G2YL says that a new sta- 

tion heard around noon by 2BFL in Croydon is 
AC4UU in Tibet. He was heard telling a W (who 
is the W ? ?) that G5KH was his first G .... and 
that was on March 24th. The above was on 28 Mc. 
as is the rest of the info from Miss Corry. G6DH 
hooked TF5C ... . Africans were heard spasmodi- 
cally and included FA8IH, SU1JT, SU1RO, ZE1JJ, 
ZE1JU, ZS1C, ZS2N, ZU5B, and FB8AB. That 
long lost man of Jamaica VP5PZ, John Grinan, is 
on 10 meter fone and had his first G contact with 
G6LK on March 18th. 

G6QX, Bob Jardine, has been using a T55 on 10 
lately and one Sunday afternoon he worked 29 dx 
stations, finally quitting with a glass arm. After the 
contest Bob hooked up with K4 and VE5OA for two 
new zones, and now he has 35. 

Saudi Arabia 
I am going to quote a portion of a letter received 

from Bill Aldwell, W6LBM, who is now in Al 
Khobar, Saudi Arabia. It is quite interesting in that 
he brings out the difference between Hedjaz and 
Saudi Arabia and too, it clears up the mys- 
tery to some extent about OS3BR. Here's part of 
Bill's letter: 

Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia 
Sirs: 

I note with interest in the DX columns that OS3BR is 
listed as having given his QRA as near Jeddah, Hedjaz. 
Allow me to inform you that there is but one station in all 
Saudi Arabia capable of working on the short waves, and I 
am quite sure that it has not been using the call OS3BR, 
as I am the only person operating it and have never used 
that call on short wave or long wave, either. The station so 
designating itself cannot be anything else but a "phoney ", 
much as I regret to say this, on account of the gang who 
is possibly expecting QSL's. 

We hope to be on the air shortly on 40 and 80 meters 
with about 400 watts on voice and key, and will use the 
call HZ1AA; shortly afterward, HZ1AB will also be on. 
Just how soon this will happen, it is hard to tell, as we 
have to get a few things ironed out with the Government 
first. At any rate, the call HZ1AA will not be a fake, when 
and if used. 

One thing further: I note in your country list that Saudi 
Arabia and the Hedjaz are listed as two countries. This is, 
of course, wrong, as the Hedjaz is merely a province of 
Saudi Arabia. The call group HZ is listed as belonging to 
the Hedjaz, but is in reality assigned to all of Saudi 
Arabia; we, for instance, use the call HZA, although we are 
in Hasa, on the other side of the country from the Hedjaz. 
The latter was formerly an independent country, but was 
annexed by King Ibn Saud, and is now just another province 
in the kingdom. 

I should like to see this error in the countries list cor- 
rected, as when we get on the air on the ham bands, we 
don't like everyone asking "what the heck, etc." . . . re- 
quiring more explanation than it is worth. 

BILL ALDWBLL, HZA, HZ1AA, W6LBM. 
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I believe this will be of interest to the dx gang, 
and let's keep an ear open for HZ1AA. 

Cannonsburg, U.S.A. 
W8CRA came out of his shell long enough to 

work himself a couple of new ones on 14 Mc. 
VK4KC is one of them. Hey, don't laugh 
just because it's a VK. This one happens to be in 
Papua, which is on the same island as New Guinea. 
The other one for Frank was PK6XH in Nether- 
lands, New Guinea . which is on the other end 
of same island. Incidentally, PK6XH is ex -PAOXH 

remember him? BCRA has been so busy 
taking care of his harem that dx has almost taken 
the count. He'll be back one of these days and 
when he does, it will be with a vengeance. 

Hawaii 
K6CGK is responsible for the following: He says 

that K6AKP worked this AC4YN a short time ago, 
and he was about 14,200 kc. with a 1000 cycle note. 
The time of the contact was 1900 G.m.t. I'm con- 
vinced that this is no phony; get busy and get this 
guy while the "gittin" is good. Or . . . make an 
offer to K6AKP for the card when he gets it. . . 

He'll trade it for one from Iceland, hi. Another 
great deed that AKP did was finally to end this feud 
with G5YH by actually working him. Remember 
G5YH claimed that the K6 gang never listened and 
the K6's claimed the same, with nothing very much 
being done about it. According to CGK, K6AKP 
converses nightly on 20 meter fone with the J's, in- 
cluding Scratchi at Osockme, and no foolin' he actu- 
ally carried on in unadulterated Japanese. As for 
K6CGK himself ... rolled up 163,000 points in the 
contest, 1110 contacts in 50 districts on four bands. 
He is still using those 8 year old 210's into a dia- 
mond beam. 

Note to Foreign Stations 
To the many foreign stations that are lamenting 

their inability to hear any stations in Nevada, we 
offer the following: W6ETJ is on quite regularly on 
14,040 kc. Yep; he is in Nevada. 

OH1NL, Suomi, Finland 
Hopping Around U. S. A. 

W8LDR running 140 watts input to his T -55 has 
been knocking over some nice dx, some of which 
includes U9ML, U9MJ, I1TKM, I1RRA,, VQ8AF, 
SV1KE, LA4K, ES5D, FT4AK, KA1US, KA1MD, 
YRSCP, YR5AR, YL2CG, SU1SG, SU1CH, J2MH, 
J2CB, J5CC,; LYIJ, SM6WL, K7FYI, VU2AU, 
VS7RF, VK6SA and many others . W6EFC in 
Arizona has a new job, chief op of KOY; he also 
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has a new QRA and is already burning up the air. 
He says he has 20 acres of land which should hold 
lots of diamond antennae. W6FFC is on fone and 
he recently worked SM5ZS and says the SM report- 
ed him as being "louder than W6CUH" 
My, my, since when was CUH on phone? ... W9LQ 
recently purchased a new Collins transmitter with 
the result that he gets on the air more than before 
During the contest he raised his zones to 33 

Ed Stevens, W7BB, while tramping around in the 
Oregon forest ran across that old 40 meter hound, 
W8SB. W8SB is Lieut. Al Barris, the executive 
officer at a C.C.C. camp W4DIQ in Jackson- 
ville, Florida, running only 50 watts to his 210 has 
worked HR7WC, FA8DA, CE4AD, ES5D, OZ7SS, 
YR5CF, CNBMI and on 40 has hooked CNBAN, 
SV1KI, K7PQ, CN8MN, OE7EJ, SM7UC, FM8AD, 
VP2LA. 

SM6UJ, Askersund, Sweden 

W9UWD with his 80 watts on a T -20 worked 
two J stations at 2 a. m. c.s.t. and wants to know 
if that isn't somewhat unusual for a W9 
W8DFH has been on the air a little over a year, 
and has 37 zones and 100 countries to his credit. 
Also has worked 50 Asians and 100 African sta- 
tions. Recently he snagged ZS3F and thinks he is 
the first ZS3 to get going . . . . frequency 14,385. 

W8DFH says that W8HWE and W8CRA are about 
the only ones going after dx around Pittsburgh 
these days, and then adds that 8CRA is not on a 
great deal due to QRM from the YL's. Other sta- 
tions by W8DFH are VR2FF, 14,100; OX3M, 
14,415, J7CJ, 14,400; and ZB1L, P4,230 
W8HWE, Bob Haas, worked KGOJG in Guam for 
country number 105. Bob was the first W contact 
of XU2ZA, who is ex- K6NDH, ex -W2BDU and 
says to QSL in a plain envelope to Felix L. Ferranto, 
American Embassy Guard, Peiping, China. 

For those wllo want to send a card to VU7JP the 
QRA is J. S. Nicholson, Munnar, Travancore, South- 
ern India . .. . W8NYJ of Cleveland was heard in 
Germany on 80 meter c.w. with 30 watts input to 
a 210. 

Charlie Waif, W3UVA, has a new final with a 
pair of 100TH's in it and seems to be doing right 
well. He has 30 zones and 71 countries to his 
credit. Some of his better dx includes CP1AA, 
LY1AF, SM6SO, TI2LR, VP2LA, XU8JR, U1AD, 

FABCR, ZS1AL, ZS1AN, FA8IH, YR5CF, ZS5U, 
VP2AT, U9MI and U9AF. 

W7AOL worked these new ones VQ8AA, 
ZSIAH, ZU1Q, ZS4U, ZU1T, ZS1AX and ZS1Z. 
W9CWW is still at it and now has 32 zones . . 

Some of the new stations for him are VS6AG, 
VS1AF, PK4KO, PK3BM, PK1VH and YL2CG .. . 

W9GK connects with U1AD, U5AE, U2AE, U9MF, 
U3FB, LIIR, OH2NB, VP5AD, ON4FQ, F3AM, 
YR5AA, ZZ2A, G5RI, G2VD, G2CL, LA6U, and 
a few others W9TXG rebuilding and will 
be on with more soup real soon now . . Keat 
Crockett, W9ALV, has just worked his 38th zone. 
Incidentally, Keat is the first W9 to get 38 zones. 

My friend. W6KZL and his x.y.l. are on a trip 
east. Glen has a portable rig with him using an 
HF -100 in the final. Glen and his wife are a slick 
dance team so keep an eye open for "Blaine and 
Elaine." Right now they are somewhere in Texas. 
Before they left, KZL made w.a.c. twice in one day. 

W9OKW may have the highest powered call but 
Bill Moran says that he thinks he should get the 
blue ribbon for the lowest powered call: W2ION. 
W2ION also wants to know if anyone knows any- 
thing about XX2JJ. Neither do I. 

Ah, here's another W9, this time W9VOV of 
Kewaunee, Wisconsin. He says that his section is 
not as favorable for dx as either coast is, and probably 
he is right. But VOV built himself one of these 
6L6G exciters (one tube) such as was described 
in December RADIO and this coupled to a half -wave 
antenna has given him good results. The antenna, 
which is zepp fed and is about ten feet above his 
chimney, seems to work ok and he has worked K5, 
K7, CM8, LA2, PY2, KA1 and many others. VOV 
goes on to say in his letter . . "and why is it 
that while I am able to contact the Philippines, I 

repeatedly fail to contact W6 stations? Here I need 
Idaho, Arizona, Utah, and Nevada for w.a.s., and 
although I hear those states they don't want to hear 
me. Many's the night I have gone to bed with a 
bitter heart (and lots of other W9's along with me 

but not in the same bed) cussing the ornery 
W6's who haven't got the heart, and maybe the re- 
ceivers, to give a poor W9 a break ! Aren't there 
any real hams in those states ?" Gee, that is surely 
a sad state of affairs when we W6's neglect the 
W9's. I think we better look into that, pronto. 

If all of the W6's would work as many 9's as 
QD does, there wouldn't be room for complaints 

ahem ! Which further reminds me that this 
department is receiving complaints from other dis- 
tricts for not answering their calls. Must be the 
skip. 

W6TI Horace Greer, of Oakland, Calif., worked 
FT4AG in zone 33 for his 34th zone. Freq., 14,038 
kc., T8. W7AO in Toledo, Oregon, has just worked 
his 22nd zone on 'phone. His rig uses a couple of 
300T's in a linear (wonder if it's an Oregon kw. ?) 
and the antenna is one of W8JK's beams, which 
gives him a 3 point gain in So. Africa over an or- 
dinary type. 7AO also says that W7DNB has just 
hooked a So. American station for his 'phone WAC. 

W2BSR, Art Braaten, did pretty well for himself 
on April 21st when he worked U9AW, U9AV and 
U9ML in rapid succession for good solid QSO's. 
Said he would have given his shirt to have done 

[Continued -on Page 86] 
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A Low Cost Crystal Mike Amplífíer 
By RAYMOND P. ADAMS* 

The Amplifier with its Cushioned Swivel - 
Mounting Crystal Mike 

There is a prevailing practice on the part of 
"kit- form" and built -up amplifier manufacturers 
of releasing thoroughly complete and single - 
unit designs of such construction and gain as 
to permit direct mike connection to the first 
tube. These may meet with the approval of 
most public address agencies and perhaps ten 
per cent of the transmitting amateurs who adapt 
these amplifiers to modulator service. But 
there remain a few p.a. men and that other 
90% of the amateur phone enthusiasts who find 
compactness in the audio frequency system 
more troublesome than convenient and who 
for a number of good reasons demand separate 
preamplification and some means of controlling 
the percentage of modulation and /or amplifier 
gain from the operation desk. 

Consider the amateur alone. As far as he 
is concerned, a complete amplifier- modulator 
reposing squarely in front of him on the operat- 
ing table becomes entirely out of the question. 
It takes up too much space where space is real- 
ly needed. The somewhat bulky modern -day 
receiver and the usual monitor and "fregmeter" 
and perhaps that new cathode ray modulometer 
will pretty well occupy all available space on 
the operating table. If the transmitter is located 
at a more or less remote point and the thing is 
a rack and panel job with speech input stages 
built -in, he'll have his table nice and free- 
* 1717 No. Bronson Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 
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but he'll have to get used to the idea of long 
cable feed from a lone mike at his elbow and 
of having no ready means of adjusting a.f. gain. 

If the transmitter, similarly complete, is fair- 
ly close at hand, he'll still be at a disadvantage, 
for every time he decides to adjust the gain 
he'll have to reach up and over or around to 
get at the right control. All in all and what- 
ever the set -up -the number of units, the com- 
pleteness of the a.f. section, the proximity of 
controls which will occasionally need adjust - 
ment -hé ll eventually decide that a small pre- 
amplifier sitting close at hand on his desk and 
taking up no appreciable room will be a mighty 
nice thing to have. 

But all this isn't news. And neither is the 
fact that, generally speaking, a good a.c. oper- 
ated preamplifier involves a whale of a lot 
of care in design and selection of components. 

That all said, we'll get on to the subject at 
hand -a desk amplifier which works very well 

Back View of the 4 Watt Amplifier with 
Cover Removed 

and which certainly shouldn't drain very hard 
on limited pocket power. 

Physical and Electrical Design 
The complete preamplifier, exclusive of power 

supply, is mounted on a 31/2 by 8 by 11 /2 inch 
open -ended chassis installed in a manufactured 
crackle- finished shield can. The can is but 91/2 
inches long, 61/2 inches high, and 434 inches 
deep, and is provided with removable front 
and rear covers, removable bottom plate, and 
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Schematic Wiring Diagram of the Amplifier Proper 
C1 -25 pfd. 25 volt C8-.25 uld. 400 volt 

elect. tubular 
C2-0.25 Mfd. 400 volt Cg --0.1 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular tubular 
C3 --0.1 Mfd. 400 volt C10-25 pfd. 25 volt 

tubular elect. 
C4-0.25 pfd. 400 volt C11 -.05 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular tubular 
C5 -0.1 pfd. 400 volt C12 -.006 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular tubular 
C6-25 pid. 25 volt C13-0.5 pfd. 400 volt 

elect. tubular 
C7 -0.1 pfd. 400 volt C14-6 Mfd. 450 volt 

tubular elect. 

four rubber mounting feet. Gain control and 
an optional tone control are mounted on the 
front panel as are a B -lead on -off switch, an 
indicating pilot light, and the receptacle for 
the diaphragm type crystal mike. The panel 
layout is really rather unusual but leaves noth- 
ing to be desired, either in eye- pleasing place- 
ment of controls or in functional design. The 
mike receptacle, you will note, is in the upper 
left -hand corner. This permits á grid lead to 
the first tube (which is positioned immediately 
behind this item) as short as one inch. A 
chrome and black drawer -pull picked up in a 
local "five and ten" not only makes a conveni- 
ent lift handle but gives the completed instru- 
ment a finished and quite attractive commercial 
touch. 

The mike is swivel mounted on an Amphenol 
plug for direct installation on the panel. Or 
it can be extended, whichever is desired. 

A glance at the "upstairs" chassis view dis- 
closes that the input amplifier, the voltage am- 
plifier, and the output amplifier line up right 
along the chassis toward the output transform- 
er. This is a small, inexpensive, unshielded 
(but good quality) job matching the power 
pentode into a 500 ohm line. You will ob- 
serve that there is or should be plenty of room 
within the cabinet (on the wall, back panels, or 
top) for installation of two small a.f. chokes 
for a band pass or high pass filter system 
should one be desired. 

Another glance, this time at the underside 
chassis view, shows that we have just enough 

R1-0 megohm 1/r watt 
R2 -2500 ohms, 1/r w. 
R3-1 megohm, 1/S w. 
R4- 100,000 ohms. 1/3 

watt 
R5-100.000 ohms, 1/! 

watt 
R6- 500,000 ohm po- 

tentiometer 
R7- 100,000 ohms, V2 

watt 
R8-2500 ohms, 1/2 W. 
R2- 10.000 ohms, 1/2 

watt 

500.1. 
LINE 

R10-- 50.000 ohms, r/2 
watt 

R11 -0.5 megohm, 1/2 
watt 

R12- 100,000 ohms, 1/r 
watt 

R13 -400 ohms, 10 w. 
R14- 10,000 ohm tone 

control 
R10-50 ohm semi -var- 

fable c.t. 
Ri0-200 ohm poten- 

tiometer 
T-6F6 to 500 ohm line 

transformer 

space for the various required resistors and by- 
pass and coupling capacities. No room to 
spare, but, as we've just said, room enough. 

A male chassis receptacle on the back panel 
permits connection to the feed cable from the 
A and B supply. This supply may be anything 
on hand or a job built up around the suggested 
circuit illustrated. A two -post output assembly 
on this same panel or cover (it may be a bind- 
ing post type or simply an inexpensive screw 
terminal plate) is provided for connection from 
the output transformer secondary to a 500 ohm 
line. 

The Circuit 
There is nothing very unusual about the 

circuit. The first tube or mike amplifier in the 
lab. set -up is a 6J7, pentode connected, with 
its screen grid fed through a 1 megohm resis- 
tor from the point of juncture between two 0.1 
megohm ones in the plate circuit. At 250 
volts plate supply and with the particular 
microphone shown in the photograph this 
particular arrangement was found more suitable 
to the general design than any others. Be that 
as it may, some builders will perhaps prefer 
the use of either a 6F5, a 6B8, or a 6J7 triode 
connected and we might as well say that any 
one of these rubes will give perfect satisfaction 
with some minor changes in wiring and resis- 
tor values. 

The gain control, a 0.5 megohm potentio- 
meter, determines voltage input to the 6C5 sec- 
ond tube in the line -up and thus, in effect, the 
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gain of not only this unit but the complete 
a.f. lineup. 

Note that C.i and C;, the coupling con- 
densers between the stages, are of 0.1 ttfd. 
value. Grid circuits for both V2 and V3 are 
filtered, and plate circuits for V1 and V2 are 
similarly decoupled and provided with r.f. filter 
capacities to ground. All three cathodes are 
heavily by- passed with 25 l.tfd. electrolytics. 

The completed job draws about 50 ma. at 
250 volts B supply. At this voltage a good 
three watts can be put into the 500 ohm line. 
As a matter of fact, the laboratory amplifier 
has been used for voice p.a. work to a small 
extent and gives more than adequate output for 
small assembly hall coverage. 

The semi -variable resistor R3; may be quite 
necessary for filament center -tapping to ground 
and to eliminate hum unless the power trans- 
former 6.3 volt winding is itself center- tapped. 
C14 may be an electrolytic of any capacity great 
enough to filter out any B supply hum and to 
provide a low a.f. impedance to ground at tht. 
amplifier. It should not be eliminated, par- 
ticularly if the power supply is to be located 
some distance away. 

C12 may or may not be required. Cll and 
Rl the tone control, are optional. Generally, 
C12 will prevent any high frequency "burr" in 
the response and will be a very desirable 
refinement. The tone control is of course used 
to attenuate high frequencies. 

Any band pass or high pass filter system 
would be wired in between V2 and V, and 
might be of either single or dual section con- 
struction. (See Ray L. Dawley's article in Feb., 
1937, RADIO for all the filter dope needed). 

Construction 
As this little amplifier really recommends 

itself for more or less exact reproduction, we 
will give complete layout data herewith along 
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with a very few comments and advices on con- 
struction. 

Consider, first, the cabinet. It will take half 
an hour, perhaps, to drill. Mount the drawer - 
pull on its top, the gain and tone controls and 
the mike receptacle on the front panel, and the 
power receptable and line terminal assembly 
on the back cover. Stamp out the chassis socket 
holes and drill holes for the pilot light as- 
sembly and the B line switch. Mount the out- 
put transformer and the sockets, positioning the 
latter for shortest possible leads to other items, 
and then lock panel and chassis together by 
means of the securing nuts for pilot light and 
B switch. 

Wiring 
We won't bother much with wiring details 

as most amateurs know just what must be done. 
Use plenty of tie points, keep grid, plate and 
other filter circuits where they belong and leads 

Nothing Much Under the Sub -Panel Except 
a Bunch of By -pass Condensers 

as short as possible. Raise both coupling con- 
densers well above chassis ground and place 
them well away from filter condensers. Shield 
the leads from mike receptacle to 6J7 grid cap 
and the two leads brought through the chassis 
to the gain control if trouble is experienced at 
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C1 -.05 yid. 600 volt 
tubules (line fil. 
ter) 

C2 -.002 yid. 1000 volt 
mica 

C3 -C8-8 to 16 µíd. 
450 volt electro- 
lytics 

CHI, CH2- Filter 
chokes. Totalres., 
about 1400 ohms 

CH3-30 hy. 400 ohm 
choke 

CH4 -200 hy. 5000 ohm 
choke 

T -Power transformer 
700 volts c.t., 60 
ma.: 6.3 volts, 1.5 
amp.: 5 volts, 2 a. 

1,0 V 

Ac 
CI 

+250 V AT APPROx 50 Mn 

uov. I CH 
70 V. DROP-+ 

1.-60 TO 100 

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT 

+300 V. AT 40 MA. 

250V 
AT 

10 MA 

ALTERNATE FILTER CIRCUIT 

Power Supply Wiring Diagram, with Optional Filter Circuit 

this point. Shielding of the filament leads 
might be an added refinement. 

When the lab. model was first built, neither 
the 6C5 nor 6F6 grid circuits were filtered as 
shown. The result was, with every other pre- 
caution taken and regardless of changes in the 
values for all cathode resistors, that we could 
not advance the gain control beyond the three - 
quarter mark without experiencing bad feed- 
back and motorboating. With the grid circuits 
filtered this trouble disappeared entirely and we 
were able to run the gain wide open. 

The various filter capacities take up most of 
the room ; hence it will be advisable to use the 
smallest resistors which can be found. 

Suitable Power Supplies 
Two circuits are given for suitable power 

supplies. One affords about 250 volts for all 
three tubes and one gives 300 volts for the 6F6 
and a well - filtered 250 volts for the 6J7 and 
6C5. Both have two section filters. 

So far as the first circuit is concerned, there 
may be difficulty in obtaining two chokes with 
inductance of from 60 to 100 henries and a 
series resistance such as to give about a 70 volt 
drop at 50 ma. If so, one can employ a three - 
section filter and three 30 henry 400 ohm 
chokes. 

The second circuit would be more satis- 
factory, as it would permit the use of regularly 
available chokes, afford a higher B voltage for 
the 6F6, and more or less guarantee humless 
operation. In both circuits center -tapping of the 
6.3 volt power transformer winding to ground , 

will probably be required if the filament circuit 
is itself not center -tapped, as recommended, at 
the amplifier. 

A complete power unit could be built for 
very little, as a 50 ma. transformer and two 
unshielded low current capacity reactors would 

run to no more than perhaps six dollars list. 
Etched foil electroyltics are not terribly ex- 
pensive and the average junk box will disgorge 
accessory items if put under pressure. 

Operation 
In testing the instrument the mike should be 

plugged into its receptacle on the shield can 
and the gain control opened to full position. 
A speaker, a 500 ohm line to voice coil trans- 
former, and an extended line will come in 
handy for ear tests if C.R. equipment is not 
available. 

Place the speaker far enough away and at 
such a position with respect to the microphone 
that feed -back is not evidenced. At full gain the 
hum should be inaudible. If it isn't, make such 
power filtering readjustments as may seem 
necessary and try changing the position of a 
few leads within the amplifier. It is surprising 
how one or two leads, badly placed, will bring 
up the hum and how the hum will back out 
with these leads moved around a little. Shield 
the filament leads if necessary, and if hum still 
insists on making itself heard try balancing it 
out by feeding back from the filament through 
a blocking condenser to the cathode circuit of 
an offending tube. Sometimes a metal tube 
will have a rather low cathode to filament re- 
sistance and nothing but replacement will do 
the trick. 

There should be no motorboating or de- 
generative effects at full gain. Reproducton- 
granting that the specified output transformer 
and microphone are employed and that the 
speaker is capable of translating with good qual- 
ity and is properly matched into the line - 
should be found excellent. Plenty of audio 
power should be had. 

[Continued on Page 50] 
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All. Bands vvítli the "ßí-Pusl," 
There are so many possible combinations 

and modifications under which the "Bi- Push" 
exciter* can be used, that it would require 
pages to go into detail on each one. The pos- 
sibilities offered by variations of the funda- 
mental circuit are endless. However, some of 
them will be dealt with briefly here, especially 
those pertaining to the use of the exciter on 
various bands with different combinations of 
crystals and coils. 

If one studies the wiring diagram until he 
understands the idea upon which the coil 
switching is based, it should be possible for 
him to work out his own coils to suit his own 
individual purposes in regards to crystals and 
frequencies, with nothing needed other than 
the approximate number of turns required for 
each band. 

Many amateurs have written in expressing 
disappointment that the unit cannot be modu- 
lated for 160 -meter phone and is only useful 
as an exciter on that band (because of the 
fact that it functions as a push -pull 6L6 oscil- 
lator on 160 meters). However, the 6L6 
stage may be operated as a neutralized push - 
pull stage on 40, 80, or 160 meters by the 
scheme to be described, thus permitting modu- 
lation of the final stage as a neutralized am- 
plifier on either the fundamental or twice the 
fundamental frequency of the crystal, depend- 
ing upon whether one uses either one or both 
of the 6A6 stages. 

160-60-40 M. 80-40-20 M. IO M. 

PUSHPULL PUSHPUSH PUSH PUSH 

BOTTOM VI EWS OF SOCKETS AND FORMS 

The original circuit shows the bandswitch 
labeled "20, 10, 40" for use on those bands. 
For all band operation, the corresponding po- 
sitions should be labeled "X, Y, Z." By re- 
ferring to table A, it is possible to tell from 
the crystals available and the bands one desires 
to work just what coils are required and 
whether they should be connected push -pull or 
push -push (see diagram) . After this has been 

*RADIO, April 1937, page 8, and May 1937, page 64. 
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determined, the correct number of turns for 
the various bands can be found in table B. 

The 40, 80, and 160 meter coils may be 
wound on standard low loss bakelite forms if 
desired, but the 20 and 10 meter coils must 
be wound on high grade ceramic forms (Iso- 
lantite, etc.). Probably the most inexpensive 
combination is to use bakelite XP -53 112 -inch 
diameter forms for the 160 and 80 meter coils, 
and XR -20 -5 type 11/2 inch diameter "half 
height" ceramic form for the 40, 20, and 10 
meter coils. Another combination is to use 
XP -53 bakelite forms for the 160, 80, and 40 
meter coils, and CF -M midget isolantite 118- 
inch diameter forms for the 20 and 10 meter 
coils. When using bakelite forms, be sure 
they are of good material and have low power 
factor; otherwise, they will heat and waste 
power. 

Permanent Neutralization 
By utilizing an extra coil or two it is pos- 

sible to run the 6L6 amplifier as a neutralized 
push -pull stage, which may be modulated if 
desired. In other words, when working on 
the fundamental frequency of the crystal, the 
6L6 stage operates as a push -pull cross- neutral- 
ized amplifier instead of as a push -pull oscil- 
lator. A push -pull coil is inserted in coil 
socket B and another push -pull coil of the 
same frequency (crystal frequency) inserted in 
socket "C ". When permanently neutralized, 
the 6L6 stage will not function as an oscillator, 
as there is insufficient feedback to sustain os- 
cillation. However, by using an extra push - 
pull coil of the same frequency as the crystal 
it is not necessary to use the 6L6 stage as 
an oscillator, as the preceding 6A6 can be used 
to drive the 6L6's as an amplifier on the same 
frequency. 

To neutralize the 6L6 stage, procure two 
MEX or M -30 compression type trimmers 
(Isolantite, 3 -30 l,tpfd.) and remove the ad- 
justing screw on each. Take a fine -tooth hack 
saw blade and saw the tips off the stationary 
plate so that more clearance will be provided 
between it and the eyelet that holds the mov- 
able or compression plate. When this is done 
to each condenser, they may be soldered into 
the circuit, cross connected from plate to grid 
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TABLE A 

OUTPUT 
XTAL AND COIL SOCKETS 

S, 
X A B C 

160 160 X 160 Pull 160 Pull X 

80 80 X 80 Pull 80 Pull X 

80 160 X 160 Pull 80 Push X 

40 40 X 40 Pull 40 Pull X 

40 80 X 80 Pull 40 Push X 

40 80 X 80 Pull 40 Push 40 Pull Y 

40 160 X 160 Pull 80 Push 40 Push Y 

20 40 X 40 Pull 20 Push X 

20 40 X 40 Pull 20 Push 20 Pull Y 

20 80 X 80 Pull 40 Push 20 Push Y 

10 40 X 40 Pull 20 Push 10 Push Y 

Coil combinations and connections for all band operation when using either neutralization or 
screened tubes in the final stage of the "Bi- push" Exciter -Transmitter. 

on the 6L6's with as short leads as possible. 
The stage is then neutralized in the conven- 
tional manner by bending the movable plates 
in and out. The mica sheet and adjusting 
screw are both removed. Very little capacity 
is required to neutralize 6L6's, and these re- 
vamped trimmers provide a very inexpensive 
method. 

If this system of neutralization is used, no 
changes are required in the circuit as shown 
last month except for the addition of the neu- 
tralizing condensers. When once correctly set 
on 80 meters, the neutralization will hold for 
10 and 160 meters, making it unnecessary 
to touch the condensers when going on any 
band from 10 to 160 meters. The neutralizing 
capacities have no effect at all upon the opera- 
tion of the 6L6 stage when operating as a 

push -push doubler. They merely double the 
effective plate -grid capacity of each 6L6, which 
is very low anyway. When working push -push, 
the 6L6 stage "doesn't know the neutralizers 
are in the circuit." 

If this method of all -band operation is used 
(with neutralizers), it will be necessary to 
refer to table A for coil connections. Table 
A also applies when one uses 807's or RK -39's 
(late shielded type) in place of 6L6's in the 
last stage. However, it is cheaper to buy two 
18 -cent compression trimmers and use 6L6 -G's. 
Incidentally, the older type RK -39 will re- 

quire neutralizing the same as a 6L6. Only 
the newer ones are well -screened. Regardless 
of whether one neutralizes or uses screened 
versions of the 6L6, the last stage cannot be 
used as a crystal oscillator and it will be neces- 
sary to use an extra coil and follow table A in 
order to work on the fundamental frequency 
of the crystal. 

While the foregoing is not particularly com- 
plicated, it may be confusing to some, and un- 
less you wish to modulate your Bi -Push on 160 
meters perhaps the best bet is to ignore this 
article and use the exciter as described in the 
April and May issues of RADIO. 

TABLE B 

160 METERS 
70 turns c.t. no. 22 enam. close wound, 11/2" dia. 

80 METERS 
34 turns c.t. no. 22 d.c.c. close wound, 11/2" dia. 

40 METERS 
18 turns c.t. no. 18 d.c.c. close wound, 11/2" dia. 

20 METERS 
8 turns c.t. no. 16 bare, spaced to 11/8 ", 11/2" 
dia., or 11 turns same 11/8" dia. spaced to 13 /8" 

10 METERS 
31/2 turns no. 16 bare, spaced to 11/8 ", 11/2" 
dia., or 41/2 turns same 11/8" dia. spaced to 13 /8" 

Connect coils as required. See coil diagram. 
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Four Prominent _ \íntk District Phones 

W9TIO, Slater, Iowa., Push -pull 50 -T's on 75 and 160 meters, a single 354 on 10 and 20 meters. 

Portable W9VZP, Zearing, Illinois, headquarters of the Black Cat Radio Club (organized on 
Friday the 13th, 13 charter members). 
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WSTIZ. Chicago, often -heard call on the phone bands. One kilowatt input to a pair of 150 -T's. 

W9VXZ, Minneapolis, Minn., station of the N.I.T. radio club. Left to right are W9AVH, 
WSJQI, W9WGH, and W9VXZ (to whom the station cal. made out). T -200's at 1 kilowatt 

input are modulated by HID- 203A's. 
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A ttDe Luxe Two Volt) Battery Superset 

In developing the "de 
luxe" 2 -volt super- heter- 
odyne described in this 
article, the author's pri- 
mary purpose was to 
provide a dry- battery- 
operated receiver de- 
signed especially for 
short wave work which 
would insure good loud 
speaker reception from 
all parts of the globe. 

It was decided at the outset that the receiver 
must be simple to construct and operate, and, 
as very little test equipment was at hand, easy 
to align after it had been built. Also, the drain 
on both the A and B batteries must not be 
excessive; losses in both the r.f. and i.f. circuits 
must be kept down to the very minimum; and 
the gain in the r.f., i.f., and audio circuits must 
be high enough to bring any signal, strong or 
weak, up to full speaker volume with no trace 
of instability. In addition to these essential 
features it was decided that every type of con- 
trol that had been found useful in previous sets 
would be placed on the front panel to obtain 
maximum tuning flexibility. The result is the 
six -tube superheterodyne receiver illustrated 
and described herein. 

The circuit shown in the schematic diagram 
consists of a 106 as mixer -oscillator; two 1Á4's 
as i.f. amplifiers; a 1B5/25S as detector, a.v.c., 
and first a.f.; a 30 as second a.f.; and a 1F4 as 
the output tube. The range is from approxi- 
mately 91/4 to 550 meters and is covered by 
means of the 140 ttvfd. tuning condensers and 
the six pairs of plug -in coils. As the diagram 
indicates, the three i.f. transformers are of the 
iron -core type and are tuned to approximately 
456 kc. 

Mechanical Construction 
As the photographs and drawings show, the 

set is built up on a 7 x 11 x 2 inch electralloy 
chassis and a 7 x 12 inch aluminum panel. 
Reading left to right, the various controls on 
the front panel are as follows: tone control, 
filament and B minus "off -on" toggle switch, 
a.f. volume control, tuning dial, r.f. and i.f. 
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gain or sensitivity con- 
trol, a.v.c. "off -on" tog- 
gle switch, and at the 
extreme right the 35 
pltfd. midget condenser 
across the mixer grid 
coil. The filament rheo- 
stat, the speaker and 
head -phone tip -jack 
and the necessary bind- 
ing posts are set at the 
rear of the chassis where 

they are out of the way when tuning. Complete 
data for cutting and drilling the chassis is given. 

The actual construction of the set is not at 
all difficult but must be done carefully. The i.f. 
transformers are already pre -tuned or peaked 
at the factory, which eliminates most of the 
aligning difficulties so common in home -made 
supers. Do not, however, under any circum- 
stances tamper with the adjusting screws of the 
i.f. units or subject them to shock or jar until 
they are wired into the circuit and the set is in 
operating condition ! If this precaution is not 
observed, it may be impossible to bring the 
circuits into their correct alignment without a 

service oscillator and output meter. 
Keep the leads, especially those from the 

plug -in coils to the 106 socket and the wires 
from the i.f. transformers to the grids, plates, 
and diodes of the 1A4 and 1B5 tubes, as short 
and direct as possible. Be sure to solder each 
connection with rosin -core solder and a hot, 
clean, and well- tinned iron. The solder should 
be sweated into the joints thoroughly as a 
high- resistance connection in either the r.f. or 
i.f. circuits may impair the efficiency of the re- 
ceiver or make it noisy in operation. 

Shielding of the usual braided type must be 
used on the B plus, a.v.c. grid, and diode leads 
as indicated by the dotted lines in order to 
prevent oscillation and noise at the i.f. level. 
The shields must be rather large (from 1,4 to 
1/2 inch in diameter) and must be left loose 
in order to keep the losses from capacity 
effects as low as possible. Ground each shield 
to the B minus (chassis) line and solder the 
connection; noise in a high -gain receiver of 
this type often can be traced directly to a loose 
or poorly grounded piece of shielding. All leads 
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not shielded, and this applies to battery and 
a.f. wiring as well, are placed flat against the 
metal chassis in order to limit their external 
fields. 

When the wiring has been completed and the 
set is ready to be tested, place the tubes in 

their respective sockets with their grid clips in 
position and connect the "A" battery (3- volts) 
to its leads. Using a voltmeter of about 0 -5 

volts range, adjust the filament rheostat until 
the meter reads exactly two volts at the fila- 
ment terminals with the "A" toggle switch in 
the "on" position. If no indicating instrument 
is available, turn up the rheostat to the point 
where the filaments glow at a dull cherry-red 
color which is difficult to distinguish in a 

bright light. 
It is advisable, before the B and C battery 

power is applied, to test from each B plus and 
C minus connection to the chassis (negative 
filament) in order to determine whether any 
"short circuits" are in existence. A pair of 
head -phones and a 41/2 -volt C battery will serve 
for this purpose and a "short" is indicated by 
a loud click in the head- phones every time the 
contact is made and broken. If the circuit is 

normal, a loud click should be heard the first 
time, due to the charging of the by -pass con- 
densers, and very weak ones or none at all on 

COIL DATA 

Range Ant. Mixer 
Grid 

Osc. 
Grid 

Tickler Spacing 

91/4 -17 21/2 3 3 41/2 11/4" 

17 -41 4 8 61/2 5 13/8" 

33 -75 73/4 173/4 151/2 8 11/2" 

66 -150 103/4 38 31 12 15 /8" 

135-270 173/4 82 65 15 17/8" 

270 -550 173/4 130 110 21 17/8" 

All forms are 11/2" in diameter and may be 
either 4- or 6 -prong type. Range given is in 
meters. Spacing is the distance between the grid 
and filament ends of the coil, not the space be- 
tween turns. Wind ticklers in same direction as 
grid coil and on the grid ends of the form. 

Padding condensers required as follows: 91A-17 
meters, none; 17 -41 meters. .01 pfd.; 33 -75 
meters, .006 pfd.; 66 -150 meters, .0025 µfd.; 
135 -270 meters, .001 pfd., and 270 -550 meters, 
.0004 pfd. The larger values are obtained by 
placing a mica or paper condenser in parallel 
with the variable padder. All trimmers are 
35 ppfd. value. 

Under -Chassis View of the Receiver 

successive contacts. If everything appears to be 
correct, the batteries may be connected as shown 
and the process of alignment carried out. 

It usually is best to align the r.f. and i.f. 
circuits from the signal of some station operat- 
ing on the standard 200 -550 meter broadcast 
band; high -frequency signals are poor for this 
purpose because of their rapid fading character- 
istics. Place the a.v.c. switch in the "off" posi- 
tion (it is extremely difficult to peak the i.f. 
stages with the a.v.c. in action) and try to tune 
in some weak broadcast station operating on a 

frequency around 1,000 kc. With a non- metal- 
lic screw -driver, adjust the padding condensers 
inside the coil forms until maximum signal 
volume is obtained. Both the volume and gain 
controls should be turned full -on during the 
alignment of the receiver and these must not be 
disturbed or adjusted in any way until the 
process is completed. Next, starting with the 
secondary of the output i.f. transformer, adjust 
each trimmer in turn for maximum volume. If 

the volume becomes too great during the ad- 

justment, reduce the input from the antenna to 

the mixer circuit; do not, under any circum- 
stances, reduce the volume by turning down the 
volume or gain controls! It usually is necessary 

to go over both the r.f. and i.f. trimmers three 
or four times in order to obtain an accurate 
alignment. 

The coils covering the other bands now are 

placed in their sockets and the padding con- 

densers inside their forms are adjusted for the 

greatest signal strength as outlined above. The 
i.f. trimmers are not adjusted this time as it is 

only necessary to align this circuit once. After 
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the r.f. padders are once adjusted, the tracking 
between the mixer and oscillator tuned circuits 
usually will be perfect on both the broadcast 
and short wave bands; the 35 vp.fd. trimmer, 
however, allows any small differences dite to 
antenna coupling, etc. to be effectively taken 
care of. 

As the photographs show, the coils used with 

this receiver are all of the manufac- 
tured variety. A coil data table, how- 
ever, is given at the end of this article in 
case the builder wishes to wind his own 
coils. The two coils that cover the 10- 
meter amateur band (91/4 to 17 meters) 
must be wound with rather heavy wire 
(no. 14 or 16 enameled will do) and the 
tickler must be wound on the grid end of 
the oscillator coil. If this is not done, diffi- 
ficulty in obtaining strong oscillations in 
this region may be encountered which will 
make the set seem noisy and insensitive. 

Likewise on the other ranges, as standard 
plug -in coils are wound for regeneration 
rather than sustained oscillation, it usually 
is necessary to re -vamp the ticklers of the oscil- 
lator coils. In most cases the new windings will 
contain about 1,/3 more turns than those origi- 
nally used. 

The tuning and operation of the various con- 

rD 

A CI C4 

3 

1C8 IFT, 1A4 ;r 72 1A4 
FROM BEO. 

IF73 165/255 
323 S2 o-^^^v IC2g 

30 iF4 

SPK.9 

C 

o 
A- C+ A+2V. 
2V *1 B- 

CS 

ÿ; 21 

111111111111111PREMEK 
RI4 C2n 

Cyd CT CONngINEC 
IN COIL FORM 

C7 L2 

C1 -.05 pfd. 400 volt 
tubular 

C2.C6-Dual 140 µµtd. 
midget 

C3-35 µpfd. midget 
trimmer 

C4 -.000I pfd. mica 
C5- Padder condens- 

er. See coil table. 
Cg, C2 -Dual 140 ppfd. 

midget 
C7- Oscillator trim- 

mer condenser. 
See coil table 

Cg-0.1 pfd. 400 volt 
tubular 

CO3C10 -0.1 pfd. 400 

A .V.C. LI NE 

R13 

C- 3V. 
s2 

Schematic 

volt tubular 
C15 -.05 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C12,C13 --0.1 pfd. 400 

volt tubular 
C14 -.05 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C15,C10 -0.1 pfd. 400 

volt tubular 
C17- .00037 pfd. mica 
C18-0.1 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C19 -.0005 pfd. mica 
C20 -.05 pfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C21 -.001 pfd. mica 
C22-.01 pfd. 400 volt 

1+ 64 V. C . 

kI 
3V 

Wiring Diagram 

2 
S4 AVc 

R2, 

0, 0 0 
C 9V. 
Al 

C- C+ 
111 *2 

of the Superhet 

tubular 
C23 -.03 µfd. 400 volt 

tubular 
C24 -.01 pfd. 900 volt 

tubular 
C25-.006 pfd. 900 volt 

tubular 
R1 -6 ohm rheostat 
R- 100,000 ohms, 1/1 

watt 
R3-.50,000 ohms, 1/ 

watt 
R4- 25,000 ohms, 1 w. 
R5-20,000 ohms, 1 w. 
R0- 100.000 ohms. 1/2 

watt 
R7- 10,000 ohms, 1/2 

watt 
R5- 20,000 ohms, 1 w. 
R0- 100,000 ohms, y2 

watt 
R111- 10,000 ohms,1 w. 
R11- 20.000 ohms,1 w. 
R12- 250,000 ohms, 1/a 

watt 
R13- 250,000 ohms. 1/z 

watt 
R14 -50.000 ohms, 1/2 

watt 
R15-500,000 ohm po- 

tentiometer 
R16- 250,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R17 -1 megohm, 1/2 w. 

B+ LINE 

C-4Zv. 
MI 

Rlrr -- 250,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R49-1 megohm, 3 w. 
R20 -50,000 ohm po- 

tentiometer 
R21- 50.000 ohm po- 

tentiometer 
1.1,L2-See coil table 
IFT1.2,3---456 kc. iron 

core intermediates 
S1- Antenna coil 

ground switch 
S2 -Tone control on- 

off switch 
S3- Receiver on -off 

switch 
S4-AVC on-off switch 
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trois is extremely simple 
and easy. The dial 
shown on the receiver 
is the new two -speed 
front panel mounting 
type having dual ratios 
of 30:1 and 165:1. This 
actually allows razor - 
edge adjustments to be 
made on any signal no 
matter how weak or dis- 
tant it may be. Normal- 
ly the a.v.c. action is 

left on while tuning. 
By placing the toggle 
switch in the "off" posi- 
tion, however, the a.v.c. 
is cut out and the 50,- 
000 ohm gain control 
and 9 volts of C bias are 
connected in the circuit. 
The negative voltage 

2- 
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D 

applied to the control 
grids of the mixer and the first i.f. tubes may bt 
'djusted to any value between 3 and 9 volts 

by means of this potentiometer. Generally 
better reception in the vicinity of the 

I 0-meter amateur band will be obtain- 
ed with the a.v.c off. When the action 
is left on, weak and rapidly fading signals fre- 
quently are "wiped out" altogether. Always 
place both toggle switches in their "off" posi- 
tions before leaving the set; otherwise, there 
will be a considerable drain on the C batteries 
through the 50,000 ohm control, which will 
shorten their life appreciably. 

Having progressed thus far, most readers un- 
doubtedly will wish to know just what results 

may be expected from the receiver. At the 
author's home in West Virginia (which is far 
removed from being the ideal receiving loca- 
tion) Australian amateur phone stations operat- 
ing on inputs as low as 35 watts have been 
heard on numerous occasions with good speaker 
volume. Also, the British, German, and other 
popular foreign stations are received with al- 
most local -like regularity and volume. The an- 
tenna used is a single wire 15 feet high and 30 
feet long. 

The author is interested in hearing from those 
who build this receiver and all letters will be 
answered if a stamped and self- addressed en- 
velope is enclosed for reply. Letters should be 
sent direct to the author at Henderson, West Va. 

The amateur influence again: Known to the 
trade as "5 meter" diathermy and fever ma- 
chines, the frequencies of these contraptions 
invariably fall between 6 and 9 meters. A 
dentist we know is quite proud of his "5 meter" 
machine. The gadget oscillates on 8 meters. 
He is not a ham, but can give you a fine dis- 
sertation on why "five meters is great stuff ". 

We understand that one of the W6 boys ac- 

quired a bad case of sunburn during the recent 
dx contest while rolling up his 50 odd thousand 
points . . . from the mercury vapor rectifiers 

feeding his California kilowatt. 
Incidentally, the Aussies refer to them as 

Californian kilowatts. 
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CALLS HEAR 
AND DX 

DEIJAP.TMENTS 

Numeral suffix indicates "R" strength. Send Calls Heard 

Jack Spall, VE3ER, 70 Fairview Avenue, 
Toronto, Can. 

(Feb. 18 to April 10.) 

(14 Mc.) 
CN8MI; - D 3CDK; 3DSR; 3GKR; 4ALL; 4BMU; 4CDK; 
4CEM; 4GAD; 4GFF; 41FG; 4SNP; 4ZSN - F3LE; F3PK; 
FMB; FSAF; FSFC; FSQW; FABIH - G 2PU; 2RU; SBJ: 
51W; SQG; 6AB; 6GH; BDQ; BHA; HA8C; HB9BY; HH5PA: 
HK1JB; 11TKM; 11RRA; K6BNR; K6JLV; K6NYC; LA1H; 
LU9BV; 0E7EJ; OH3OL; ON2A; ON4A: ON4AW; ON4CG: 
ON4FK; ON4VW; ON4ZSI; OZ9Q; PAOATK; PAOCE; PAOGN; 
PAOKK; PAOOK; PY1HB; PY2AC; PY2HX; PYBAH; SP1CM; 
SP1GZ; SP1MF: SU1CH; SU1SG; TI2LR; U1AD; U6AH; U9MF; 
U9MI; UK3AK - VK 1JB; 2BX; 2PK; 2PN; 3AA; 3JT; 
3VF; 4EL; 7JB; 7LC; VP1WB; VP2AT; VP4AL; VP7WS; 
YR5CF; YR5HC; YR5IG; YV5ABE; ZB1P - ZL 1DM; 1DT; 
1LM; 2BX; 20H; 2HR; 2MN; 2QM: 2SX: 3AN; 3GR; 4A0; 
4GG; ZT1R; ZU1AC. 

Petr. Jastrzembskas, LYl J, Hipodromo 14, Kaunas I. 
Dec. 17, 1936. 

(7 Mc.) 
W 1JHQ; 2BK; 2FA; 2GUU; 2IRV; 3AFG; BFBX; BLPK; 
SQLR: ZL2BV. 

(14 Mc.) 
W 1AXA; 1BFT; 1FMQ; 1GNE; 11QH; 1LZ; 1RR; 2ALW; 
2CYS; 2DHS; 2DPA; 2DY; 2ENO; 2FAR; 2FLI; 2FWX; 2FZ; 
2GIZ; 2GJF; 21C0; 21QY; 2JZ; 2MDQ; 3ADA; 3ANS; 3CVK; 
3DBD; MO; 3EJO; 3ENX; 3EPR; 3GHD; 6DXM; 6GCT: 
6MPK; 6NKY; 6ETK; MAT; SCJJ; BCKU; 9AAS; 9GIX; 
9PTC; 9UBS; AC4YN; CN8AP; CT3AD; FT4AC; LU2CW; LU3EV; 
LUMEN; MX2B; PK1BX; PK1RL; PK3MP; PY2DN; PY2D0; 
PY2HM; PY2HN; PY4AP; PY5QD; SU1DB; TI3J; VE1BK; 
VE4TX; VK3CW; VK3CX; VK5LN; VK6F0; VP4TH; VP5AF; 
VS7RF; VU1CQ; YV5AA; ZC6AQ; ZE1JG; ZE1JV; ZE1JZ; ZL1KE. 

(Jan. 3.) 
(7 Mc.) 

W 2DFN; 2DTR; 2FA: 2GUU; 21C0; 2IRV; 3AFV; 3EYS; 
4AUU; 4DRD; SLPK; MLR; CR7GF; CT2B0; J2CZ. 

(14 Mc.) 
W 1BQU; 1FID; 1GXY; 1KAD; 2ACW; 2A0N; 2FSD; 3BB6: 
3CMS; 3ENX; 3EV; 3JAU; 3JVA; 4CVQ; 4DHZ; 5QU: 6GCT; 
6MPK; 7FH; 7JAU; 8E0F; SFBX; MNJP; VU2JN; ZE1JZ. 

E. J. Murphy, WILFK, 191 Cold Spring Road, 
Stamford, Conn. 

(Jan. 20 to Mar. 12.) 
(7 Mc.) 

CT1AR; CT1B0; CT1EL; CT1EQ; CT1KW; CT1PX; CT2B0 - D 
3CDK; 3CFH; 3HDJ; 4BUF; 4DLC; 4GFF; 4HCF; 4121; 4JUD; 
4JWV; 4KLU; 4K5D; 4MNL; 4NXR; 40YT; 4SNP; 4SXR; 4WER: 
4WLL; 4WXD; 4XQF; 4YBF; 4YFI; 4YLI; 4YVM; 4ZVB; 
EA1AY; EA9XX; EISC; EISC; EISB; FSAZ; FSEB! FMMW: 
FSYW; FASLPR; FMSAD; FT3AK; GI2A0; GI2LC; GI2PL; GISQX; 
GI5UU; GI6KP; GI60D; GI6TM; GI6VQ; BIMHK; HA4H; HA8C; 
HASD; HAFLB; HAFMI; HB9BE; HB9BK; HB9BN; HB9BX; 
HC2M0; HH2M; HKSJW; I1SR; K5AC; K5AF; K5AM; K6DSI; 
LA2C; LA2W; LA6T; LU2BD; LU9DQ; LY1AD; 0E3AH; OESJB; 
OE6AX; 0E7FW; 0E7JH; OK1AQ; OK1CB; OK1CS; OK1KX: 
OK1VK; OK1WZ; OK2HJ; OK3L0; OK2MM; ON4AB0; ON4DA: 
ON4DS; ON4IF; ON4N0; ON4NRA; ON40B; ON4SL; ON4XA; 
0Z2EA; OZ2M; OZ3X; OZ9U; PAOUV; PAOQF; PAOAZ; PAOUN; 
SP1CU; SP1DT; SP114; SM5QU; AU1SG; SV1SM; SX3A; U4ID; 
USYH; VK3SG; VK3XS; VK6SA; VO4Y; YP7NR; YV4AT; 

*George Walker, Assistant Editor of RADIO, Box 355, 
Winston -Salem, N.C., U.S.A. 
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to Calls Heard Editor *, not to Los Angeles. 

YVSAA; YV5AE; YV5AK; YV5AN; YVSAV; YSLFM; YM4AA; 
YR5AA; YU7DX; ZL2IW; ZT1A; ZU1T; ZS2A. 

Stephen Casey, 901 State Street, Perth Amboy, N. J. 
(14 Mc. phone.) 

CE1AH: G2PU; GSML; G5N1; G5RV: HI5X; HI7G; 044AD; 
0444K; OA4N; ON4VK; ON4ZE; PAOMQ - VK 2AZ; 2AT; 
20Q; 20Z; 3LA; 3PL; 3RW; 3ZL; 41V; 5A1; 5FL - XE1BT; 
YV1AD; YV1AP; ZE1JR. 

(14 Mc.) 
D 3BMP: 3GRR; 4ANP; 4DSR; 4GAD; 4G0F; 4LAJ; 4MNL; 
4QN; 4WXD; 4XCG: 4YBF; 4YLI; 6JPD: EI9J; FSOK; FMSN; 
FSTQ; FASDA: FMSAD - G 2D0; 2HT; 21M; 2LB; 2LC; 
2NQ; 2NS; 2PL; 2SD; 2SX; 2TR; 5BM; 5CL; SDR; 5KA; 
SPL; SRI; 5RV; SSS; 5WP; 5YH; 6CL; 6LK; 6MC; 6XL; SAS; 
SOL; 8H0; GI6TK; GM2JF; HA2N; HASC; HABD; HB9BY; 
HI5X; 111V; J2MH; LU4DQ; LU7BH; 0A4Q; OE1ER; 0E7EJ; 
OK2LO; OK2MB; OK2OP; OHSNR; ON3NP; ON4DA; ON4IF; 
OZ2M; OZ3X; 0Z7HH; OZ9Q; PAOAZ; PAOPD; PK3BM; SM5QR; 
SMSZS; SM6WL; SM7H0; SM7IC; SP1BA; TI2LR; U3AG; U9MF; 
VK 2AD; 2DG; 2DK; 2EX; 21G; 2NN; 2PN; 2RA; 2TY; 
2X; 3CP; 3DD; 3DM: 3E0; 3FM; 3HT; 3NG: 3UW; 3UX; 
4CU; 5HG; 5ML; 6CL; 6NL; 6SA; 6SW; 7CL - XE1CM; 
VP5UZ; YM4AA; ZA1V; SILL; Z1LLM; ZL2FS; ZL2GR; ZL2MM; 
ZL2MN. 

Alois Weirauch, OK1AW, Mestec Kralove, 
Czechoslovakia. 

Nov. 1 to Dec. 31, 1936. 
(28 Mc. phone.) 

W1IAS; W1ZD; W2A0G; WSBLW; W9CS1. 

(28 Mc.) 
W 1CPM; 1DZE; 2DPA; 2FAB; 2GIZ; 4DBU; 5AFZ; 6JJU; 
BCJM; MNYD;9BPU; 91CW; 9KFA; D4QBA; D4XCG; EI2L; EISF; 
EI6G; E18B; E19D; F8E0; G6LK; GI6WD; HAF3D; 0H7NF; 
OH7ND; OH7NJ; OK1BM; OK2RM; OZSG; PAOGG; SM6WL; 
SU1SG; UDMI; VE2AC; VE2KA; VK2GU; VU2AU; ZELJU; ZS1H. 

J. Vincent McMinn, NZ16W, 12 Edge Hill, 

Wellington, C-3, New Zealand. 
(Jan. 1 to 31.) 

(14 Mc. phone.) 
W 1DM-7; 1ADZ-7; 1G0J-7; 2AD-6; 2CWC-6; 2IXY-6: 
3CBT-6; 3CUB-7; 4CYN-6; BNWV-6; CO2SV-6; COMYB-7; 
EA9AH-6; F8II-6; FSQD-6; G2AK-6; G6HW-7; HK3JA-6; 
HZ1AA-5; K6FKN-7; K6NTV-7; KA1KY-6: LU1DA-6; LU4BL-6; 
LU5FG-6; LU9BV-7; NY2AE-S; OA4AB-6; 04441-7; 0A4AK-5; 
ON4VK-7; PK3WI-6; PY2BA-7; SU1CH-7; VE1D4-7; VE2DC-6; 
VE3E0-6; VS7MB-7; VS7RA-7; V011-6. 

(7 Mc.) 
03611-5; D3BWK-4; D4SWR-5; F341-6: F3KH-6; FMFK-6; 
GSFZ-6; HB9CN-5; J5CC-7; J5CL-6; JRCS-5; 043AH-6; 
OE7AB-5: 0Z52-5; PAOAZ-6; SP1CM-5; SP1EB-5: SP1IB-5; 
SP1IH-5; ST1AT-6: U2A0-5; U3BX-6; U50E-6; U5YH-6; 
UK1AA-6. 

(14 Mc.) 
CM2AZ-6; CT1AH-5; CT1EL-5: CT1EQ; CT1LZ-6: CT1MS-6; 
CT1PC-6; CNSAN-6; CNSMI-4; CR9AA-5: CX1B0-5: 03BIT-5; 
D3BMP-6; D4DEB 5; D4HEF-6; D4GNM-5; D4SNP-6. F 3AD-5; 
34K-6; 3GS-5; 3LE-4; SEX-5: SLG-5; SNV-6: SSN-6: SVD-4; 
8WK-6; SXC-7; SYZ-5; BZZ-5. FANG-5; GASDA-6; 
FABIH-7; G 2M1-5; 2SX-6: 2XN-5: 2ZP-6; 5B0-5; 

51B-5; 5IV-5: 51W-6; 5KG-5; 5TH-5; 5YG-5; 6CW-6; 601-6; 
6DT-6; 6RH-5; SOL-5. HAF5C-6; HAF80-7; HB9AK-6; 
HB9BD-6; HB9S-5; HS1RJ-8; 11ER-5; 11TKM-6; K4RJ-6; 
KA1MD-5; KA1PT-7; KA7NU-6; LU1MC-6; OK20P-7; OK2AP-6; 
OK2PN-7; ON4FE-6: ON4FD-6; ON4FK-6: ON4FQ-5; ON4PA-6: 
ON4Z1-5; PAODZ-5; PAOJV-31; PAOKW-5: PAOLR-5; PY1BR-6; 
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PY11F-7; PY2AC-5; PY2BU-5; PY2D0-6; PY2J0.5; PY3BYP-7; 

SM6QN-5; SP1DU-5; SUIFS-6; SU1KG-6; SUIS-6; SU1WM-5; 

U9AL-4; VElEA-6: VE1FB-4; VE1IW-S; VE2IY-6; VSSAA-6; 

VU2BN-6; VU2FH-5; VU2JP-6; XE1AL-5; XE1CS-5; XE1DA-6; 

XE1FS-5; XU3D0-6; XUSNA-6; YR5CD-6; ZB1H-6; ZE1JB-5; 

ZE1JF-6; ZE1JT-4; ZE1JR-5; ZP2AC-5; ZS6A-5; ZT5P-5; 

L tif-5; ZU5D-4; ZU6AF-5; ZU6P-5. 

X 

R. L. Weber, W6JOH, 1226 Sherman Street, 
Alameda, Calif. 
(March, 1937.) 

CO2MH-5; CP1AA-5; D3KSD-5; D40QP-4; D4YLI-4; F3LE-3; 

FBGQ-3; F8L0-4; F8RR-6; FMQ-6; G2DH-6; G2MI-S; G2NH-6; 

G2ZQ-7; G6LC-8; G6MC-4; G6NF-7; G6RB-8; G6XN-6; 

GM2JF-4; HA2L-6; HASC-4; J6DP-3; K7ANQ-6; KA7EF-5; 

LU2AZ-5; LYlAF-4; OK3FL-6; OK3PN-3; OZ3D-5; PAOAZ-5; 

PAOGN-5; PAOKK-5; PAOQF-5; PAOQQ-7; PAOUN-5; PK1RL-5; 

PK2AA-4; SM5VW-7; SM6QP-4; SM6S0-7; TI2LR-6; U3QT-5; 

VK3CT-5; VK3IW-6; VK3UK-6; VK4EL-8; VK4JX-7; VK4RC-7; 

VK4VW-5; VO1P-7; VP1WB-4; VP5PZ-8; XUSJR-6; ZS1AL-5; 

ZS1AN-4; ZU2B-5; ZU6E-4. 

J. G. Kuespert, W9WCE, 706-29th St., 
South Bend, Ind. 

January through March, 1937. 
(14 Mc. phone.) 

CM2WZ; CO2WZ; ElLA; HK1GK; HP1A; 0A4AK; 0A4C; 

0A4N; PYSAE; V011; VO1P; VP6F0; VP7NA; XE2N; YV1AC1 

(7 Mc.) 
CM2AS; FASBG; FMBAD; HAFSC; K5AC; K6DV; K6IDK; 

K6ILT; K6IBH; K6LKN; K6NXD; NY2AE; OK1CS; VK4EK; 

XE2BJ- 

(14 Mc.) 
CE3AR; CM2AD; CM2AZ; CM2RZ; CM5CX; CM7AB; CMSAP: 

CMBBY; CNSMI; CT1GC; CT1PC; CT1BU. D 3CUR; 4DLC; 

4QET; 4QFT; 4SNP; 4SXR; 4UVD; 4WXD; 4XBG; 4XCG; 

4YBF; 4YLI; EA4GE; EI4J; EISF; EL2A; F 3AK; 3CK; 3CX; 

3KH; 3MD; BAZ; 8E0; BFC; SFK; BLG; B.IY; 811R; BUK: 

BZU; FASBG; FA8DA; G 2BY; 2DC; 2DK; 2GC; 2K1; 2LC; 

2PL; 2PU; 2TR; 51W; 5MS; 5QA; 510; 5UZ; 5WP; SXB; 

5YH; 5YV; 6BS; 6CJ; 6CL; 6GH; 6KU; 6NJ; 6UR; 6VC; 

6VP; 6WY; 6YU; BAB; SCT; 8CV; 8FZ; SRI; 81K; 81W; 

GI6TK; GM2WL; GMSYG; GM6IZ; GM6XI; HA7N; HA7TS; 

HABC; NASD; HC2CG; J2MH; K 4BU; 4UG; SAA; SAC; 

SAJ; SAY; 6AKP; 6C0G; 6HPD; 6MAW; 6MTH; 6MXM; 60LS; 

7FST; 7FYI; 6PQ; LA1H; LA2B; LA2X; LA3H; LU1JH; LU4DQ; 

LU5AN; LU6JB; LU7AZ; LU7BH; LU9BV; LV1KK; 0A4AK; 

OA4A4; 0A4J; 0E3AH; 0E7EJ; OH2NB; OH3NP; OH6NS; 

OK1ZB; OK2MM; OK2OP; ON4FE; ON4FT; ON4VU; PAOAD; 

PAOCE; PAODS; PAOMG; PAOAK; PA000; PAOQQ; PAOAM; 

PY 1BR; 1BDW; 11F; 2AR; 2BX; 2DN; 2EA; 2EJ; 2GS; SAE; 

BAH; SMSLS; SM5QP; SM6SS; AP1DU; U2NC; U9AL; VK 
2ADN; 2AEK; 2AFM; 2DK; 2FM; 2GV; 2HP; 21G; 2JY; 2N0; 

2QM; 2VL; 2VT; 3AL; 3CA; 3CP; 3DD; 3E0; 3GP; 31W; 

3JK; 3JT; 3JX; 3MR; 3UH; 3VW; 3WL; 3XP; 3XQ; 3ZF; 

4AP; 4HR; 4LE; 4PR; 4RM; 5A1; 5PN; 5WR; 6SA; 7NG; 

VO1P; VO4Y; VPLAA; VP2CD; VP5AD; VP6M0; VP6MR; 

VP7NA; VQSAA; XE1DA; XE2BJ; XE2N; XE2V; XE3AC; 

ZL 10E; 1CK; 1CV; 1HH; 1HY; 1JY; 1JZ: 11Z; 28U: 

2EX; 2FA; 2FS; 2HA; 2HR; 2LB; 2M0; 2NJ; 2QM; 2AX; 

3JR; 3JX; 3UU; 440; 4BQ; 4DQ; 4FW; 4GM. 

Donald W. Morgan, 1CBG, 15, Grange Road, 
Kenton, Middlesex, Eng. 

(Feb. 1 to March 1.) 
(14 Mc. phone.) 

W lAQM; 1BL0; 1C0J; 1CRW; 1FD; 1FLH; 1GCX; 1ILQ; 

lUH; 2AHS; 2CWC; 2GSC; 2GZZ; 2HBI; 2KZ0; 2JOX; 3ACX; 

3AMH: 3ANH; 3BNA; 3CNR; 3CQF: 3DLL; 3E0Z; 3FIH; 

3FI1; 3NZV; 4AGB; 4AVK; 4AZK; 4BMR; 4BYY; 4CRX; 4DXP; 

4DYP; 4EJA; 4HX; 4NNZ; 4UP; SBPV; SCUD; 8DIA; BENY; 

SIRK; SLNE; SMNX; SMXQ; 9BMB; 9CNJ; 9ERA; 9RUK; 9WVW. 
CO 2HF; 2JJ; 2KL; 2LL; 2ZY; 6MT; 7AA; 7AS; 7CX; SYB; 

CNSAA; CNSAM; CNSMA; CNSMB; CT1AY; CTlOZ; CT1ZZ; 

CT2AB; CX1AA; EL6G; EISL; F 3GT; 3KN; BAK; FIDC; 

SMI; SNI; BNR; 8QD; SRV; SZH; FA3AY; FA3KY; G 2DL; 

2NS; 2TD; 2ZY; SAT; 5BC; SCH; 5J0; 5N1; SPB;'STO; 5YV; 

6JQ; 6WD; 6WN; 6XN; 6XR; SAH; SAZ; SCN; BCM; BFZ; 

SHI; BKX; SLY; G12CC; G12MZ; G15QX; 016TK; HAFSN; 

HB9A; HB9AY; HB9M; HB9X; HI5X; HI7G; HJ3JA; HPLGJ; 

111T; I1SR; I1TKM; LA1G; LA4N; LU1EX; LI12CA; 1020A; 

LU4AW; LU4CA; LU6AG; LU6AZ; LU6KE; LU9BV; ON4SS; 

ON4UF; ON4US; ON4SA; P90E0; PAOMQ; PAOWN; PAOWV; 
PY1CK; PY2AC; PY2CK; SMSYS; SM6WN; SP1FD; SU1AP; 

SU1CH; SU1KG; SU1RO; CV1NK; VE lAW; 1BR; 1CF; 

1DR; 1GH; 1JA; 2BC; 26G; 2E0; 2KG; 2MC; 3BF; 38K; 3PY; 
VK5AW; VO11; VO1J; VO4Y; VP2CD; VP6TR; VPGYB; VP9G; 

VP9,i. 

(14 Mc.) 

W 1A5L; lAKK; 1AMH; lANM; lANW; lAWA; lAXL; 1AX1; 

1BCP; 1C?3; 1CIC; 1FAR; 1HUK; 11BL; 11PS; 11SH; 1JJ; 

1JJB; 1LQ; 11.0J; 1LQW; 1PLW; 141W; 2ANR; 2BCK; 2BCF; 

2CHQ; 2Cf; 2ELL; MGM; 2TGM; 3EPV; 3FGI; 3FUF; 3MD; 
30H; 800X; SDFH; SGGC; SIKH; SMZE; 80PB; CNSMA; 
CNSMO; CTLDT; CTLOM; CTLPC; CTLQQ; D 3BFN; 3BTN; 

3DLC: 3LUK; 3XWK; 3YUR; 4AJJ; 4CSA; 4DHG; 4DLY; 4DVJ; 
4FH1(; 4JfK; 4KHY; 4KMG; 4MHV; 4MOD; 40YT; 4QNM; 
4TDH: 4fKX; 4UAA; 4ULD; 4UVD; 4WLL; 4WTK; 4YBF; 

4YUM; E15B; EISR; EI71; EISG; EISJ; EISM; EI9F; ES2C. 

F SAl; SOC; 8D1;8E B; SFK; SNC; SNF; BNR; BNY; SPX; 

BPZ; BRC; SIX - FA3AY; FASCR; FABDA; FABQT -G 2AT; 
2DL; 2FA; 2GR; 2HV; 2JX; 2KL; 2LA; 2NG; 2NM; 2NS; 

20L; 2QY; 2TH; 2YY -G SAA; SAR; SAT; SCH; 501; 5GQ; 
5HS; SKA; 5MU; 5NM; 50F; 5RF; SUR; 5YH -G 6AV; 6BM; 
6QQ; 61T; 6UQ; 6UP; 6WN; 6X1; 6XP; 6XX; 6YU; 61M; 

6CR; 6DP; 64; 6KU; 6LA; 6LG; 6NU; 6NX; 6PJ; 6PK; 

0161K; GI6XS; HAF5C; HB9AC; HB9BX; HB9M: HB9X; 
HB9XX; IlAR; 11TKM; I1XC; LA1HL; LA2Q; LA3A; LA3P; 

LASK; LASL; LA5P; LA6U; 0410K; OE3FL; 0E6DK: OH2NO; 
OH2OH; OH6NI; OH6NO - OK 1DX; 1FZ; 1KX; 1MX; IWF; 

IXA; 2FA; 2HJ; 20M; 20P; 3CF - ON 4BD; 4BN; 4DM; 

4FK; 4FQ; 4JJ; 4TF; 4UF; 4UT; 4VV; 4VW; 4VZ; 4WX; 4ZY. 

- OZ 1LF; 1NW; 2B; 2F; 2M; 2XA; 2Y; 3FL; 3Q; 4LM; 

5G; 15LM; 5M; 5P; 5R; 70N; 7P; 7PH; 7SH; SA; SJ; SR; 

ST; 9Q - PA OAM; ODS; OGA; OGN; OKN; OKV; OLR; OMG; 
OMU; ONW - PY 1AF; IDS; 1FF; 1K1; 1XV; 2AJ; 2CM; 

2DN; 2EC; 2EJ; 4AP; 4AQ; SM3XJ; SM5PG; SMSQU; SM5UL; 

SMSVW; SM7UG; SM7XF; SM7YE; SP1BC; SP1CM; SP1FU; 

SP1LM; SP1TB; SP1TR; VK2AS; VK2VG; V030; VP2CD; 

YR5CF; YRSHC; YR5UU; YT7KJ. 

On April 20, 1930, W9FNK, operating a 

single 210 with 20 watts of raw a.c. input and 
an antenna 20 feet off the ground, was QSO 
with W9DJK (the only station he was able 
to contact in ten calls on 80 meter c.w.) In spite 
of the difficulty he had in raising anyone, even 
nearby, W9FNK later received "heard" cards 
from Wanganui, New Zealand, and Vienna, 
Austria, notifying him that he was heard work- 
ing W9DJK. For the benefit of the skeptics, 
we might add that the heard cards were seen 

by a member of the staff of RADro, and the 
times checked with W9FNK's.log. 

A good way to make some extra change: 
Talk your local veterinarians into having you 

build them up diathermy machines for treating 
distemper. Most pups get distemper some 

time during their "adolescence ", and the mor- 
tality rate seems to be highest among the most 
valuable breeds. Doctors treating pups with 
diathermy report they now very seldom lose a 

pup. A pair of 35 -T's, T -55's, 808's, HF- 100's, 
etc. at 900 to 1000 volts is more than ample for 
all "purps" and the smaller breed dogs. More 
power will be required for St. Bernards, Great 
Danes, etc. 
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A Super Gainer tkat Just Grew 
By FRANK B. HALES, W 1 BBU 

Front Panel of the Coil Switching Receiver 
The coil switching arrangement in this re- 

ceiver, the description of which follows, is the 
result of considering it too much trouble to 
change the plug -in coils in my Super Gainer 
Receiver in order to change bands. Although I 
normally work on only one band, on occasion 
1 do like to see what is taking place on some 
(f the other amateur bands. And, as long as 
I was going to rebuild the front end, it was 
decided to add an i.f. stage, a beat frequency 
oscillator, and some more audio. 

Exclusive of the coil switching arrangement, 
there is nothing new or different in this re- 
ceiver circuit. The front end, it will be noted, 
is the same as the metal tube Super Gainer 
described in a previous issue of RAnto and 
uses a 6L7 first detector and a 6C5 high fre- 
quency oscillator. The intermediate frequency 
stage is conventional and uses a pair of iron - 
core 456 kc. transformers and a 6K7 tube. The 
second detector. is a 6C5 followed by a 6F5 
first audio and a 6F6 second audio stage. 

The beat frequency oscillator is a 6J7 con- 
nected in the improved b.f.o. circuit as de- 
scribed in the Radio Handbook. The b.f.o. 
coil itself is one -half of a midget i.f. transform- 
er. The power supply and midget speaker are 
built into a cabinet salvaged from a midget 
b.c.l. receiver. 

The coil switch used is the type commonly 
found in set analyzers and should be a good 
one with positive contacts (as I found out!). 
The switch shown is a five deck affair but only 
four decks are used. The coils are wound on 
1" diameter by 2" long tubing with no. 21 
s.c.c. wire. This is an odd size of wire but 
was the only kind available at the time. All 
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data necessary for winding the coils is given 
in the accompanying coil chart. 

The main tuning condenser is a two gang 
affair consisting of two 35 lattfd. double spaced 
midgets connected together with a flexible coup- 
ling. The oscillator section has 2 stator plates 
and 1 rotor plate removed. The detector sec- 
tion has just 2 stator plates removed. This 
leaves an oscillator condenser of 8 plates and a 
detector condenser of 9 plates. The oscillator 
band -setting condensers are small 25 -100 Nifd. 
padding condensers. To eliminate headaches it 
was thought best to use a midget 100 lalafd. 
variable condenser for the detector band -setting 
condenser. This eliminates tracking difficul- 
ties because if the coil turn spacing is varied 
slightly until the circuits track fairly closely, it 
is a simple matter to keep them in line with 
this condenser, which is operated from the 
front of the panel. It is an easy matter to set 
this condenser by ear for each band by tuning 
for the loudest hiss. The oscillator band -set- 
ting condensers, of course, are never touched 
once the bands are located on the dial. 

In the photo of the front of the receiver the 
controls are as follows- reading from left to 
right on the bottom row: first, the stand -by 
toggle switch, then the first detector regenera- 

Top View of the Superheterodyne 

tion control, the i.f. gain control, the b.f.o. 
switch, audio gain control and phone jack. An 
airplane type dial is located in the center of the 
panel and controls the ganged band -spreading 
condensers. The shaft of this dial, to which 
the control knob is usually attached, has been 
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C1 -3 -30 ppfd. midget 
trimmer 

C2-25 ppfd. midget. 
(Rebuilt 35 ppfd. 
double spaced 
midget) 

C3-100 ppfd. midget 
trimmer 

C4 -.O1 pfd. 400 volt 
C5-0.1 pfd. 400 volt 
C6.C7.C8,Cg --0.1 pfd. 

400 volt 
C10 --0.5 pfd. 400 volt 
C11 -.001 pfd. mica 
C12 -.01 pfd. 400 volt 

115 V. AL. 

POWER SUPPLY L SPEAKER (SEPARATE UNIT) 

The General Wiring Diagram of the Receiver 

C13-5 pfd. 25 volt 
C14 -0.5 pfd. 400 volt 
C15-10 pfd. 25 volt 
C16 -20 ppfd. midget. 

(Rebuilt 35 pfd. 
double spaced) 

C17 -.0001 girl. mica 
C18-.01 pfd mica 
C19-20 lpfd. B F O 

coupling 
C20 -11/2" twisted 

hookup wire 
C25 -.01 pfd. 400 volt 
C22 -0.1 pfd. 400 volt 
C23 -.01 pfd. 400 volt 

C24 -BFO trimmer 
condenser 

C25-.00025 pfd. mica 
C16,C27 -16 pfd. 450 

volt electrolytics 
R1-500 ohms, 1 watt 
R2- 50,000 ohm regen- 

eration pot. 
R8- 75,000 ohms, 3 w. 
R4-400 ohms, 1 watt 
R5-5000 ohm i.f. gain 

control 
116- 100,000 o h ms, 1 

watt 
R7 -50,000 ohms, 1 

cut off to about 3 /e" long and a small planetary 
gear drive has been fastened to it. This makes 
a dual speed dial, the fast speed having a ratio 
of about 7 -1 and the slow speed about 50 -1 in 
180 degrees. On the left side of the dial is a 
small knob controlling the detector band -setting 
condenser. To the right of the dial is the 
knob controlling the b.f.o. vernier. Just above 
the stand -by toggle switch is the knob of the 
coil switch. 

Looking down into the receiver we see the 
detector and oscillator coils grouped about their 
respective sections of the coil switch. The three 
oscillator band -setting condensers are in a row 
at the lower left. The detector 100 jitfd. 
band -setting condenser is mounted on an alumi- 
num shield that has been placed between the 
oscillator and detector coils and which extends 
to the right so as to separate the two sections 
of the ganged condenser. The ganged band - 
spreading condenser occupies the center of the 
chassis. To the left of this condenser is the in- 
termediate frequency tube and transformers, 

watt 
118- 100,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R9 -5000 ohms. 1 watt 
R10- 250,000 ohm au- 

dio gain 
Rn- 100,000 ohms, I 

watt 
R12 -50.000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R13- 250,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R14 -450 ohms, 10 w. 
R15- 50,000 ohms, / 

watt 

1156- 25.000 ohms, 1 

watt 
1117 -6000 ohms, 1 w. 
Ris- 50,000 ohms, 5/2 

watt 
R19 -2000 ohms, 1 w. 
R20- 25,000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R21- 25.000 ohms, 1 

watt 
R22- 25,000 ohms, 10 

watts 
T1 -Power transform- 

er, 700 v. c.t. 75 
ma., 5 v. 2 a., 6.3 
v. 2.5 a. 

with the second detector and audio tubes at the 
extreme right. The BFO coil and tubes are 
at the lower right toward the front of th; re- 
ceiver. The 3 -30 Ill,tfd. antenna coupling con- 
denser can be seen at the upper left of the 
chassis. 

The under side of the chassis looks like a 

first class service -man's nightmare, but it can 
be seen that very little hook -up wire is used, 
most of the wiring being done with the pig- 
tailed connections of the various resistors and 
condensers. Power connections are brought in 
to a socket at the rear. 

The receiver is built into a 7 "x12 "x8" black 
crackle finish metal cabinet with a 73/4 "x11" 
x 21/2" aluminum chassis. With the tuning con- 
densers specified, the 14 Mc. band covers 20 
divisions of a 100 division dial. This is the 
reason for the planetary gear drive being added 
to the regular dial. If small band spreading 
condensers are used, the 14 Mc. band will be 
spread out over more of the dial, but then it 
will not be possible to cover the 3.5 Mc. band 
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Sub -Chassis View. Showing Layout of Parts 

with one setting of the oscillator and detector 
band -setting condensers. As it is, I had to de- 
cide whether I wanted to listen to 75 meter 
phone or not, because the 3.5 Mc. c.w. band 
covers 95 divisions of the dial. The 7 Mc. 
band covers 45 divisions. For the c.w. man, 
like myself, skipping the 75 meter phone band 
is no hardship. 

No extravagant claims are made as to per- 
formance. The receiver is simply an ordinary 
amateur superhet in the lower price class. Sen- 
sitivity and selectivity are good and, all in all, 
it seems to warrant its existence, if for nothing 
else than the band switching arrangement. 
After the receiver was built it was found that 
the first detector and oscillator tracked so close- 
ly that it was seldom necessary to touch the de- 
tector trimmer condenser. 

The roil switching arrangement could be 
used for 10, 20, and 40 meters by using smaller 
band spreading condensers so as to get more 
band spread. If used for 40, 80, and 160, 
larger band spread condensers would be neces- 
sary. 

Diagram Omission 
25 -100 14tfd. trimmers should be placed 

across L,, L5, and L6 (compression type) . 

Crystal Mike Amplifier 
[Continued from Page 37] 

The Microphone 
The mike should be secured without stand 

but with the standard swivel ball screwed into 
its case at the back. If the swivel assembly 
is complete, remove the pipe fitting, spring 
and jointing cap. Discard the first two items 
and then drill out the hole in an Amphenol 
standard three prong male mike plug until the 
mike swivel ball will fit down in sufficiently 
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far to permit plenty of swivel action (ball and 
socket) with the jointing cap replaced over the 
ball and screwed down (threads and size will 
match) over the plug. We now have a very ef- 
ficient plug -in mike assembly suggesting instal- 
lation right on the cabinet front panel. Up and 
down or right and left positioning of the mike 
face can be had at will. 

Output Changes 
Circumstances may at times be such that the 

individual user of a preamplifier such as this 
one will not want nor require pentode output 
into the line. Especially is this true if he has a 

good speech amplifier stage at the transmitter 
feeding a single or push -pull driver in turn 
feeding perhaps a class B modulator stage. He 
must, of course, then determine just how much 
power he will require of the mike unit and 
make such changes for V3 as will limit the out- 
put to the desired value. In some cases triode 
connection for the 6F6 will be advisable. In 
others, a second 6C5 or perhaps a 6N7 with 
sections paralleled will be suitable. The indi- 
vidual builder will have to decide for himself 
just what changes he wants as regards the sec- 
ond tube and what circuit rearrangements 
would be necessary. 

If the preamplifier is to be used directly to 
grid- or suppressor -modulate a low powered 
phone, pentode output will be found desirable. 
A change in the output transformer would be 
imperative, with a resistor perhaps across the 
output winding to stabilize the load. 

Band Detector Coil Oscillator Coil 

14 mc. 
9 turns No. 21 scc 
spaced to occupy 1 ". 
Tap at 1/3 turn from 
ground end. 

9 turns No. 21 scc 
spaced to occupy 1 ". 
Tap at 2 turns from 
ground end. 

7 mc. 
16 turns No. 21 scc 
spaced to occupy 1t/ . 

Tap at 44 turns from 
ground end. 

15 turns No. 21 scc 
spaced to occupy 1%y ". 
Tap at 4 *4 turns 
from ground end. 

3.5 mc. 
CW 

37 turns No. 21 scc 
spaced to occupy 13' ". 
Tap at 1 turn from 
ground end. 

32 turns No. 21 scc 
spaced to occupy 144". 
Tap at 10 turns from 
ground end. 

If you require a time clock that will handle 
more than 100 watts or so (the maximum that 
the ones designed to work a radio receiver will 
handle) , one of the new "diathermy clocks "' 
will do the trick. They will handle from 500 
watts to a kilowatt, and the contacts may be 
operated upon either to open or close at a pre- 
determined time. 
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o I 
Tommy XX/as a Han, 

As Told to RUFUS P. TURNER, W I AY 

When our boy arrived, so suddenly it seemed, 
at that awkward age when the beard sprouts 
like the first downy grass of Spring and a 
deepening voice clings furtively to remnant 
falsetto overtones, we became apprehensive 
lest he should take the well -known sudden in- 
terest in neck washing and hair oiling and 
so neglect affairs of graver importance to him- 
self. But soon, his father and I wished that 
there had been an affair of love instead of the 
inanimate mess of wires and trappings that 
stole our Tommy's heart and head away. In- 
stead of a bag of bones and hank of hair, his 
inamorata was radio, and she is a jealous 
mistress. 

Radio, at the time, was assuming the propor- 
tions of a public craze, and Tommy began to 
find out what makes the wheels go 'round at 
the hands of a shop teacher. He took to books 
as we had never seen the likes of before. Then 
he began spending long evening hours build- 
:1.1g up curious mechanisms resplendent with 
shiny screws; and straightway, after the man- 
ner of his kind, he would pull them down 
again. He could exhaust a week's allowance 
in a single hour, then beg and borrow our 
purses empty. The vocabulary he acquired 
put his father to shame. 

I have never before nor since encountered 
any hobby which so completely claims the 
souls of its adherents. Tommy Senior was 
never able to lose himself to such an extent 
in his golf, nor I in my bridge or books. 
Puppy love will peter itself out in time, but 
this radio hobby our son acquired made deeper 
inroads as time wore on. Its progress was 
rapid from pastime to appetite and finally to 
habit. As I pass back through the corridors 
of time, my truant fancy rebuilds the picture 
of him sprawling in all his lanky adolescence 
long hours before the object of his affection, 
impervious to all else (even to the cookie 
jar of his erstwhile delight). 

Still, we did not complain. Tommy was 
at home. No longer did dinner chill while 
he pitched an extra home -run. It was good 
to have him inside out of mischief, what with 
young snips on every corner with naught to 
do but appraise the geography of every femi- 
nine passer -by. 

The sending set which our boy built with 
the aid of multitudinous magazines and ency- 
clopedias afforded him conversations with 
many a distant point; aye, with every place 
east of Suez. Running it seemed to exhila- 
rate his every fiber. He showed it off to us 
one night in due course with much gusto, and 
we were amazed and displayed much pride in 
the ingenuity of our first -born. But we were 
fea ful that the monastic existence he had 
taken up would transform him into one of 
those mental types. Ethereal contacts were 
fast replacing real flesh and blood people in 
his life; except for the few similarly afflicted 
creatures of every age, all with the same pe- 
culiar glint of eye and sallow jowls, who 
trekked in endless procession to and from his 
attic station. True, he did not neglect his 
studies, but we did not want him to become 
too deeply engrossed in this radio business. 
We had designs for his future. He was to 
follow in his Dad's architectural footsteps. 

Fate, however, does not often decree that 
we shall chart without opposition the course 
of our children's lives. Daily our boy grew 
farther from the career we had planned for 
him, daily closer to radio. Before high school 
was over, he had already won many cherished 
laurels as a radio operator, and these evoked 
more pride on his part than his number -one 
standing in the graduating class. As to his 
future vocation, there was no question in his 
mind. His father was keenly disappointed 
and was adamant in refusing money for col- 
lege unless it was for architecture. Tommy 
made his decision quickly. He set out to a 
distant city, there to prosper in the then em- 
bryo industry and to gain an education on 
his own hook. 

In the years that followed, he annexed the 
engineering degree, attained early prominence 
in his chosen field, and has risen steadily. 
His judgment and ability are now of such 
wide repute that his associates in art in many 
a far -flung locale solicit his aid. He has kept 
himself gainfully occupied ever since he left 
the home roost; but for all his utilitarian 
hustle and bustle, his ardor for the thing that 
started him on his journey has never grown 

[Continued on Page 62] 
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emí-Automatic Transmitter Control with Relays 

By CHARLES FELSTEAD,* W6CU 
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FIGURE 1 THE MASTER HOLDING RELAY AND CONTROLS 

When building transmitting equipment, 
most radio amateurs are concerned only with 
obtaining maximum power output for the mon- 
ey to be invested. A second consideration, 
when it enters into their plans, is to build a 

transmitter that is neat and professional in ap- 
pearance. But it is seldom that the amateur 
considers making his station simple to control 
and fool -proof in operation. Since amateur op- 
erating is a hobby, every effort should be ex- 
erted to make it as pleasant a hobby as possible. 
With that thought in mind, this semi- automatic 
control system was developed for use at W6CU. 

Many amateur stations are controlled some- 
what after this fashion: the operator plugs a 

cord into a wall socket, scuttles under the desk 
and closes a switch on the receiver power sup- 
ply ; then his hand finds a knife switch located 
in some awkward place, and the closing of that 
switch lights the filaments of the transmitting 
tubes. After the interval of thirty seconds (if he 
doesn't forget to wait) that is required to pro- 
tect the mercury -vapor rectifier tubes, he closes 
another switch that applies plate potential to 

the transmitter. Turning off the transmitter re- 

quires that all the foregoing be done in reversed 
order. 

Relay Control for the Transmitter 
Contrast that with the operation of a fully 

relay -controlled transmitter. The closing of a 

master switch on the transmitter panel turns on 
the receiver and monitor, places voltage on the 
transmitter bus, and lights a yellow signal light. 
Two start -stop push- button switches are located 
beside the transmitting key on the operating 
desk. Touching the filament start button causes 

a holding relay to close, which turns on the rec- 

tifier and transmitter tube filaments and illumi- 

1148 Stearns Drive, Los Angeles, Calif. 
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nates a green signal light on the control panel. 
After the correct time interval, another relay 

closes automatically, flashing on a blue signal 
light to indicate that the transmitter is ready for 
operation. Touching the plate start button then 
causes a red signal to light and turns on the 
plate power supply of the transmitter. The plate 
power supply may be controlled during trans- 
mission by this second start -stop switch without 
disturbing the remainder of the system. Touch- 
ing the filament stop button cuts off both the 
filament and plate supply of the transmitter and 
resets the time -delay element. 

As just explained, after the filament start but- 
ton is pressed and the correct time interval has 
passed, the blue signal lights, indicating that the 
plate power supply may be turned on whenever 
desired by the operator ; but, as an alternative 
procedure, when the filament start button is 

pressed the plate start button may be touched a 

moment later, and then when the time interval 
has passed, the plate supply will come on auto- 
matically with the lighting of the blue signal. 

This control system is entirely interlocked 
so that each operation must take place in the 
correct order, and there is no possibility that 
the plate supply will be turned on before the 
filaments are lighted. Provision may easily be 
made for an overload relay, and for remote con- 
trol of the relays. 

The Master Holding Relay 
The heart of this transmitter control is the 

master holding relay, designated MHR in the 
diagrams. This is a three -pole, single- throw, 
normally open relay. Like all the relays in this 
system, the coil is for operation on 110 -volts 

a.c. The two main contact arms should each be 

capable of carrying at least twice the total cur- 
rent drawn by the transmitter; but the third, or 
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holding contact arm (marked 
H in the diagrams) is required 
to carry only the current drawn 
by the relay winding. 

In figure 1 at A is shown the 
basic control connection for this 
relay. The devices marked start 
and stop are the two push but- 
tons designed especially for this 
purpose. The start button is ar- 
ranged to make momentary con- 
tact when pressed; while the 
stop button normally makes con- 
tact between its two terminals, 
but when pressed momentarily 
breaks this connection. 

By tracing this circuit, it will 
be apparent that when the start 
button is pressed the relay wind- 
ing is energized, causing it to attract the contact 
arms. This closes the three sets of contacts; and 
as the holding contacts (H) are shunted across 
the contacts of the start button, they continue 
the circuit through the relay winding after the 
start button is released. 

NOVAC 

FUSE 

MAIN LINE 
SWITCH 

GROUNDED SIDE 
OF LINE 

TO FILAMENT 
TRANSFORMERS 

TO PLATE KEYING 
TRANSFORMERS CIRCUIT 

.o 

TO RECEIVER 
AND MONITOR 

FIG. 2. SIMPLE TRANSMITTER 
CONTROL CIRCUIT 

Front View of the Control Panel 

Since the contacts of the stop button are in 
series with the relay winding, pressing this but- 
ton breaks the circuit long enough to allow the 
contact arms of the relay to be pulled back by 
the tension of the spring. This breaks the con- 
nection at the holding arm (H) ; so when the 
stop button is released and makes contact be- 
tween its terminals again, the relay winding cir- 
cuit is open and there is no action. 

At B in figure 1 is shown the master holding 
relay circuit with an added start -stop switch. 
This additional switch, which requires three 
leads, may be installed at the transmitter in the 
power supply panel. Thus it is possible with 
this arrangement to control the MH relay by 

!S TE MINAL 
STRIP 

PLATE POWER 
-SWITCH 

either switch independently of the other one, 
and so the transmitter may be turned on or off 
at either the transmitter panel or the operating 
desk. 

These start -stop switches may be secured at 
any electrical supply house, or they may be con- 
structed as shown at C in figure 1. The shaded 
portions should be of bakelite or other insulat- 
ing material. Even masonite may be used. The 
metal plate C of the start switch is normally 
held away from the contacts A and B by the 
spring; while the metal plate D of the stop 
switch is normally held in contact with the ter- 
minals E and F. 

A Practical Control Circuit 
In figure 2 is shown a simple transmitter 

control circuit using the master holding relay 
with a single start -stop switch. The 110 -volt 
a.c. line is connected through a fuse block and 
a main line switch to the two line contacts of 
the MH relay. This main line switch, which 
should be of the tumbler type, also applies volt- 
age to the power supply for the receiving set and 
monitor and to a 110 -volt signal light that is 
mounted behind a yellow bull's eye. The switch 
and three colored signal lights are mounted on 
the control panel at the transmitter. 

The two main contact arms of the MH relay 
connect directly to the filament supply trans- 
formers in the transmitter. A signal lamp be- 
hind a green bull's eye gives indication when 
the filaments are on. Connected across this 
filament line, but with the contacts of a single - 
pole normally -open relay in series with them, 
are the transformers that supply plate power to 
the transmitter. A red signal light indicates 
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when this relay is closed and the plate power is 

on. 
A terminal strip carrying five binding posts 

is located at the back of the relay control panel. 
A flexible cable connects these binding posts 
with the control equipment on the operating 
desk. One lead, the wire marked 3, is connect- 
ed to one side of the 110 -volt line and so is 
"hot" ; but the other leads are safe to touch or 
ground because they are connected to the relay 
windings. 

To reduce the danger of a ground on this 
"hot" lead causing a short -circuit on the line, 
and to eliminate any possibility of a shock from 
it, the number 3 "hot" lead is so connected that 
it is on the ground side of the 110 -volt line, 
which places it at zero potential with respect 
to ground. The grounded side of the 110 -volt 
line can be located by connecting a 15 or 25 

watt lamp bulb to one side of the line and 
grounding the other terminal of the lamp. If 

the bulb does not light, it is connected to the 
grounded side of the line. 

The plate supply control relay is operated by 

a push- button or tumbler switch of the type used 
in house lighting. This permits the plate supply 
of the transmitter to be turned off during re- 

ception without interrupting the filament supply 
circuit. 

A standard telegraph or "bug" key controls 
the keying relay, which also is of the single - 

pole, normally -open type. If grid- block, fila- 

ment center -tap, or oscillator keying is em- 

ployed, this relay may have light contacts; but 

if the keying is in the primary circuit of the 

final amplifier plate supply, much heavier relay 

contacts will be required. 

It may seem unnecessary to have both plate 
circuit and keying relays when primary keying 
is employed. But since the keying relay con- 
trols only the plate supply of the high -power 
amplifier stage, the main plate circuit relay is 

required to break also the primary circuit to the 
oscillator and intermediate amplifier stages. 

Time -Delay Control Circuits 
When mercury -vapor tubes of the 866 type 

are used as rectifiers, a delay of thirty seconds 
to one minute is required to permit the filaments 
to rise to normal operating temperature before 
plate voltage is applied. To avoid having al- 

ways to remember to introduce this delay, the 

automatic thermostatic time control illustrated 
in figure 3 is incorporated in the improved 
transmitter control equipment. In order to pro- 
vide a number of possible time -delay control 
arrangements for the selection of the amateur, 
the four steps in the development of this cir- 

cuit are shown. 
The simplest form of this time -delay control 

is illustrated in figure 3A. This comprises only 

a bimetallic thermostat (which may be made 

by riveting together a three -inch length of 

clock spring and a strip of brass of the same di- 

mensions as in figure 3B) and a heater unit. 
The bimetallic strip is securely fastened at one 

end and the other end is equipped with a con- 

tact which touches a stationary contact when the 

strip bends under the influence of heat from the 
heater unit. 

Each of the time -delay circuits shown in fig- 

ure 3 is an improvement over the preceding 
one. Figure 3C shows the circuit of 3A ar- 

ranged with a relay so 
that the current drawn by 
the plate supply trans- 
former does not flow 
through the bimetallic 
element, only the current 
taken by the relay wind- 
ing passing through that 
element. 

'IL. TRANS. PLATE TRANS. 
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FIG.30 
IMPROVED TIME DELAY 

CIRCUIT 

FIG. 3E 
FINAL EVOLUTION OF THE 

TIME DELAY CIRCUIT 
FIL TRANS. PLATE TRANS. [Continued on Page 60] 
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A multi -wire or 
long wire direc- 
tional high fre- 
quency antenna 
has all the things 
to be desired of an antenna system except uni- 
versality. The vertical angle can be controlled 
so that the major lobe falls in that compara- 
tively narrow but highly desirable range of from 
10 to 20 °, and the horizontal layout can be 
made so that the major horizontal lobe is head- 
ed for Europe, Asia, or South America as the 
case may be. Thus we have a perfect antenna 
system for radiation in one or possibly two quite 
definite directions. However, if by any chance 
you should desire to contact any station off to 
the side of your beam, your chances of a sat- 
isfactory contact are very poor. This is the prob- 
lem introduced by the majority of present beam 
antennas. The solution to this is either a mul- 
tiplicity of beams to cover all the horizontal 
angles ; a rotatable affair ; or a fixed beam of 
which the radiation pattern can be changed 
from within the shack. The first solution is 
out of the question for any but a very small 
minority of the amateurs. Compact rotatable 
beams, following the recent developments of 
Smith and others, have become much more 
practical. They still, however, are impractical 
for any but the higher frequencies and they do 
require an undue amount of mechanical work 
before they can be rotated from within, the -shack. 

It was then to the last solution, a directional 
beam whose horizontal angle could be changed 
electrically, that the author turned. The '-re- 
sulting system to be described in this article 
is small enough to be placed on the roof of an 
ordinary house for the 14 Mc. and higher 
bands, is sharp enough so that it gives a power 
gain of from 5 to 8 db. in its favored directions, 
and is instantly rotatable by means of a switch 
within the station so that its major lobes cover 
360 °. Also its vertical pattern is such that the 
majority of the radiation lies in the useful low- 
er angles. Another very useful feature of the 
system is that it can very well be placed upon 
a hill -top some distance from the operating po- 
sition and be controlled from the receiving po- 
sition. The complete system is shown in the 

Rusk Button Antenna VI1-CC[l\'I[Y 

By RAY L. DAWLEY,* W6DHG 

Low angle radiation combined with either directivity in any de- 
sired direction or general coverage at the flick of a switch within 
the station! Presented herewith is a system of directing your sig- 
nals electrically. The only mechanical thing about the whole 

system is the flipping of the relay armatures. 

*Technical Editor, RADIO. 
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diagram of figure 
i. The transmis- 
sion line from the 
shack to the an- 
tenna system is of 

no. 10 wire spaced 6" on spreaders designed for 
that purpose. Each of the individual "Q" type 
matching sections from the switching box at 
the center to each half wave antenna is of 1/4" 
copper tubing wired to the outside of Johnson 
type 132 two inch spreaders. These sections are 
exactly 1/4 wavelength long as in the conven- 
tional Q arrangement. The spacing between 
the outside ends of each 1/2 wave antenna is 
1/2 wavelength. However, due to the fact that 
the distance from the center of each antenna to 
the control box is slightly more than 1/4 wave- 
length, the Q matching sections will have to 
be pulled in toward the center. This is shown 
graphically in the side view of the system. 

In the diagram showing the ten meter array 
being supported from a single pole, each of 
the cross arms coming from the pole to sup- 
port the ends of the individual antennas is 1.15 
times 1/4 wavelength or in this case about 9.5 
feet long. You can prove this to yourself if 
you set up an equilateral triangle such as the 
one in which the antennas are arranged and 
calculate the distance from one of the apexes 
to the center. 

Each of the three Q sections from the indi- 
vidual antennas is brought to three sets of 
feed -through insulators in the sides of the 
switching box. In this box are two d.p.d.t. 110 
volt a.c. operated relays designed for antenna 
or feeder switching. These relays are connected 
to the various Q sections and to the trans- 
mission line from the transmitter as shown in 
the relay diagram. A three wire line of heavily 
insulated rubber lampcord is used to carry the 
110 a.c. that operates the switching relays. 

With both relays in the non -operated con- 
dition the matching sections are connected as 
in A of figure 3 and the space pattern shown 
alongside is obtained. The relays and the an- 
tenna system itself should be oriented in such 
a manner that with the relays non- operated the 
system will radiate in the direction most fre- 
quently used. This, of course, will save wear 
and tear on the switching relays. It will be seen 
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Figure 1 

The Complete System, Showing Two Methods of Support. 

that in this case antenna 2 has its feeders re- 
versed with respect to the other two. Conse- 
quently the direction of favored radiation lies 
in a plane through antenna 2 and the center 
of the system. 

With S, closed, relay K, is operated and the 
conditions shown in B of figure 3 are ob- 
tained. When relay K, closes, the polarity of the 
feeders of antenna i is reversed. Thus both 
antennas 1 and 2 are reversed in polarity with 
respect to antenna 3, which is directly connected 
to the transmission line going to the transmit- 
ter. Now our radiation pattern passes through 
a plane that intersects the antenna that is re- 
versed with respect to the other two (antenna 
3) and the center of the system. The pattern 
is shown graphically to the right of B. 

Now, if we close S2 in addition to S1, we 
obtain the connections and conditions shown 
in C of the same figure. Antenna 1 is still re- 
versed in polarity with respect to antenna 3 

but antenna 2 has now been reversed in polar- 
ity so that it is in phase with antenna 3. Now 
antenna 1 is out of phase with the rest so that 
the radiation pattern now goes through this 
antenna and the center. This pattern is shown 

to the right of C. Complete 360° coverage is 
obtained by the antenna as will be seen by 
superimposing the space diagrams of A, B, and 
C upon each other. 

In each case it will be noticed that the radi- 
ation pattern of the system passes through the 
radiator that is out of phase with the other two 
and through the center of the system. Now, if 
we close only S2, relay K2 will close and we 
have an entirely different situation. In this case 
all three of the antennas are being fed in phase 
with each other. The result is quite interesting. 
The system now becomes non -directional but 
it has quite a low angle of radiation due to the 
interaction of the various elements. Thus, with 
the switch in this position, we have the system 
set up for very good dx coverage in all direc- 
tions but no directivity. 

The two switches S1 and S2 can best be 
placed alongside the transmitter power switch 
so that the direction of radiation can instantly 
be changed to point at a station it is desired to 
contact. Of course it must be remembered that 
when you leave the shack and pull the main 
power switch, the a.c. that goes to the switch- 
ing relays should be disconnected also. This of 
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course can be easily accomplished by obtaining 
the 110 a.c. for the switching relays from the 
primary of the receiver power pack or from a 
similar place that is cut off the line when the 
main power is disconnected. 

Another worthwhile suggestion would be to 
place another d.p.d.t. a.c. operated relay in 
the 550 ohm line to the antenna system and to 
connect it so that when the transmitter is not 
on the air the antenna will be connected to the 
receiver. In this way the directional properties 
of the antenna would be very helpful in reduc- 
ing off -side interference to reception. In addi- 
tion the antenna will give a gain when it is 
phased so that it is directional toward the sta- 
tion being received. 

Mechanical Construction 
Two diagrams are given, one for a 14 Mc. 

array and one for 28 Mc., and different types of 
construction are used in each. 

The 14 Mc. system is supported from three 
45 to 60 foot poles for the individual antennas 
and one 30 to 45 foot pole to hold up the 
switching box. The three longer poles are 
arranged in an equilateral triangle 1/2 wave- 
length on a side and the shorter pole is placed 
at the exact center or the intersection of the 
medians of the triangle. The system can be 
guyed as indicated in the diagram. Another 
pair of side guys from one of the poles may 
help to improve the stability of the arrange- 
ment. It is important that both the 550 ohm 
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transmission line and the three -wire 110 volt 
a.c. line come directly down the pole toward 
the ground until they are somewhat below the 
bottoms of the antennae before they are bent 
to come toward the shack. 

Alongside the 14 Mc. array diagram is 
shown the method of wiring the 1/4" cop- 
per tubes to the type 132 spreaders, and 
on the left a small diagram of a suggestion 
for a 28 Mc. array to be supported by a single 
pole. The individual cross arms that support 
the 1/2 wave dipoles are each attached by a 
hinge (see W6LEN rotatable array, page 16, 
May RADIO) to a triangular block that is 
nailed to the pole. The relay box can be sup- 
ported on one side of the pole with enough of 
an offset so that the Q -bars from the opposite 
side of the pole can enter without difficulty. 

The triangular box that contains the relays 
can well be made of 1/4" Masonite, air tight, 
well impregnated with shellac, and varnished 
all over with a good grade of weather -proof 
insulating varnish. 

Care must be taken to see that all guys, es- 
pecially those paralleling the antennas, are well 
broken with egg -type strain insulators. 

Should the system be used on a lower fre- 
quency than 14 Mc. it will undoubtedly be 
necessary to support the centers of the Q match- 
ing sections. This can be done by means of 
guy wires (very well broken up) from the top 
of the system down to the bars. 
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Figure 3: Directivity Patterns with Three 

Theoretical Considerations 
To those interested in the design of the sys- 

tem, a discussion of the description will be 
given. This may also be of some assistance 
to anyone who may desire to make elaborations 
upon the arrangement as it is given here. 

First, the operation depends upon the fact 
that when two half -wave antennas, 1/2 wave 
apart, are excited in phase the radiation pat- 
tern passes broadside (perpendicular) to the 
plane in which the antennas lie. Also upon the 
fact that when another '1/2 wave antenna is 
placed 1/2 wave back of the other two and ex- 
cited out of phase with these two, the vertical 
angle is further lowered and this last antenna 
tends to concentrate the horizontal radiation 
in the same direction as determined by the for- 
mer two. It will be seen that in each case (A, 
B, and C) this is what we have. So by changing 
the phasing of these three symmetrically placed 
antennas we can obtain bi- directional radiation 
in three horizontal directions each 120° apart. 
However as each of the six lobes are from 50 
to 70° wide before there is much attenuation, 
we obtain good 360° coverage. 

We obtain the different phasing of the three 
antennas by changing the polarity of the three 
Q -type matching sections that feed them. The 
design of these three sections differs somewhat 
from conventional practice. In the first place, 
since we are going to use a 550 ohm line (no. 
10 wire spaced 6" ) from the transmitter to the 
antenna, and since we must parallel three of 
these matching sections at the switching box, 
the resultant impedance obtained by paralleling 
these three sections must of course be 550 
ohms. So, the impedance of each of these three 
sections must be three times 550 ohms or 1650 
ohms. 

The center impedance of each of the three 
antennas will be lowered somewhat by their 
mutual reaction. If we take the average center 
impedance of the three doublets as 71.1 ohms 
(an approximation) we see that our Q- section 

Different Combinations of Relay Positions. 

must match this impedance to 1650 ohms. 
Now, the impedance of a 1/4 wave matching 
section must be the geometric mean between 
the two impedances it is designed to match. 

Consequently: 41=1/71.1 (1650) = 343 ohms. 

We see that our Q- section impedance must 
be 343 ohms. If we wire 1/4" copper tubing to 
the outside grooves of Johnson type 132 spread- 
ers, we obtain a center to center spacing of 
the conductors of 2 3/16" or 2.1875 ". This 
spacing is slightly more than the 2" length of 
the insulators. 

Substituting these two values in the formula 
for transmission line impedance: 

S 2.1875 
Z, = 276 logro -= 276 logo = 343 ohms 

r 0.125 

So we see that 1/4" copper tubing spaced 
this amount gives us the correct surge im- 
pedance. Thus our impedances are matched 
throughout. 

The Practical Development 
The preliminary developments were made 

and the radiation patterns of the system checked 

Figure 4 

The Field Strength Meter 

on the 112 Mc. band. In this way the whole 
system was so small that changes in the di- 
mensions were very easily made. The first ex- 
perimental model was entirely hung from a 
badminton net that had been doubled back up- 
on itself. The net was suspended about 8 feet 
above ground so that it was possible by stand- 
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X 
ing on a chair to make any adjustments or 
changes in the arrangement. 

The oscillator used to excite the system was 
conventional and used a pair of WE -316A 
"mud turtles" in a t.p.t.g. push -pull circuit with 
about 400 volts on their plates. These little 
tubes operate as well on 112 Mc. as most 
so- called high frequency tubes do on 7 Mc. ; 

so no difficulty was had in obtaining sufficient 
r.f. to make good field measurements. 

The field strength meter is a little out of 
the ordinary so it will be briefly described 
as an addenda. The tuning circuit consists of 
an MEX trimmer condenser shunted across 
two turns of no. 14 wire spaced to 1/2" and '1/2" 
in diameter. The tube is a 1B4 with the 
screen grid connected to the plate. The tube is 
biased to cut -off by the drop across the 16 ohm 
filament resistor and the 11/2 volts of the 
last cell of the C battery that supplies the 
filament power. A 221/2 volt battery connect- 
ed in series with the meter supplies the plate 
voltage. The unit is quite sensitive; good de- 
flections were obtained some distance from the 
antenna system. 

Relay Control 
[Continued from Page 54] 

Figure 3D is a greatly improved circuit. Here 
the heater unit is disconnected the moment the 
bimetallic strip makes contact and turns on the 
plate power supply. This allows the heater to 
cool off and permits the bimetallic unit to open 
its contacts, thus resetting itself for the next 
time the transmitter is turned on. The time -de- 
lay relay, however, continues to pass current to 
the plate transformers until the 110 -volt line is 
opened by the plate circuit relay. 

The advantage of circuit D is that if the 
main line is opened during operation and closed 
again in a few moments, the thermal strip is 
cold and the entire time interval must pass be- 
fore plate voltage is applied to the 866 rectifiers, 
which may have cooled considerably during the 
interval while the switch was open. This offers 
an element of protection that is not present in 
circuits A and C. 

The only disadvantage of circuit D as com- 
pared with circuit E is that in circuit D the 
thermo -strip contacts must carry the full primary 
current of the plate transformers for an instant 
before the relay is energized. Although there is 
little possibility that this current will damage 
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the strip or contacts, it is well to provide the 
additional relay contacts to take care of it. 

The Improved Control Circuit 
In figure 4 is shown the final evolution of this 

transmitter control circuit, which combines all 
the features so far discussed. It incorporates the 
time -delay circuit as well as an additional hold- 
ing relay for the plate power supply. Two fixed 
condensers of equal size are connected in series 
across the 110 -volt line and the center connec- 
tion grounded. These condensers should have 
a voltage rating of at least 300 volts and a ca- 
pacity of 1/2 microfarad or higher. They help to 
prevent electrical surges due to key clicks from 
being fed back into the power line and so to 
nearby broadcast receivers; and also they serve 
to by -pass any r.f. energy that may get into the 
control unit. 

A seven -conductor cable, which may be of the 
type used for receiver power supplies since it 
carries but little current, is connected to the 
control switches at the operating position. The 
other end of this cable carries a male seven - 
point plug which plugs into a female connection 
mounted at the back of the relay control unit. 
A double outlet socket is provided beside this 
connection for the plugs of the receiver and 
monitor power supplies. Terminal strips pro- 
vide for connection between the control panel 
and the filament and plate power supplies of 
the transmitter. A regular cord and plug permit 
the control panel to be plugged into the nearest 
110 -volt outlet. 

This relay circuit provides an amazingly sim- 
ple and flexible control for the transmitter that 
makes operating a joy and that lends a delight- 
ful neatness and orderliness to the transmitting 
desk. It definitely moves a station from the 
"ham" class to the amateur division. 

QRM and Mobile Operation Legislation 
A number of states are enacting legislation to 

penalize interference with radio reception and 
also for equipment of police authorities with 
radio. Vermont has enacted a radio interference 
statute with a $500 fine provision. Other in- 
terference statutes are pending in Michigan, 
Nebraska and Pennsylvania. 

Permits to operate automobiles containing 
short wave radio sets are required under a new 
statute of West Virginia which also provides 
for police radio equipment. Legislation for po- 
lice radio equipment in New Jersey, Iowa, Vir- 
ginia, Michigan, California and Wilmington, 
North Carolina, also is in process. 
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X 
Simplifying Exciter Coil I \eLjuírements 

6A6 6L66 

RFC 

J C5 

C1 -.01 µid. mica 
C3 -.002 µfd. mica 
C3 -100 wild. midget 

variable 
C,-50 µµd. mica 

TOP Vi_ 

250 -300 v. 

C5 -100 µµtd. midget 
variable 

C,1 --50 µud. mica 
C7.C8-.002 µµfd. mica 
Cg-100 µµfd.1000volt 

variable 

R1-400 ohms, 10 watts 

R,- 25,000 ohms, 2 w. 

Ri- 50,000 ohms, 2 w. 

R1- 30,000 ohms, 3 w. 

RFC -21/2 mh. 125 ma. 
choke 

Coils - Appropriate 
values for band 
in use. All wired 
as in diagram. 

Mr. Roy H. Raguse, W6FKZ, submits the 
following suggestion for the modernization of 
the old Jones 6A6 exciters. The same inter- 
changeable coil and crystal idea as used in the 
Bi -Push exciter is employed. 

The 6A6 part of the unit is the standard 
Jones exciter with the exception of the manner 
in which the plug -in coils and sockets are wired. 
The 6A6 is followed by a 6L6G with appro- 
priate plate voltage. This last tube ordinarily 
acts as a doubler when being excited by the 
6A6. However, when fundamental output is 

desired from the crystal, the grid coil is re- 
moved and the crystal is inserted in the grid 
circuit of the last tube. In this way 20 -30 watts 
of output power is available on the fundamen- 
tal frequency and its second and fourth har- 
monic. Thus with a 7 Mc. crystal, output is 
available on the 7, 14, and 28 Mc. bands. With 
a 1.75 Mc. crystal, output is available on 1.75, 
3.5, and 7 Mc. 

Operation is very foolproof; it is only neces- 
sary to plug the crystal in the proper socket 
and to place the appropriate coils in the follow- 
ing sockets for operation on any band. One im- 
portant feature of the unit is the fact that all 
the coils are wired exactly the same. Thus the 
7 Mc. coil can be used either as an oscillator 
or a doubler coil as the case may be. Inciden- 
tally, only the tubes being used at the time have 
plate voltage upon them. When a coil is re- 
moved from the plate circuit of one of the 

COIL POSITIONS FOR OPERATION WITH 
3.5 Mc. CRYSTAL 

Fre- 
quency 

Crystal 3.5 Mc. 
Coil 

7 Mc. 14 Mc. 
Coil Coil 

3.5 Mc. "B" 

"A" 

"C" 

7 Mc. "B" "C" 

14 Mc. "X" 

COIL POSITIONS FOR OPERATION WITH 
7 MC. CRYSTAL 

Fre- Crystal 7 Mc. 
quency I Coil 

14 Mc. 
I Coil 

28 Mc. 
Coil 

7 Mc. "B" "C" 

14 Mc. "A" "B" I 

28 Mc. I "X" "A" I "B" "C" 

tubes the plate voltage is automatically discon- 
nected. 

To aid in showing how bands are changed, 
the following chart indicates where to plug the 
coils and crystal for operation on three bands 
with either a 3.5 or 7 Mc. crystal. 

Coils can be wound on standard 11/2" forms. 
The number of turns for any band can be found 
by reference to the Handbook or to any previous 
article on the old type exciter. 
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It will be noted by reference to the table 
that there is always a coil in socket C. This 
works out very nicely because it prevents the 
plate voltage being removed from the 6L6 
while the screen voltage is still applied (or- 
dinarily damaging to the screen). 

Tommy Was a Ham 
[Continued from Page S1] 

cold. Radiograms brought to us by boys who 
were crying in cradles when he was first bit- 
ten by the bug, disclose his continued interest 
in amateur radio. Not the least important 
of it all, Tommy has, by keeping abreast of 
the rapid strides made by radio, maintained a 
youthful point of view. 

* * * 

At home, the picture has been vastly dif- 
ferent. Dad's prosperity faded into thin air 
during those hectic years between twenty -nine 
and thirty -one. He lost all -hope and bright 
outlook to boot -and has gained only faith- 
lessness and an acrid disposition. With busi- 
ness gone and life reverted to chasing the 
eight - fifteen in the morning, he finds complete 
diversion in nothing. The other day, he 
drew himself up to admitting his envy of 
Tommy's absorption in his hobby. I had to 
draw myself up to tell him something too - 
that Tommy's cloister had at last, wonder of 
wonders, been invaded by another mortal in- 
tent to usurp a piece of his devotion. She 
is a blithesome sprite with blue eyes and gold- 
en hair, and next week she is to become a per- 
manent part of his design. It leaves us both 
wondering how he was interrupted long 
enough to tune her in! 

The Question Box 
Can you tell me how I can cure a trouble I am 

having with my final plate supply? It seems to work 
perfectly up to about 200 ma. but as soon as this 
drain is exceeded everything goes haywire. One of the 
66's goes out and the other one seems to take all 
the load, both chokes and the plate transformer groan 
unmercifully, and the carrier of my rig has a bad 
ripple on it. Since it seems to be in the filter, here 
are the values of the components: The input induc- 
tance is a 50 -350 ma. swinging choke; this is fol- 
lowed by a 2 µfd. condenser, a 20 hy. filter choke, 
and a 4 pfd. condenser. 
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Undoubtedly your trouble is being caused by reso- 
nance in the filter system. More than likely, at about 
200 ma. the inductance of your swinging choke is in 
the order of 4 henrys. This value of inductance will 
resonate with the 2 pfd. of capacity in the first con- 
denser at the ripple frequency. When this takes 
place, the whole normal action of the power supply 
is upset and the results you speak of take place. It is 
very seldom that the following filter sections are 
found to resonate. Usually they just try, through 
their normal action, to correct the havoc wrought by 
the conditions in the first sections of the filter. 

Since the resonant condition exists between the 
input choke and first condenser, if we appropriately 
change the values of these components the trouble 
will disappear. Either the value of the inductance 
or the capacity can be changed; preferably increased. 

I have a power supply using a pair of 66 -A's on 
1000 volts. During the winter when it is very cold 
in the operating room I have great difficulty in getting 
the tubes into operation. In extremely cold weather 
I actually have to turn an electric heater on the tubes 
to keep them warm enough. Is this a characteristic of 
mercury vapor rectifiers or is there something I can do 
to clear up my trouble? 

No, the condition you speak of is not necessarily a 
characteristic of mercury vapor rectifiers. It is, how- 
ever, a characteristic of 66 -A tubes when they are 
operated at such a comparatively low plate voltage in 
very cold weather. If you replace your 66 -A tubes 
with 66's having no cathode shielding sleeve (prac- 
tically all standard 66's are of this type) the tubes 
will start much easier under the adverse conditions 
you mention. 

Can a push -push doubler be modulated? I am 
using one in the final stage of my transmitter. At 
present I am operating on c.w. but I would like to 
put the rig on phone. I understand that in a push - 
push doubler the tubes operate class C. If this is 
true it would seem that the amplifier could be 
modulated. Is my reasoning correct in this case? 

Under the majority of conditions a push -push 
doubler can be plate modulated to give good audio 
quality. Certain conditions, however, must exist 
before linear modulation can take place. First, the 
two tubes used in the stage must be accurately 
matched both as to the electrical characteristics and 
as to the interelectrode capacities. The electrical 
balance must exist so as to cancel any fundamental 
output that may be produced. The interelectrode 
capacities must balance because each tube acts as the 
neutralizing condenser to the other. 

Secondly, the tubes must have high bias and ade- 
quate excitation. These are primary requisites for any 
class C amplifier, but they are more stringent for a 
push -push doubler when it is to be operated as a 
class C modulated stage. This is true because even 
at peak modulation when the plate voltage is doubled, 
the operating angle of either of the doubler tubes 
must still be less than 90° as compared to a maximum 
angle of approximately 180° for a "straight through" 
class C amplifier on modulation peaks. This means 
that at no modulation the .operating angle of each 
tube in the doubler must be somewhat less than 90 °. 
Consequently, quite high plate currents must flow 
for extremely short periods of time in order to 
obtain any output. 
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Progress As you Prosper 

By C. H. HUMES, W9THL 

Every ham who sets out to build a station 
immediately finds himself face to face with the 
problem of deciding which path he should 
choose to get a signal from his own weary brain 
to somebody else's antenna and vice versa. If 

he is to take full advantage of the many pleas- 
ures offered by ham radio, and at the same time 
avoid personal bankruptcy, his plans must be 
carefully laid, for the pit -falls are many and 

deep. More than one Ham has found his prog- 
ress suddenly halted and his fun curtailed be- 
cause his rig wouldn't go where the new fields 

beckoned. The grass always looks greener in 

the other fellow's pasture and the day will come 
when the band where you aren't is the place 
you long to be. Then woe to the unfortunate 
who can't get there without practically rebuild- 
ing- because just as sure as you get there 
you'll want to come back, and rebuilding 
transmitters is an awful blow to those 
vagrant whims and the urge to snoop that 
make Ham Radio the fun that it is today. 

The greatest problem in amateur radio 
always has been to build a station that 
would take in as many amateur activities 
as possible, at the same time requiring a 

cash outlay smaller than the National debt. 
The latest offspring of these efforts and one 
which seems to fill the bill pretty well, is 

described herewith. 
The initial survey of the situation brought 

out several self -evident facts. The rig, both 
transmitter and receiver, should be capable 
of operation on at least five bands, both 
c.w. and phone, with band -changing man- 
euvers reduced to a practical minimum, as 

to time and effort. Band changing, if any, on 
the average amateur rig is aptly described 
by the fellow who said he "quickly threw 
a couple of switches and changed a couple 
of coils -and twenty minutes later he was 
on another band ". 

Further, complete operation of the sta- 
tion should be controllable from the operat- 
ing position. Personally, I am not ath- 
letically inclined and object to wearing a 

path on the shack floor just because space 
won't permit putting the transmitter within 
arm's reach. At the same time, front 

panel control of transmitter power is essential 
to avoid wearing the same path in the opposite 
direction during tuning procedures. 

The rig should be adaptable to different an- 

tenna types as well as varying coupling methods. 
Almost every location presents its own antenna 
problems and I, for one, don't like to be caught 
short in case I want to change. Besides, I may 
not be able to pay my rent sometime, and may 
have to move to a new location ! 

And last, but not least, as prosperity gets far- 
ther around the corner, and the budget permits 
a little expansion from time to time, I want to 

be able to increase the size of the rig and my 

signal without having to throw away everything 
that has already accumulated and start all over 
again. In other words, the transmitter should 

Figure 1 

The "Progressive" 350 Watt Transmitter in Operation. 
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be capable of expansion by the simple process 
of "adding on ". 

"Progress As You Prosper" 
This latter consideration brought on the idea 

of "progressive" transmitter building, the par- 
ticular pet of Gerry Cole, Ex- 9MR -9MK, whose 

Figure 2 

Tinder Chassis View of the Exciter 

not -too- patient guinea pig the writer has been 
through the series of developments that have 
led to the present rig. The first "Progressive" 
was completed early in 1935 and employed 
tetrodes throughout the r.f. end, with the excep- 
tion of a tri -tet oscillator. Shortly thereafter 
power pentodes in adequate sizes became avail- 
able to the amateur, and Progressive II was 
born, with a lusty pair of 803's in the final, a 
beautiful job for those as likes pentodes. But 
pentodes are costly. In the meantime the 
vacuum tube manufacturers had been busy 
bringing out a series of inexpensive triodes es- 
pecially designed for operation at the higher 
frequencies and capable of quite respectable 
outputs. The return to triodes was clearly in- 
dicated, and thus "Progressive" III, and the 
present station layout, came into being. 

If you will recall the criteria originally es- 

tablished you will probably have realized by 
this time that they all point to just one thing- - 
flexibility. 

The station arrangement was designed to 
place every operating control within arm's 
reach of the operating position. The keys for 
c.w. are located immediately to the right of the 
receiver itself and well back on the table to pro- 
vide a comfortable arm rest for long hours of 
traffic handling. Incidentally, if you are going 
to pound brass, this is an item not to be over- 
looked. After you've passed along a few thou- 
sand words at thirty per, with your elbow in 
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I 
the air, the good old right arm will appreciate 
a place to light. 

The speech amplifier, with its gain controls, 
sits immediately to the left of the receiver, and 
the transmitter itself at the right of the operat- 
ing table, with all meters clearly in view. 

The field strength meter, perched on top of 
the receiver at eye level for easy reference, pro. 
vides a continuous monitoring of the antenna 
output. The author has also found it useful 
for discovering just which of the house lighting 
circuits was absorbing most of the radiated en- 
ergy! 

The "world '', sitting atop the speech ampli- 
fier and partially obscured by the Barrymore 
profile, is useful in locating great circle routes 
and in laying out directive antenna systems - 
which probably won't fit on the roof anyway. 
The mike, a Shure no. 70S, is provided with 
a nice long cable so that it can be conveniently 
passed around among the visiting Hams with- 
out necessitating two or three layers of people 
at the operating position. 

So much for the operating set -up. The heart 
of the station, of course, is the transmitter itself 
and it is with love and tenderness that we turn 
the light of analysis on this, the ham industry's 
latest brain -child. There is an old song to the 
effect that "Every old crow thinks her babe am 
white as snow" -and a Ham is probably no 
different. So, if we sound unduly laudatory, 
think nothing of it. 

At the outset of this literary enterprise there 
was considered a set of operating requirements 
for the station and it might be well to review 
them at this point in their relation to the -rans- 
mitrer proper. They may be stated briefly as 
follows: 

1 -Five band operation, with both phone and 
c.w. wherever the law allows. 

2 -Band changing with a minimum of effort. 3- Adequate antenna coupling provisions. 4- Standard parts -a minimum of "handwork ". 
For neatness and convenience, standard rack 

and panel construction was decided upon. A 
survey of the available low -cost triodes dis- 
closed the possiblity of obtaining all that was 
wanted in the way of output and frequency 
multiplication in four stages, and the r.f. end 
thereupon began to take shape. 

The R. F. Line -up 
The newly arrived 6L6 beam tube looked 

intriguing and likely; so into the oscillator it 
went, as a straight tetrode oscillator, with fif- 
teen watts available without mistreating the 
crystal. There's nothing in the world like 
starting a triode rig with a tetrode. 
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Figure 3: The T -55 Driver and 

The choice of the succeeding stage was not 
so easy. The tube must be one which would 
multiply well on the output of the 6L6, and at 
the same time be willing to operate as a 

straight- through amplifier without insisting on 
its own frequency. The Taylor 756, with its 
low inter -electrode capacities and adequate out- 
put, was the bottle chosen. Capacity- coupled 
to the oscillator, and properly neutralized, the 
combination produced as neat an exciter unit 
as could be desired, capable of putting a respect- 
able signal on the air in its own right, or of 
administering a sizeable kick to the grid of a 

following stage. A worms eye view of this 
exciter unit, with wiring in, is shown in figure 
2. With the circuit constants shown, this ex- 
citer delivers an adequate output on any of the 
amateur bands from 1750 kc. to 28 Mc. The 
harmonic generation in the buffer stage is high, 
permitting the use of a minimum number of 
crystals in covering the bands. This harmonic 

350 Watt Push Pull Output Stage 

output, by the way, includes some of the odd 
numbered ones; so frequency -multiplication 
must be carefully monitored during tuning op- 
erations to avoid landing on one of them, par- 
ticularly the 3rd. 

Note that the tank condensers are "under - 
slung" ; since all coil and tube connections ter- 
minate below the chassis, that is obviously the 
logical place to put them. It is significant that 
the half -inch leads resulting from this construc- 
tion are among the vital factors in the success 
of satisfactory multi -band operation. If you 
don't believe this, try putting them top- sides, 
and see what happens to your 10 meter efficien- 
cy. Filament transformers, resistors and fixed 
condensers, as well as all wiring, are likewise 
below decks, leaving the upper surface of the 
chassis clear of everything except the plug -in 
elements. 

With this beginning it is possible to develop 
the transmitter to practically any power desired, 
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Figure 4: Under Chassis View of the Driver 
and Output Stages 

simply by designing each following stage to de- 
liver its full output from the excitation avail- 
able. Electrically this is a simple matter. Me- 
chanically it is not so simple, for in the me- 
chanical layout and the careful choice of circuit 
components lies the secret of the stability and 
easy flexibility of multi -band operation. 

The designer's choice for the next stage was 
the Taylor T -55, a high gain triode with plate 
lead out of the top and a plate- dissipation rating 
of 55 watts, to be used as a driver for the final 
stage employing a pair of the same. From 
this point on, the problem of design becomes 
acute and it is probably perfectly safe to say 
that the chances of successful operation of any 
transmitter, especially on the higher frequencies, 
will be approximately proportionate to the care 
expended on the choice and placing of the ci-. 
cuit components. Stray capacities are just an 
other pair of words for neutralizing difficulties 
at high frequencies, and poor dielectric ma- 
terials can be directly translated into power loss 
and erratic behavior. 

I fervently hope that you are never troubled 
with parasites (parasitic oscillations) . They're 
measly little things that run around in circles 
heating up the plates, raising Ned with the 
grids, and using great numbers of valuable 
watts for their own fiendish purposes. They 
are nasty little things to be avoided at all costs. 
The same conditions of design which assure 
high -frequency operation and stable neutrali- 
zation- namely, short leads and symmetry- 
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will keep them out of most ham transmitters 
Failing this, the "de- lousing" must be ac- 
complished by small u.h.f. r.f. chokes. 

The layout of the last two stages of "Progres- 
sive III" is shown in figure 3. The symmetry 
of design, and the absence of stray unbalancing 
capacities is eloquently testified to by the ab- 
sence of any necessity for adjustment of neutral- 
izing capacities during band -changing. 

The chassis of the two final stages as well 
as that of the exciter unit has been placed well 
up from the bottom edge of the panel to allow 
the installation of equipment below deck. The 
chassis thus serves both as a mounting for the 
component parts and as a shield between grid 
and plate tanks. With the exception of the 
increase in the size of the parts, necessary to 
handle the added power, the T -55 driver stage 
is identical to the 756 stage. They are brothers 
under the skin, electrically. 

Again the stage is capacity coupled to its 
driver. It tunes easily, neutralizes well and 
delivers at all frequencies more than enough 
output to drive the final stage to full output. 

Unquestionably, a smaller tube could have 
been used in this driver stage. However, with 
the T -55 in the moderate price range the ar- 
vantage of the reserve excitation it provided 

Figure 5 

The Universal Antenna Coupling Unit. See 
Figure 6 for the Many Applications. 

practically dictated its use in this position. It 
is nice to have a reserve of excitation when 
plate modulating the final stage. 

Everything described thus far is powered 
from a single source of supply -namely, the 
"Lo" power unit of figure 7 using the new 866 
Jr. rectifiers. It constitutes, therefore, another 
complete transmitter, capable of 150 watts in- 
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OSCILLATOR - BUFFER 
6LS 56 

ANTENNA 

30 1.6 

TIL3p7r1 

MODULATOR b POWER 

666 JR 

T6 : 

Soo 
rsom swacM Iswmrian) 

I10 v.-60 aY. SvuPLV 2,-, 0.-a-Ì-oo-o>- 
PLATS .01. 

666 

C1 -150 lipid, midget 
variable 

C2 -150 paid, midget 
variable 

C3 -210 µµid, p e r 
section 

CI-210 µ µíd, p e r 
section 

C5-240 µpfd. p e r 
section 

C0 -110 µµfd. 
C7 -.001 pfd. mica, 

1000 v. 
C5 -.0001 µfd. mica, 

1000 v. 
C9--.005 µfd. mica, 

2500 v. 
C10-2 ufd. Oil filled, 

1500 v. 
C11 -2 pfd. Oil filled, 

1000 v. 

General Wiring Diagram of the Complete "Progressive" Transmitter 
C,2 -1 pfd. paper, 

200 v. 
Cx -30 wild., neutral- 

izer 
Cr -5 µµtd., neutral- 

izer 
CZ-5 lipid., neutral- 

izer 
R,- 50,000 ohms, I 

watt 
R: -400 ohms, 10 

watts 
R3- 75,000 ohms, 10 

watts 
R,- 15,000 ohms, 10 

watts 
R; -1,500 ohms, 30 

watt variable 
R6-4,000 ohms, 10 

watts 

R7 -1,500 ohms, 55 
vatt variable 

R8- -3,000 ohms, 20 
watts 

RAI -1,030 ohms, 100 
watt variable 

R,0 -2,500 ohms, 100 
watt variable 

R,I- 25,000 ohms, 55 
watts 

R,2- 30,000 ohms, 100 
watts 

R,3-- 40,000 ohms, 100 
watts 

T1 -Fil. trans., 6.3 v. 
at 3 amp. 

T2 -Fil. trans., 7.5 v. 
at 3.25 amp., c.t. 

T3-Fil. trans., 2.5 v. 
at 10 amp. c.t. 

put and accomplished simply by "adding on" 
a tube, coil, condenser and a few miscellaneous 
additional parts. 

The final stage with its pair of T -55's is 
built on the same chassis as the driver. Stray 
radiation from wiring is confined by the vertical 
shield between the grid circuits. Their re- 
spective plate circuits are further decoupled by 
setting the coil fields at right angles (figure 3). 

Proper excitation to the final stage is of ut- 
most importance and therefore link coupling is 
in order at this point. The low impedance 
line drops under the chassis and through the 
shield to the grid tank. A glance at this grid 
tank (figure 4) may seem to belie the conver- 
sation concerning short leads, appearing in an 
earlier paragraph. However, these leads were 
purposely lengthened to keep them out of 

T4 -750 v. or 1000 v. 
each side c.t., 300 
ma. 

T -, -1450 v. or 1750 v. 
each side c.t -, 400 
ma. 

T -Fil. trans., 2.5 v. 
at 10 amp., 10 v. 
at 6.5 amp. 

T7- Modulation trans. 
p.p. 03B's to 
4,000, 7,500 ohms 

T', -Input trans. 5(10 
ohm line to 03B 
grids 

trans. 7.5 v. 
at 6.5 amp., c.t. 

CH1 -Swinging 
choke, 200 ma. 

CH2-8 henries, 200 
ma. 

CH3 -Swinging 
choke, 400 ma. 

CH4 -8 henries, 400 
ma. 

RFC-35 mh. 
MI-0 -150 ma., d.c. 
M4-0 -100 ma., d.c. 
M3-0 -500 ma.. d.c. 
M,-0 -300 ma., d.c. 
SW- S.P.S.T., 10 

amp. 
L;- Receiver c o i 1 

form 
L.,-Receiver c o i l 

form 
L3- Buffer coil form 
L,- Buffer coil form 
L Type TL inductors 
L, Type 20A induct- 

ors 

resonance with the plate leads of the same stage, 
thus avoiding another pitfall leading to para- 
sitic oscillations. 

It always has seemed a good idea to have the 
plate tank coil and its condenser somewhere in 
the same general vicinity. In this layout they 
couldn't be much more neighborly; they are 
practically wedded. The standard Coto -Coil 
mounting was taken down and reassembled 
with a pair of transformer -mounting brackets, 
and it fits on the Cardwell plate condenser like 
a glove, forming a sturdy mounting with leads 
"shorter than possible ". The neutralizing con- 
densers have been mounted below the chassis, 
between the grid tank and its condenser, and 
ganged for convenience in manipulation - 
another factor made possible only by short leads 
and symmetry. 
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Metering of the complete r.f. line is ac- 

complished by three milliammeters: a 0 -500 ma. 
in the final plate circuit, a 0 -100 ma. in the 
final grid, and a 0 -150 ma. provided with a 

cord and plug, to serve the plate circuits of the 
oscillator and the buffers. 

Antenna Coupling 
Having thus acquired the means for generat- 

ing a thoroughly respectable quantity of r.f. 
there still remained the problem of getting it 

from the final tank into the antenna. This is 

no trick in itself if you can decide on one type 
of antenna and, having erected it, stay with 

T 

F i G. I (a) 

(d) (e) 

TO IFEEDERS 

(9) 
(h) (,, 

(b) 

TO FEEDERS 

(r) 

FIGURE 6: Some of the many applications 
of the Universal Antenna Coupling Unit. 

it from now on, henceforth and forever. But 
if you're anything like the author, the other 
fellow's sky wire always looks better than your 
own and you are always plagued with the sus- 

picion that something else might work better, 
and there's no peace or contentment until you 
have tried it to find out. For a long time I 

have thought that it would be nice if someone 
would invent something that would permit me 

to indulge this mania for changing sky -wires 
without having to clutter up the transmitter 
with a scramble of wires and clips that shift 
with each passing truck and look like a ham 
version of a rat's nest. But nobody did, until 
we finally forced Gerry to the unpleasant job 
of thinking about it himself. The off- spring of 
his mental writhings is a gadget which, though 
faintly reminiscent of a Rube Goldberg draw- 
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ing, will nevertheless couple the final tank to 
just about anything but the family automobile. 

It consists merely of a substantial condenser, 
six receptacle -type stand -off insulators, a pair 
of insulating binding- posts, and as many coils, 
mounted on standard, pin -type mounting strips, 
as are needed. Each of the stand -offs is provid- 
ed with a small brass strip carrying an addi- 
tional jack, and the six are mounted judiciously, 
as shown in figure 5. 

Some of the tricks it will do are shown in 

figure 6, and all of them without the necessity 
of untwisting a connection or hanging a coil 
hopefully, if precariously, in space. You can 
take it from ye author, it is one of the handiest 
gadgets in the shack. Out of the very good- 
ness of my heart I present it to you, without 
charge and without obligation. For them as 

needs series tuning of matched feeders, the 
jack -type stand -offs can be substituted for the 
binding -posts and another condenser added, and 
lo! the job is complete. 

Power Supplies 
Power for the transmitter is obtained from 

two separate supplies, both of which are es- 

sentially conventional in design. 
The low power unit is shown in figure 7 

(third unit from the bottom) and delivers plate 
voltage to the oscillator, doubler and driver 
stages, with which it forms a complete trans- 
mitter, as mentioned previously. Power for 
the final stage is obtained from a second, or 
high power stage. Both stages are controlled 
by a front -panel switch which is connected in 

series with the main filament switch to prevent 
accidental application of plate voltage while the 
filaments are off. These switches are also wired 
to a phenolic plug on the back of the low power 
chassis (rear -right corner of the chassis) pro- 
viding a plug -in attachment for remote control, 
either by switch, or push- buttons and relay. 

The modulation stage, employing a pair of 

Taylor 03B's in class B, occupies a space be- 

tween the low and high power supplies, and is 

complete with its own power source. The 
photograph shows the class B transformer di- 

rectly behind the 03B's, with the power supply. 
delivering 1350 volts, on the right and the 500 
ohm input transformer in the extreme left fore- 
ground. The jack -type stand -offs provide input 
and output leads for the high voltage to the 
final. Plate input to the modulators is indicated 
by the 0 -300 ma. meter on the panel. All 
speech equipment, with the exception of the 
modulator itself, has been left out of the rack, 
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* 

FIGURE 7: Back View of the Transmitter, 
Showing Relative Positions of Various Decks. 
Note That All Heavy Components Are Located 

in the Lower Decks. 

on the theory that one good speech amplifier is 
all that most hams can afford, and that having 
afforded one it should be available for more 
than one purpose. 

All inter -stage leads, with the exception of 
the high -voltage plate lead, are cabled and con- 
nections made to each stage through multi - 
prong plugs and sockets of phenolic or Isolan- 
tite materials. This permits isolation and re- 
moval of any chassis merely by pulling the 
plug, and believe me, that is a convenience not 
to be overlooked. 

In operation, the "Progressive III" has ful- 
filled all of the requirements originally set for 
it, and a few more to boot. Output is adequate 
on all bands. The unit is designed to take a 
rated input of 450 watts to the final stage. It 
takes the full 450 watts on all bands, either cw 
or phone. It is not necessary to reduce the 
power input when operating on phone or on 
the higher frequencies as is so often necessary 
on ham rigs. Band -changing is painless and 
the whole outfit can be handled from one place 
without the operator having to look and act 
like an organist playing "Kitten on the Keys" 
on a four -manual pipe organ. Oscilloscopic 
modulation patterns are as close to perfect as 
you'll find in a Ham rig and reports have been 
more than gratifying, particularly on phone. 
For those who itch to try a similar rig, the dia- 
grams and photos will give most of the neces- 
sary information, and the author or the designer 
will be glad to assist with whatever additional 
constructional details seem necessary. 

And thus ends the story of the rig that 
started with a little 6L6, and grew and grew. 

Some people are just born lucky, W6ABF 
for instance. The first time he changed bands 
on his multi -stage kilowatt phone transmitter, 
he tuned it up very carefully all down the line 
a stage at a time only to notice when the pro- 
cedure was completed that the dial settings on 
all the condensers were exactly the same as for 
the other band excepting the final plate tank 
condenser, which necessarily requires different 
settings for good "Q" on both bands. We have 
known amateurs to spend days trying to trim 
the various coils so that the condensers on the 
buffer stages would not require retuning. 

Did you ever think of your station as having 
a tune? Wave -lengths were referred to in the 
early days of wireless as station tunes. That 
was before they had bands, too. 
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QTH Contest 

We have heard of stations or transmit- 
ters being located in attics, kitchens, clos- 
ets, jails, mortuaries, trailers, tank houses 
... even revamped outhouses. For a good 
snapshot of the "shack" or transmitter in 
the most unusual location, RADIO will give 
one RK -39 tetrode (new shielded type). 

All snaps become the property of 
RADIO; those that we consider most inter- 
esting will be run in the magazine. 

Contest closes July 30th. 

YL Photos Wanted 
A number of readers have suggested that we 

run some photographs of YL's who are hams in 
their own right. We'll be glad to do so if the 
response is sufficient. Call must be given. If the 
photograph is sent in by someone other than the 
YL herself, written permission for its publica- 
tion must be secured. 

"General Interest" Photos 
There also have been suggestions that "gen- 

eral interest" photographs with a radio flavor 
be published. We don't know just what these 
are, but would be glad to see your idea of one. 
A minimum of $1.00 will be paid for each 
published. 

WAZ and Moving 
The question has arisen as to whether or not 

one should count zones for a w.a.z. score when 
part were worked under a different call but by 
the same operator. In other words, W4SLC 
works 27 zones, and then moves to the 5th 
district and under his "5" call works 6 more 
zones. Should he be credited with 33 zones? 

It is obvious that an operator who moves 
from the east coast to the west coast or vice versa 
has a better chance of running up a lot of zones 
than an amateur who must work all his zones 
from one location. On the other hand, just 
because an amateur lets his call expire and gets 
a new one, or because an amateur moves 100 
miles and lands in another call area, is no reason 
he should not be allowed to count all the zones 
worked. It is a very difficult problem, with lots 
of "angles ". However, after due consideration, 
it was decided that all zones may be counted if 
they are worked from within the same zone. 
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If you move from zone 3 to zone 4 or 5, you 
can only count your score as the most zones 
worked from within any one zone. 

Contest Winners 
Best suggestions for renaming four of 

RADIO'S departments were turned in by Ira F. 
Kuebel, ex K5AD, of the 97th Observation 
Squadron at Mitchell Field, N.Y., who sub- 
mitted the best new title for the present "Post- 
scripts and Announcements" ; Carl J. Spehr, 
W9ORM, of Denton, Neb., for "Calls Heard 
and Dx Department" ; M. V. Winston, 
W8QGW, of Canadaigua, N.Y., for "The 
Question Box ", and Carson Nohrnberg, 
W6MKO, of Madera, Calif., for "What's 
New" department. 

Mr. W. H. Bailey, W9FNK, was adjudged 
winner of the oddity contest recently conducted 
by this magazine, and as a prize he received 
two Taylor T -20's. 

F.C.C. Rules Amended 
The Telegraph Division, at its meeting of 

April 13, 1937, amended Rules 411 and 442 
to read as follows: 

Rule 411. An applicant who fails examination for 
amateur privileges may not take another examination 
for such privileges within 3 months, except that this 
rule shall not apply to successive examinations at a 
point named in rule 30a. 

Rule 442. An applicant who fails examination for 
operator license of professional class may not be re- 
examined within 3 months, but this does not apply 
to examination of radio -telephone type following one 
of radiotelegraph type, nor vice versa, nor one for 
lower class following one for higher class of the 
same type, nor to successive examinations at a point 
named in Rule 30a. 

Signal Squisher Notes 
By arranging a horizontal Signal Squisher 

(May RADIO, page 16) so that it can be ro- 
tated through 360 degrees instead of a mere 
180, it is possible to choose between two ver- 
tical angles of radiation by simply, mounting the 
array at an angle. 

W6FTU, who made his Squisher- tiltable as 
well as rotatable, found that the optimum angle 
varied considerably with distance and time of 
day. Under certain conditions a very low 
angle of radiation was found desirable, while 
for short -haul work at certain times of the day 
a much higher angle was desirable. 

To get a very low angle of maximum radi- 
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* At Left -New "SUPER -PRO" 
in Metal Cabinet. 
Below- Rugged New "SUPER - 
PRO" Tuning Unit. 

ÍIECE'Í VER F0RJOmETERs! 
EXHAUSTIVE field and laboratory tests made 

by countless critical amateurs, engineers, and 
professional operators now using the new 
"Super -Pro" continue to conclusively prove that 
"Super -Pro" performance on 10 meters is truly 
outstanding! 

One of the features responsible for this high 
efficiency is the two stage R.F. amplification 
system used on the 20 -40 mc. band, as well as 
the other four bands in this receiver. This of- 
fords o sensitivity of 0.8 microvolt 1307. mod- 
ulated) with a signal to noise ratio of 6 to 1 at 
28 megacycles! This system also affords an 
image rejection ratio so high as to provide 
complete freedom from "two- spot" tuning ex- 
cept in exceedingly rare instances, viz. -at 28 
mc. the ratio is 150 to 1; of 14 mc. -1900 to 
1; at 7 mc.- 10,000 to 1, etc. 

The A.V.C. action of the new "Super -Pro" 
has been developed to an unusually high degree 
of efficiency -a change of 
33,000 to 1 in signal input 
causing a change of only 2 
to 1 in the output! The 
"Super -Pro" electrical band 
spread system provides a 
spread of over 90 divisions 

on the 28 to 30 mc. bond. Other popular 
bands are similarly spread for easy tuning. 

All "Super -Pro" receivers employ direct tun- 
ing with calibrations held to within a tolerance 
of plus or minus 1 /2`,'c. The tuning ronge of 
the 10 meter model is from 1.25 to 40 mc. in 
five bands. A model for the .54 to 20 mc. 
range with identical features is also available. 

There are a host of other outstanding fea- 
tures in the new "Super -Pro" models such os- 
calibrated band width, beat oscillator, audio 
and sensitivity controls; stand -by switch; relay 
terminal strip; 8 metal and 8 glass tubes; sep- 
arate humless power supply, trouble -free cam 
switch, etc. Crystal or standard models are 
available for table mounting or rack mounting. 

Further data with interesting curves and il- 
lustrations appear in a special bulletin. 

Mail coupon below for your copy. 

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC. 
424 -438 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City 

Please send me new "Super - Pro "bulletin. 
Please send me new "37" catalog. 

*.FEND 
FOR TITIS 
BULLETIN! 

Nome 

Address 

City State R -6 
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You "QUAKER STATE" HAMS 
CAN GET YOUR 

ADD -A -UNIT 
TRANSMITTER KIT 

FROM Radio & Electric Service 
7TH AND ARCH STREETS, PHILADELPHIA 

And your UTAH "Ham" transformers, too! 

It's easy for yuu to own a transmitter with 
a "kick" in it. This UTAH transmitter kit 
enables you to start out with a modern de- 
pendable unit -at a fraction of the cost of 
a factory assembled job. Later on you can 
plug in additional units and have a complete 
professional style 400 Watt phone transmitter. 

Each kit is a complete unit, easily assembled 
and wired. Each part is tested by UTAH 
so you know it's right. 

Start now and start right with this UTAH 
kit. See your UTAH jobber, or write direct 
to us- TODAY! Address department R -6. 

80 watts input 
Completely self -contained 
Sensational New Circuit 
Operates on 10- 20 -40 -80 -160 meter 
bands 
Additional units plug in -no rewiring 
Uses standard tubes available anywhere 
True professional style 

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO. 
CHICAGO, U.S. A. 

BUENOS AIRES TORONTO 
ONTARIO, CANADA (UCOA RADIO PRODUCTS CO.) 

"15 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP" 
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ation, it is necessary to tilt the array forward at 
an angle of about 15 degrees. Offhand it would 
look as though this would "throw the signal 
into the ground ", but because of the fact that 
the presence of the ground tends to raise the 
angle of radiation over what it would be in free 
space, the resultant effect is a vertical pattern 
with the tip of the lobe between 5 and 10 de- 
grees above the earth. With the array in this 
position, the maximum radiation in the opposite 
direction (off the "back ") is at a relatively 
high angle, about 30 or 35 degrees above the 
earth. The exact vertical angle of maximum 
radiation in any case will depend upon the 
height of the array above the "effective earth ", 
and therefore will vary slightly with different 
installations. 

If the array is rotatable through 360 degrees, 
it is readily apparent that one has his choice 
of either high or low angle radiation in any 
direction. Incidentally, vertical directivity is 
every bit as important as horizontal directivity 
on the higher frequency bands, and a surpris- 
ing gain can be realized by using the optimum 
angle of radiation for a given time and distance. 

Amateurs throughout the world will be glad 
to know that it looks very much as though the 
Italian government will soon license radio 
amateurs in that country. 

Philatelic Hams 
Not content with hamming alone as a hobby, 

the following are among those who collect 
stamps as well as dx and radio apparatus. 
RADIO invites other "philatelic hams" to send 
in their names. 

The y.l.'s include Dorothy Wilkins, W1FTJ, 
71 North Adams Street, Manchester, N. H.; 
Alice R. Bourke, W9DXX, 2560 East 72nd 
Place, Chicago, Ill., and Jane Fox, HI5X, Box 
127, Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic. 

W9DXX is a member of the American Phil- 
atelic Society and International Ham Stamp Ex- 
change. She specializes in mint and used U.S. 
stamps and those of Germany, Belgium, Lux- 
emburg and Vatican City. She is also adding to 
a general collection. 

Canadian "ham philatelists" are W. R. Sav- 
age, VE4EO, 410 12th St., B. North, Leth- 
bridge, Alta.; J. R. Fenwick, VElEH, Hamp- 
ton, N.B.; Charles Richards, VE5MN, Box 
449, Penticton, B.C., and Dr. H. J. Hocking, 
VE5FG, Prince George, B.C. VE5FG special- 
izes in British Colonial stamps. 

Other foreign stamp collectors are represent- 
ed by J. J. Van Ravesteyn, ZU1T, 45 Water - 
kant Street, Noorder Paarl, South Africa; Jack 
D. Parminter, ZL2OU, Wairoa, Hawkes Bay, 
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N.Z.; Maurice de la Brosse, F8LM, 1 rue Mil- 
ton, Paris 9e, France; B. V. Helmer -Hansen, 
OZ8B, Soendergade 6, Nakskov, Denmark, and 
ZL4CU. 

American duo -hobbists are: 
Richard A. TenEyck, W2JJT, 9 Conger Ave., 

Haverstraw, N.Y. 
Frank Frisch, W2JVU, 1409 Brook Ave., New 

York City 
Daniel Farkas, W2INO, 1140 College Ave., New 

York City 
Gerard E. Lavellee, W2JYA, 1649 Ba shore 

Ave., New York City. 
Henry J. Geist, W3AOH, Box 12, Churchville, 

Pa. 
Leroy G. Leighton, W4FM, 2840 Selma Street, 

Jacksonville, Fla. 
Davis Fuller, W5EMI, 6041/2 Kihekah Street, 

Pawkuska, Okla. 
E. A. Piercy, W6CID, 710 East Orange St.. Santa 

Maria, Calif. 
Henry H. Wilson, W6NCT, Box 636, Santa 

Barbara, Calif. 
Eric T. Ledin, W6MUF, 244 Excelsior Lane, 

Sausalito, Calif. 
Charles E. Reed, W7ANN, 303 North 13th St., 

Shelton, Wash. 
Ernest O. Robbin, W7AIT, 124 North Fir St., 

Olympia, Wash. 
Sidney D. Shaw, W7OAL, Route 6, Salem, Ore. 
R. W. Haynes, W8FOV, 1912 Begole Street, 

Flint, Mich. 
E. A. Reichmann, WSBNK, 4091/2 East First 

Street, Uhrichsville, Ohio. 
Roy Rennacker, Jr., W9NGD, Winnetka, Ill. 
Carl A. Kowalski, W9IDZ, 149 Andrew Place, 

W. Lafayette, Ind. 

Bi -Push Notes 
A String Around Your Crystal 

One way to remember to throw the band - 
switch on your "Bi- Push" exciter when chang- 
ing bands (and thus protecting the crystal) is 
to follow this procedure: 

When changing bands, plug the crystal in 
last, and do not plug it in without first mak- 
ing sure the bandswitch is in the correct posi- 
tion. Simple . . . never plug in the crystal 
until everything else, including the bandswitch, 
has been correctly changed. 

Isolantite Base 6L6's 
We notice that the newer Raytheon isolan- 

tite base 6L6 -G's are coming through with 
octal bases instead of 6 -prong bases. 

8 Meter Police Work 
At least one police department is using a 

modulated Bi -Push unit for the home station 
in their 2 -way u.h.f. system, and with very 
gratifying results. A "32 meter" crystal is 
used with the following dimension coils: Os- 
cillator, 16 turns slightly spaced or 14 turns 
close wound no. 18 d.c.c. on 1'1/2" diameter 
form. Doubler, regular 20 meter Bi -Push coil. 
Final, 3 turns no. 16 bare on isolanite form 
11/8" diameter. For coil jumper connections, 
refer to original Bi -Push diagram. 

The unit delivers 30 watts output on fre- 
quencies between 37,000 and 38,000 kc. If 

To Radio Amateurs 
Who Are 

Service Mena 

SAVE time, effort, and money by 
using the new Mallory- Yaxley Radio 
Service Encyclopedia -a 224 -page book 
giving complete service data on over 
12,000 models of radio receivers. 
It's all there -information on Volume 
Controls, Tone Controls, Condensers, 
Vibrators, Transformers, I. F. Peaks, 
Schematics, Tube Complements. 
In addition the Mallory - Yaxley 
Encyclopedia has the latest service 
information on new developments. 
It contains much new material which 
has never before been published cov- 
ering such subjects as Automatic 
Frequency Control, etc., etc. 
See this valuable book at your Mallory - 
Yaxley Distributor's. The price is $2.50 
list. The edition is limited. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 

Cable Address - PELMALLO 

Use 

M ALtoiiY 
APPROVED RADIO 

PRECISION PRODUCTS 
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C&CI04 S' 
with the 

Centralab 
Selector Switch 

DEFINITE, non -wiping, "bull -dog" 
contacts - they assure "clear - 

signals" no matter how complicated 
the switch assembly may be. 
Wherever a "multiple- contact" is 
indicated, be sure to use a CEN- 
TRALAB SELECTOR Switch for 
best results. 

Used for 
Tone Switches 

Wave Band Switches 
Local Distance Switches 

High Fidelity Switches 
Input Output Reversal Switches 

Short Wave Low Loss 
Isolantite Switches 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
British Centralab, Ltd. French Centralab Co. 
Canterbury Rd., Kilburn 118 Avenue Ledru -Rollin 
London N.W.6, England Paris Xl, France 
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more antenna power is desired, the unit makes 
an excellent exciter for a high power stage. 

By dispensing with the plug -in coil feature 
in the last stage (unnecessary for fixed -fre- 
quency work) and making connections directly 
to the tuning condenser and 6L6 sockets, the 
number of turns in the coil may be increased 
to 4 or 5 and an increase in 8 -meter output 
noted (5 or 10 watts additional output). The 
reason for this is that at such high frequencies 
the coil jumpers and leads form an appreciable 
part of the total circuit inductance. 

U.H.F. Markers and "Beacons" 
Those interested in five meter dx should 

know the frequencies used by several com- 
panies to broadcast television pictures and 
sound. If any of these stations are heard, very 
likely amateur contacts to the same area will 
be possible, if anyone there is listening. The 
television schedules are not available to us at 
this moment, so we cannot say just how much 
of the time these transmitters are in operation. 
Here they are: 

Service Location 
Farnsworth Philadelphia 
Philco Philadelphia 
RCA New York City 
BBC London 
Post Office Berlin 
State B. S. Paris 
Philips Netherlands 

Visual Sound 
62.75 Mc. 66 Mc. 
51 Mc. 54.25 Mc. 
49.75 Mc. 52 Mc. 
45 Mc. 41.5 Mc. 
"7 Meters" 
"7 Meters" 
41.2 Mc. 42.5 Mc. 

I.R.E. CONVENTION NOTES 
There have been a great number of papers 

presented at the IRE convention at New York 
City that are of interest to the amateur frater- 
nity. On the second day was given a particular- 
ly useful one to those interested in high power 
ultra -high frequency transmission. It is en- 
titled "The Development Problems and Oper- 
ating Characteristics of a New Ultra -High- 
Frequency Triode" and was given by Mr. W. 
G. Wagener of the RCA Manufacturing Com- 
pany. 

The tube is a miniature water cooled, and is 
capable of 700 watts output on 100 Mc. and 
500 watts on 200 Mc. or 11/2 meters. The 
most important contributing feature to the 
unusually large ultra -high frequency output of 
this tube is extremely small size of the elements. 
Since the transit time for electrons to travel 
from cathode to plate may be as short as one 
five hundred millionth of a second for 100 
Mc. operation, it can be seen that close spacing 
of the elements is imperative. In this tube the 
actual spacing between cathode and grid is 
only .06 inches. Thus, due to the proportion- 
ately small size of the plate, water cooling is 
required to carry away the heat dissipated by 
the elements. 
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In another interesting paper "Effects of Space 
Charge in the Grid -Anode Region of Vacuum 
Tubcs ", B. Salzberg and A. V. Haeff disclosed 
the fact that under certain conditions a vacuum 
tube will show characteristics that are the re- 
verse of its normal operation. They also re- 
veal another very surprising fact that when the 
operation of a tube is measured with .a series 
of increasing potentials, the tube will show one 
set of characteristics, but when . the measure- 
ments are made with a succession of decreasing 
potentials the behavior may be quite different. 
These results were first arrived at by means of 
mathematics and later proved by means of an 
especially constructed tube. 

Still another paper, "Study in Changes in 
Contact Potential" by E. A. Lederer, D. H. 
Walmsley, and E. G. Widell, may be of es- 
pecial interest to vacuum tube manufacturers. 
It was discovered that a sub -microscopic layer 
of oxide on the surface of an electrode may 
seriously alter the characteristics of a vacuum 
tube. This disclosure, supported by laboratory 
tests, indicated the desirability of using metal- 
lic parts, of extreme cleanliness, in tube produc- 
tion. Electron bombardment of this molecular 
layer of oxide may give rise to gas liberation 
which will disturb the extremely high vacuum, 
about one ten -billionth atmosphere, required 
by modern high- emission high- voltage tubes. 
It was further stated that cleanliness of this or- 
der requires the use of chemical action after the 
tube has been exhausted and sealed. 

A New "Ten" Meter Band? 
Bill Conklin, W9FM, received the follow- 

ing in his "ten meter" mail. The writer is 
definitely a phone man, but not adverse to 
using the key once in a while. 

* * * 

"Bill, I got me one big gripe and just 
won't rest until something is done one way 
or the other about it. It's this 20 to 30 Mc. 
situation. It gives me a big laugh to hear 
some fone bird with a kilowatt input on 28 
Mc. ready to chew the ears of any and sundry 
c.w. guy who has the audacity to interfere 
with this bird's blah -blah. For the past few 
weeks, especially on Sundays, my transmitter 
has been parked beyond 29,000 kc. and I call 
many wistful CQ's and listen to them come 
out of the loudspeaker, all day long. After 
a nice long drawn out CQ I quickly switch 
on the receiver and slowly, oh so slowly, comb 
the section of my receiver which is labeled 
"29 to 30 Mc." and what do I hear? Just 
great big gobs of nothing! 

"Then with anguish and disgust I sneak 
up to 28 Mc. (oh yes, right up to 28 Mc.) 
and hear three half -kilowatt phones and four 

Designed by Gerry Cole, ex -W9MK, Chief 
Engineer of the General Transformer Company, 
this new Progressive III transmitter is a rig to 
delight the heart of every QSO addict. Ohmite 
resistors and choke coils are specified through - 
out-of coursel -and that means performance 
you can depend upon. 

See this new transmitter at the Radio Parts 
Manufacturers National Trade Show, Stevens 
Hotel, Chicago, June 10 -13th; and decide to 
build one for yourself in the near future. Here's 
the Ohmite parts you'll need: 

Ohmite Z -2 R.F. Plate Choices 
Ohmite 50,000 ohm one watt "Wirewatt" resistor 
Ohmite 400 ohm 10 watt "Brown Devil" resistor 
Ohmite 75,000 ohm 20 watt "Brown Devil" resistor 
Ohmite 15,000 ohm 10 watt "Brown Devil" resistor 
Ohmite 1,500 ohm 25 watt "Dividohm" resistor 
Ohmite 4,000 ohm 10 watt "Brown Devil" resistor 
Ohmite 1,500 ohm 50 watt "Dividohm" resistor 
Ohmite 2,500 ohm 100 watt "Dividohm" resistor 
Ohmite 25.000 ohm 50 watt fixed resistor 
Ohmite 30,000 ohm 100 watt fixed resistor 
Ohmite 40,000 ohm 100 watt fixed resistor 

For complete details of this new transmitter, 
see article in this issue cf "RADIO ". 

HMIITE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 
4837 Flournoy St. Chicago, Illinois 
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c.w. stations trying to communicate on exactly 
one channel, and the net result is one nice 
cat and dog fight. After a few minutes of that 
I go down below 29 Mc., light my pipe, and 
listen to a real band. 

"For the last few Sundays I have managed 
to get one contact a day in with a station on 
29.5 Mc. That one lone contact usually re- 
pays me, as it is always QRM -free and lasts 
until we are all talked out. 

"You hear these sea -going lawyers on ten 
meter phone, rattling their brains and making 
up schemes as to how to clean up the band 
for fone. If they are so doggone civic- minded, 
why don't a few of them grind a crystal down 

A NEW 
BEGINNER'S 

RIG 
USING 

STANCOR 
TRANSFORMERS 

A 40 watt transmitter for c.w. opera- 
tion that can be built for less than $40.00 

. including tubes, crystal and meter. 
Crystal control ... capacitive coupled 

. only 2 tuned circuits using the new 
6L6G and the new Taylor T20.... It's 
one of the simplest and most depend- 
able beginner's rigs ever designed. 
FREE Schematic Drawings on Request 

STANDARD 
TRANSFORMER 
CORPORATION 
850 BLACKHAWK STREET CHICAGO 
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to 29 Mc. and beyond, and put a signal there 
on code? Show these "uneducated" c.w. oper- 
ators that a signal can be heard down there, 
and set an example. Then when the c.w. boys 
are shown, these Gospel Singers can go back 
to their "deserted" 28 to 29 Mc. and again 
peacefully make a lot of noise among them- 
selves on phone. Maybe these particular sea - 
lawyer ten meter phone men cannot copy code. 

"But no, instead of doing something con- 
structive like the above, they hatch up selfish 
schemes like, among a few, to assign (mind 
you, assign) a portion of the band, namely 
28.0 to 28.1 Mc., for dx only, spreading the 
word far and wide to boycott any American 
station working in that portion, and leave 
that for dx like K6MVV. Since when is 
Hawaii dx on ten meters, or any band for that 
matter? 

"Well, I operate phone now and then on 
28,060 kc. and many a day last summer I 
called CQ and heard nothing for weeks. I 
can still do that above 29 Mc. and enjoy my- 
self plenty. I suggest that you publish a Calls 
Heard list, covering 29 to 30 Mc. c.w., each 
month. If you could only coerce a few Euro- 
peans and VK stations down there, the deed 
will be done. I want to be the first station 
to make a W.A.C. on ten meters, which is 
30,000 kc. It has only been done as far as 
28,000 kc. or so. I have a good start now, 
having already worked a couple of W stations; 
it's in the bag!" 

OPEN FORUM 
[Continued from Page 91 

sistently refused to operate here, why shouldn't 
this band be used to relieve the terrible con- 
gestion on the 160 and 75 meter phone bands? 
Will you please ask Mr. Warner for us just 
why he had this band restricted to c.w.; he 
won't answer us. 

5500 Jobs for (W Men 
WHO PREPARE THEMSELVES 

*AVAILABLE SOON* 
No license required. Eight hours per 
day. Year around. 65c to 80c per hour. 
If you can copy 15 words per minute, write 

CODE -CRAFT 
R -6703 DUNHAM AVE., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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Now that nearly all armory stations have 
their own calls and frequencies, the argument 
of keeping a part of 160 for military stations 
doesn't hold water. The ones that use the ham 
bands mostly use 80 anyway. So why shouldn't 
the entire 160 meter band be returned to the 
phones? 

R. B. JEFFREY, W9ZDH. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

HAW? 
Medford, Ore. 

Sirs: 
I have just finished reading for the 'steenth 

time W6KMQ's letter in the May Open For- 
um. If there was ever an article that contained 
more real honest -to -gosh common sense, I'd 
sure like to know where and when! I hereby 
respectfully remove my hat in his honor. And, 
when I take off my hat to a W6, it really 
means sumpin'! Mebby I'm so enthusiastic be- 
cause he expresses my own ideas. Boy, I 

would sure hate to be taken apart so thorough- 
ly as some of the crabbers he poured it on ! ! 

Looks like they kinda led with their chins. 
In one point only do I disagree with "Doc" 

and that is that what to do when ham radio 
ceases to afford a diversion and when I give 
it up, I will take up sheep- herding, not golf 
or pinochle. Hi ! 

I got several belly -laffs when reading the list 
of boys whose dx logs were considered ineligible 
because of out -of -band operation and lousy 
notes, haw! Some of 'em surely had it coming. 

G. S. "Shovel Ears" Turner, W7CIK. 

W.A.C.A.? 
Sirs: 

Making w.a.c. in record time undoubtedly 
packs a wallop for the one fortunate enough 
to do it. Most of us, however, and especially 
those of us using low power transmitters, are 
not able to accomplish much along the line 
of setting a record for w.a.c. in our own Call 
Area. 

There is one thing we can try, though, and 
that is to see in how short a time we can work 
all Call Areas. At first thought this sounds too 
easy, but it is not quite so simple as it seems. 
The nine contacts should be made without any 
pre -arranged schedules; a QSO must consist 
of an exchange and acknowledgment of signal 

GAMMATRON 
SCORES AGAIN. 

3 NEW TUBES 

354 -D 
354 -E 
354 -F 

AT YOUR DEALER 

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR 

AMPLIFICATION 

AMPLIFICATION 

FACTOR 

FACTOR 

22 
35 
50 

Choose the amplification factor best suited for your rig. All 
styles 150 watts RATED plate dissipation. Furnished with grid 
connection on side of blank; on base by special order. 

SOUTH CALIFORNIA 
SAN FRANCISCO U. S. A. 

o 
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reports at least; and a local QSO will not count 
for a contact; these would be my suggestions 
for rules. 

If you think this a good idea, you might 
publish this letter, and the fellows would write 
to you telling of their records. You might 
publish the best time made in each Call Area 
for a while, at least until the novelty wears off. 

What do you think of the suggestion? 
L. A. MORROW, W9VKF. 

ANY SUGGESTIONS? 
Albany, N. Y. 

Sirs: 
I am writing to you in request for informa- 

tion to help revive our radio club. 
We have many advantages such as a trans- 

mitter, a communications receiver, club rooms 
in a convenient location, free publicity in a 
local newspaper, free printing of stationery and 
posters, money in the treasury, and a small 
membership. 

Our group was organized about three years 
ago. Since then we have had several open 
house parties and membership drives with good 
results. Our only trouble is in keeping mem- 

We OieFer . . . 
Specialized personal service of genuine value that 
is not available from other Jobbers. 
Time sales of all receivers and transmitters with terms arranged to suit you and 6% finance charge. 
We finance our own paper. Trade in your equip- 
ment for the down payment. 
Complete stock of all amateur apparatus at net prices. 

TRADE IN YOUR RECEIVER 
All receivers shipped on ten day trial. You need send but $5.00 with order, balance C.O.D. These receivers in stock: 
RME -69s complete __.---_-___-_.._$151.20 
The new 1937 Breting 14s 108.00 
The new Patterson PR- 15 _.... 109.50 
The new RCA ACR- 155-_______-_____ 74.50 
RCA ACR- 175s__.._ 119.50 
The new 1937 Super Pro._.. _ .. 238.14 
The new Hallicrafters Sky Challenger 69.50 
Hallicrafters Sky Buddys._ - 29.50 
Hallicrafters Sky Chie /e 44.50 
Hallicrafters 1937 Super Skyriders S -11 89.50 
Hallicrafters Ultra Skyriders S -10_, 99.50 

TRADE IN YOUR TRANSMITTER 
All Collins, Harvey, RCA, RME, Temco, Ottawa, All 
Star transmitters at net prices. Sold on terms to suit 
you with two years to pay and 6% finance charges. 

HENRY RADIO SHOP 
211 North Main Street BUTLER, MISSOURI 
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bers interested. 
Lessons in radio theory and code practice 

helped us to keep members active. These les- 
sons were not continued very long as no out- 
line was prepared for them and the instructor 
taught whatever he pleased. These lectures 
were usually too far advanced. 

Most of our members are beginners and a 
complete course in radio theory would cer- 
tainly be helpful. Can you tell us where we 
can get such a course without great expense? 
Have you any suggestions for keeping our club 
alive? 

Any assistance will be greatly appreciated. 
MANSON MCNAMARA 
435 Clinton Ave. 

Sirs: 
The next time you find an s.w.l. card in 

your mail from a chap across the town, pay 
him a visit. Such a kindness will not only 
flatter the s.w.l. but also prove a valuable op- 
portunity whereby the ham can with a glance 
or two determine the extent of the activities 
at that QRA. The least bit of xmitting ap- 
paratus will stand out like a sore thumb and 
if such equipment is noticed, valuable advice 
can be administered then and there. That par- 
ticular QRA will bear watching in the fu- 
ture. 

Should everything appear bonafide and the 
s.w.l. appear to possess the qualities necessary 
for a valued addition to the ham fraternity, 
by all means encourage him to study for a li- 
cense. With all the talk of further restric- 
tions on newcomers to ham radio it is sensible 
now to realize that the amateur will always 
be a minority. Suppose a wholesale recruit- 
ing of new hams will saturate the ham bands 
to a new breaking point; it will be regretable 
in a minor manner but to a greater purpose 
it will make the amateur an exceedingly more 
powerful minority and the powers that be will 
be forced to take more notice of the amateur. 

How many hams take the trouble to check 
their logs with reports sent to them by the 
s.w.l.? Do they realize that the s.w.l. report 
is the finest means of determining whether or 
not their call is being pirated? Keep an ex- 
tremely accurate log at all times and check 
the s.w.l. reports with it. A general return 
to the old custom of 100% QSL will also 
check on the activities of pirates. What can 
be more convincing than a QSL from a brother 
ham telling another ham that he enjoyed the 
QSO of such and such a date? Really, it is 

S.W.L. COMMENTS 
Brooklyn, New York. 
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'SUCCESSFUL 

because the ham has fallen into evil ways that 
the bootleg situation has become critical. He 
is himself to blame for the condition. 

In crowded metropolitan areas the situa- 
tion must be met in quite another manner. 
It is important that club committees be formed 
with the express purpose of discovering the 
bootleggers. It is my opinion that only a few 
of the culprits will have to be smoked out by 
the use of portable -mobile rigs. I invite the 
wrath of other readers of the Open Forum 
by emphatically stating that in the majority 
of cases some ham has knowledge of the activi- 
ties of a pirate and in some isolated cases has 
been instrumental in helping the illegal opera- 
tor to get on the air. I personally know of 
several instances of that nature. It is down- 
right disgusting and the real culprit in such 
cases is the ham himself. It is just as pos- 
sible that those particular hams were bootleg- 
gers themselves at one time. The whole situ- 
ation calls for a weeding out process and if 
the weeding out is thoroughly accomplished 
there will be plenty of room in all bands for 
the newcomer. I would say that it is time 
the ham ceased his belly- aching on the pirate 
situation and commenced to look about him 
for the real laxities on his part that have per- 
mitted the condition to reach such an alarm- 
ing point. 

Some fellows would have you believe the 
s.w.l. a pest. I admit that the high powered 
boys must receive an enormous number of 
s.w.l. reports, and mainly through the very 
force of their numbers these reports lose their 
value. The writer, however, has letters from 
hams in answer to s.w.l. reports that are so 

gratifying and appreciative that he shall con- 
tinue sending out his reports until his expect- 
ed license arrives. With what pleasure is the 
s.w.l. report received by the ham who has 
never had an out -of -town QSO because his rig 
was not functioning properly? I have been 
party to such an instance and the encourage- 
ment received from that ham's joy prompts 
the statement that the real s.w.l. will keep 
sending his reports no matter how poor the 
response, in the hope of bringing some joy 
and valued information to the chap that is ex- 
periencing trouble in getting out. What has 

"PROFESSIONAL" HEADSET 
A moderately priced headset with 
moisture proof cord and improved 
headband. The original Trimm headset. 

Write Dept. R -1 for information 

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO. 
1770 W. BERTEAU AVE. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 

this last paragraph got to do with eliminating 
bootleggers? It is written to bring about a 
keener appreciation by the ham for the s.w.l. 
who someday will either become a ham with 
the encouragement of those already blessed 
with a ticket or a bootlegger damned into such 
an illegal position by the callousness of some 
ham. 

'EGYPT' SMITH, S.W.L. 

YOUNGSTERS OF ALL AGES 
Wilmington, Dela. 

Sirs: 
Why are the young fellows continually picked 

on and criticized just because it is assumed 
that those under 18 years of age lack sufficient 
knowledge to cope with this hobby? There are 
a goodly number of excellent operators not yet 
18 years old who deserve their few cycles on the 
dials more than do some of the older lads with 

in 
PERFORMFMCE .. DESICrilee 

COIISTRUCTIOf1-SALES .: 
say leading P,R. men 

ACHIEVES 
UNIQUE RECORD 
IN ACTUAL USE 

`Teatuttny . . 

, Output increased 6 DB. 

2. Triple shielded- against all RF or 
magnetic fields. entirely eliminating 
hum pickup. 

3. Eliminates feedback troubles. 
4, Excellent for close talking and dis- 

tant pickup. 
5, Acoustically designed to eliminate 

any possibility of cavity resonance. 

0. Fitted with switch and cable clamp. 

MODELS RBHn (High Impedance): RBMc (200 ohms) 
$42.00 LIST 

NEW! Models RBSn. RSHn: streamline. slightly lower 
output and frequency range than above. 

$32.00 LIST 
Models RAL (200 ohms); RAH (2000 ohms). Built to Am- 
perite standards: No peaks. Flat response. Triple 
shielded. Shock absorber. Swivel bracket. 

$22.00 LIST 
Finishes: All microphones have the new standard Gun- 
metal Finish. Available in Chrome, extra. $1.00 List. 

FREE: WINDOW DECAL. advertising your SOUND 
SERVICE. Four-color design, 51/4 x 9'4. Write for it now. 

iMPERITE C c°v, ',Wren Au.m, NoW York 

561 BROADWAY NEW YORK 
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their half kw., commercially -built transmitters, 
sniggle -sniggle receivers of well -known brands, 
and constant griping about conditions. In fact, 
I'd rather see these youngsters cast ballots at 
elections than some who have gained the privi- 
lege because they were born a little sooner. 

Nope, I'm not one of these under-18- years -of- 
age squirts. And I'm not a newcomer. My 
pedigree, as far as hamming is concerned, in- 
cludes working more than 100 different stations 
on 56 Mc., possessing a Class A license, work- 
ing more than 50 different countries, working 
dx on 80, 40, 20, 10, and 5 meters, and having 
a station that's right on a public highway where 

The long and Short 
ELECTROLYTICS 

*Popular GL (41 units. 4 ") and GLS (3k ") unit 
Insulated metal can. Separate ter- 
minal leads. 

*Smaller units without sacrificing charac- 
teristics or life. Ideal for limited space. 

*In 250 and 450 d.c. working voltages. 
4 to 16 mfd. 

*Use either type for better filtering and 
dependable service. 

DATA .. . 

Ask your local AEROVOX supplier for 
copy of our catalog, or write us direct. 

CORPORATION 
70 Washington St. Brooklyn. N. Y. 
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the car noise is plenty bad. I've never had more 
than 100 watts input either. 

But to proceed: It certainly looks nowadays 
as if a person must possess the abilities of a 
commercial operator to be entitled to his ham 
ticket. Yep, it seems as if the major difference 
between a commercial and an amateur is that 
one gets paid and the other pays. 

You bet we could use more kilocycles. It 
would be great. On the other hand, it really 
isn't so bad now. If you can't get out on 20, 
try 80. The boys will be glad to hear you and 
you can help fill up some of those big gaps 
between stations which are so prevalent in the 
daytime now. 

If you work dx all of the time, take a rest 
and work a few of the W's. They are great 
fellows and it is sort of nice to see how the 
other half lives. 

Then, when you hear the newcomer on the 
air and things don't sound up to snuff, don't 
write to a magazine about it- invite -him over, 
show him how nice crystal control is, and so 
forth. He will be glad to see and learn, and he 
will probably like you a lot more. 

Don't complain about the bootleggers on five 
meters unless they are bothering you. If you 
seriously consider it, just exactly why should a 
person be able to receive 131/2 w.p.m. to work 
56 Mc. phone? How many SOS's do you hear 
on five meters? And, honestly, fellows, you 
know darned well that if a chap finally does 
learn the code to the extent of procuring a 
license, before long he will be on the lower 
frequencies to add to the QRM so often com- 
plained about. Don't help them; it's too risky. 
They will be up on 40 c.w. QRM -ing you soon 
enough, anyhow. 

Finally, don't keep harping on restrictions 
for anyone or anything. We will get them soon 
enough without asking for them. If you think 
that things are too tough for you in this game 
of ham radio, try astronomy . . . you can all 
look at once without bothering each other! 

LENNIE YERGER, W3BTQ. 

HOGS VS. LIDS 
West Lafayette, Indiana. 

Sirs: 
I haven't read Mr. Pylé s article referred to 

in 9UBB's contribution to the April "Open 
Forum." But, I find a few objections to Mr. 
Holmberg's views. 

Not more than 20 per cent of the hams I 

have met during my five years in the game 
have been dx hogs. And, I resent his calling 
the other 80 per cent "lids." That is a nasty 
term. I might point to the malpractice of 
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long "cq dx's" which are so frequently heard 
from those who want to have a "decent QSO 
with our foreign friends." Incidentally, what 
is the correct definition of "decent "? 

My first transmitter was of necessity built 
for $1.14. It worked well and caused no un- 
due interference or key clicks. The same thing 
can and is being done today. Further, if 

9UBB believes the ham bands are terrible 
now, as he appears to think, what would he 
have thought of them five or ten years ago? 

With former conditions in mind, I think that 
the bands of today are f.b. They aren't half 
as bad as our newly- hatched hams, who have 
never really had tough QRM or QRN con- 
ditions, seem to think they are. 

I balk at the 18 -year age limit. Is a man 
with 15 years of business experience more 
capable of operating a transmitter than a kid 
with three years of mathematics, a year of gen- 
eral science, a year of physics, and possibly a 

year of electrical shop practice? And, even 
if the man did have physics in high school 
or college, it was of a type (static electricity, 
permanent magnets, and discharges in Crooké s 

tubes) which is of little use in modern ham 
radio. 

As concerns more government supervision, 
let us glance at an airway's radio station. 
Every 30 days or so, an inspector looks it 

over. All of the operators have served the 
equivalent to 9UBB's probation period and, of 

course, have commercial tickets. The receiving 
relay rack contains nearly a thousand dollars' 
worth of equipment. In short, it is well - 

supervised and carefully inspected, and has 

equipment far superior to that used by most 
hams. But, when it comes to communication, 
I would rather try wig -wag with a blind Ameri- 

can Morse operator than I would try to under- 

stand the particular variety of hash which 
comes out of the antenna and speakers. Fur- 
ther, when the beacon is operating, every fre- 
quency from 200 to 400 kilocycles is blanked 
out by key clicks. 

One can't tear down a current practice suc- 
cessfully without offering something to replace 
it. Here it is: Why not end QRM and poor 
procedure and rotten signals by the force of 

"Aladdin 
PE =.IN U.S. PAT. OFF 

Introducing ... 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

IN I -F TRANSFORMERS 
Send for copy of TECHNICAL BULLETIN 536 

List Price 
Type A 3500 interstage -3000 -5500 kc. range $ 4.00 
Type A 3502 diode -3000 -5500 kc. range 4.00 
Type C 3550 BFO -3000 -5000 kc. range 2.50 

Type U 100 interstage -13,250 kc. 2.00 

Type L 150 inductance tuned converter -262 kc. 2.50 
Type L 250 inductance tuned diode -262 kc. 2.50 
Type L 101 inductance tuned converter -465 kc. 2.50 
Type L 200 inductance tuned diode -465 kc. 2.50 

Type S 101 converter -465 kc. 2.50 
Type S 200 diode -465 kc. 2.50 

Type G 1601 air tuned converter -1600 kc. 10.00 
Type G 1600 air tuned interstage-1600 kc. 10.00 
Type G 1604 air tuned diode -1600 kc. 10.00 
Type G 1605 air tuned silencer -1600 kc. 8.00 

Type GH 1601 air tuned band expansion converter 
-1603 kc. 12.50 

Type GH 1600 air tuned band expansion interstage 
-1600 kc. 12.50 

ALADDIN RADIO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
466 R West Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois 

Licensee of Johnson Laboratories, Inc. 

It's here, Fellers 
STANDARD RMA MICA CAPACITOR 

COLOR CHART 

Ask for 
yours 

TODAY 

A PEAL RUNEST i0 GOODNESS CEJLR CHART 

for simple and quick identification of mica condenser capaci- 
ties. Fits conveniently into your vest pocket. 

No ham ... serviceman ... or engineer can afford to be with- 
out one. Eliminates expensive guesswork and irritating delays. 

THESE COLOR CODE CHARTS ARE OBTAINABLE ONLY 
FROM YOUR AUTHORIZED C -D DISTRIBUTORS. 

CORNELL -DUBILIER CORPORATION 
1017 HAMILTON BOULEVARD SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY 
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public opinion, the only law which is univer- 
.ally enforceable? Instead of soft -soaping the 
offenders into a QSL card (and then telling 
the man across the street what a rotten opera- 
tor 9 -- is), why not tell him to his face how 
badly he smells and refuse to QSO him? Not 
many hams would maintain sloppy silts if they 
could never get anyone to talk to them. 

C. B. STAFFORD, W9KWP. 

"APPROVALS" 
Sausalito, Calif. 

Sirs: 
Your offer to print calls of stamp -collecting 

hams is a real break. I've long looked for such 
a means of contacting fellow hams reckless 
enough to ride more than one hobby. 

No doubt by advertising our weakness we 
will be flooded with "approvals ", but I hope to 
come up with a handful of new friends. 

ERIC T. LEDIN, W6MUF. 

A NEW QSL PROBLEM 
Joliet, Ill. 

Sirs: 
Could someone in your organization give me 

some official information on SWL cards? By 
this I mean, what really is considered good 
practice for a short wave listener to have on his 
card in regards to "call letters "? 

Build 04f44 ám... 
Cathode -Ray Television 

Receiver 
for the home! 

TELEVISION 

CATHODE RAYS 

ARTHUR H.HALLORAN 

SUPPLEMENTARY 
SERVICE.. .nch drd 
without 6xt-a Guttor. 

nu. PRICE $2,75 

Just released -a brand new 48 
page Supplement to "TELEVISION 
WITH CATHODE RAYS ". This new 
supplement tells how to build your 
own low -cost cathode -ray television 
receiver for the home. The receiver 
was designed by Frank C. Jones; 
the Supplement is by Arthur H. 
Halloran, author of the complete 
book. This new supplement is worth 
its weight in gold to the television - 
minded experimenter. It còmes with 
each complete book you buy. Order 
"TELEVISION WITH CATHODE 
RAYS," complete with all supple- 
ments NOW. Immediate delivery. 

List Price -- $2.75 Per Copy 
For Sole by 

RA DIO, LTD. 
7460 Beverly Boulevard Los Angeles, California 
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A local ham tells me that if the ham calls 
are past ;he "S's" in that district, a short wave 
listener can `. put on his card "W9 -SWL" for 
instai, :. Is Lhis correct? I was under the im- 
pression tL t the dash between the 9 and S 
(9 -S) set it aside from an amateur's QSL card. 
I suppose that . "SWL -W9" would be prefer- 
able, but the SWL's seem to prefer the former. 
and order cards with that arrangement specified. 

I surely would appreciate any information 
on this point.* 

C. FRITZ 

TWO CENTS WORTH 
Grosse Pointe, Mich. 

Sirs: 
I know you are all waiting with tongues 

hanging out and ears stretching a couple of 
feet to hear the real solution to the QRM 
problem, insofar as the "experts" are con- 
cerned! .,So, to relieve, you, here is W8QBW's 
two cents' worth, which should make your 
troubles a thing of the past. 

To begin with, let's get a true picture of 
ham radio -what is it, anyway? Is it impor- 
tant? The answer to this is "no.'' The ex- 
ception, and admittedly an important one, is 
that it provides Uncle Sam with a supply of 
operators when, as and if war eventuates. 

Is there such a thing as an important or 
"worthwhile" ham message? Again, "no " -at 
least, I never heard of one, with the excep- 
tion, perhaps, of "Police boat rush a case of 
beer to 23 Knee Deep Street. Occupants 
parched." 

Has the old -timer any real reason for con- 
sideration over a lid? Once more, "no." 
The description of a rig, wx conditions, a list 
of dx, or a tale of flashover -grief are no more 
important or interesting at 30 years than at 13. 

Anyhow, this is a democracy (so far) and 
men are counted, not weighed, as the fellow 
said. Hence, the great majority of hams who 

*Not as "official information" but as a mere sug- 
gestion we offer the following: 

It would be very nice indeed if the FCC would 
withhold the "SWL" call in each district, and allow 
the SWL's to use "W9- SWL ", with a dash or some 
method of. identification to show the call is not a 
licensed call. The trouble is now that the "SWL" 
calls will probably be issued the same way as any 
other call -in fact "W9SWL" has already been 
issued. Also, due to the fact that many amateurs 
put a break, dash, or other division between the 
numeral and first letter of their call (don't ask us 
why), the use of "W9 (dash) SWL" is certainly to 
be discouraged among the SWL's. 

"SWL -W9 ", ' .SWL -K6 ", "SWL -G2 ", etc. seems 
to be the answer. - EDITOR. 
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don't regard their hobby as the Alpha and 
Omaha of existence are a lot more numerous 
than the few "experts" who don't realize that 
it is, after all, an escape mechanism -as the 
psychologists declare. (Not a bad line, that!) 

The solution? Oh yes, here it is: Forget 
about confining the thousands of contented 
hams to one or two lousy bands. Let 'em use 
them all, same as now, with the exception that 
each band would have a small segment open 
only to experts who have proven their profi- 
ciency. There are not so many of them and 
a small bit of each band would be sufficient. 
Then, they could scrap amongst themselves 
over their own QRM. The "rest of us" would 
worry along as before. 

Take, for example, the 40 -meter band, 7300 
to 7000 kc. Let the experts be confined to, 
say, 7300 to 7250 and the other hams to 
7250 -7000 kc. Anyway, you know, in a zoo, 
they cage the lions and the monkeys .... the 
public is not confined! Most hams work only 
around their own crystal frequencies; who ever 
called a CQ on 7050 and was answered by 
7250? Nobody. 

Now, instead of making the lid (like me) 
qualify for something after he has already 
qualified under the F.C.C. rules, make the 
expert qualify for the right to use that 7300- 
7250 bit. The expert could roam the bands 
at will, but he could also have a small portion 
for his own exclusive use. 

I will bet that there won't be many who 
will qualify. And then, too, the rest of us 
will know just where to listen in to get posted 
on this "important" stuff. 

So, you have of Doc 8QBW's prescription: 
letting the experts qualify for their own section 
of each band. Simple, isn't it? Well, all 

great things are simple. (Ahem.) 
FRED SUTTER, W8QBW- W8QDK. 

HOBBY OR JUST HARD WORK? 

Chicago, Illinois. 
Sirs: 

I wonder if many of the correspondents to 

the Open Forum aren't considering the matter 
of amateur radio from a selfish and deterrent 
viewpoint? Nearly all of them forget that after 
all, amateur radio is above all other things, a 

hobby! 
The same group, it seems, who were so vio- 

lent and vociferous as regards the matter of 
traffic handling, when they felt that their busi- 
ness was being encroached upon, have evidently 
become strengthened by added numbers of in- 
dividuals who are greatly perturbed because 

there is so much QRM; they are unable to 
work as they please, at their own pleasure, and 
devil take the hindmost, and the rest of the 
amateur citizens! 

Understand me! I am not opposed to traffic 
handling, dx rag- chewing, or any other phase 
of amateur radio, as a part of the game, but to 
place any one particular thing to such an im- 
portant position in your own estimation and 
then to object because some other fellow does 
not view it in the same light, is neither sensible 
nor sportsmanlike. 

Amateur radio is not a playground for the 
wealthy nor yet a proving ground for radio 
engineers. The lowly person with his two - 
tuber and 210 is entitled to as much considera- 
tion and courtesy as any of his more fortunate 
brethren with his umpteen tubes, crystal filters, 
KW class B modulators, and what not. The 
so- called "big shot" who so bitterly complains 
because some local is covering up that dx sta- 
tion he was working should also remember 
that perhaps he is blocking out half of the band 
upon that same local's two -tuber! Instead of 
becoming incensed at this condition he should 
become philosophic. After all, he is getting 

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 

Molded -in- Bakelite Paper Capacities 
Now in Standard Cartons -oi -Ten 

This non- inductive paper 
condenser has won universal 

approval among service men and experi- 
menters. It is small, flat, easy to use . . 

resistant to heat and moisture . of 
permanent capacity ... insures full volt- 
age protection ... and BETTER in ap- 
pearance. Wide range capacities up to .25 
mfd. 200 volts, .1 mfd. 400 volts, 0.5 
mfd. 600 volts. COMPARE ... . 

Tbrn jobbers in leading cities 

SOLAR MFG. CORP. 
599 -6O1 Broadway New York, N. Y. 
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the better in the exchange of QRM ! 

But I hesitate to shudder wh.n they start 
yelling how bad the QRM is. It is bad at 
times, but never too bad! In the dx contest 
just concluded for instance, using a simple three 
tube receiver, I heard and copied some very 
nice R6 to 7 signals on the forty meter band, 
when conditions were at their worst. Quite a 
few of these signals were in here for two and 
three hours at a time, and were perfectly read- 
able most of the time through the W QRM. I 

believe that this matter of hearing and work- 
ing dx is more a matter of judgment and con- 
sideration than brute force and subjugation of 
the other local stations. 

So my opinion on this matter of amateur 
radio is this: each amateur to his own particu- 
lar sphere. To the dx'ers more dx, to the 

f 

NEON TUNING WAND 
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED 

WITH 2 T. LINK 
FULLY GUARANTEED 

Complete with mounting clips 

$150 
post paid in U.S.A. 

Highly sensitive new type Tuning Wand. Great for adjusting 
the xmtr. Indicates peak R.F. volts. Use one in each stage 
to indicate maximum individual performance. Practically no 
power used. Sensitive neon tube 6" long, of %" diameter. 
Order No. 5146. 

SUNDT ENGINEERING CO. 4246 Lincoln Ave.. Chicago 

Equipped with my 
new "dot stabiliz- 
er" which is the 
most remarkable 
feature ever offered 
operators on a 
speed key. (The 
"dot stabilizer" 
may be purchased 
separate for any 
speed key at 50c.) 

Main spring se- 
lected as you all 
know with great 
care (these main 
springs likewise 
may be purchased 
by unfortunate op- 

erators having those "speed keys" that won't work right with- 
out the right spring at 25c complete with rivets). 

Huge 3 /16th fine silver contacts mounted on 1/4" fine -threaded 
dot and dash contact screws (may be purchased separately at 25c each). Adjustment screws % by 32 screws. All screw - heads knurled and slotted. Insulating washers, bushings bake- 
lite. Dash button, dot paddle bakelite. Bearing pins and screws 
oversized case hardened steel. Note also pigtails for electrical 
connections instead of depending on bearings. 

All parts above base beautifully chromium plated. 
Same gigantic solid one -piece cast base but now breath- takingly gorgeously finished like a piece of polished black marble with light veins running through it. 

T. R. McELROY 
175 Congress Street Boston, Mass. 
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traffic handler, more traffic, and to the local 
rag- chewers, more rag chews. If we do not 
secure any of these one hundred per cent all 
the time, put it down as part of the game, not 
a black mark against your fellow amateur ! 

Amateur radio should be a medium to produce 
the greatest amount of happiness for the great- 
est number of hams, and it is only through 
consideration, sportsmanship, and courtesy that 
this is possible. Forget all your restrictions and 
inhibitions and consider the other fellows for 
a change! 

GEORGE W. CHINN, W9EUZ. 

Broadcast Tax Proposed 
Commissio aer George Hcnry Payne of the 

F.C.C. has proposed a bill to tax broadcast 
stations on a basis of operating power. Sta- 
t'ons using up to 1 kw. would pay one dollar 
for each watt annually; those authorized to 
use between 1 and 10 kw., two dollars a watt; 
and in excess of 10 kw., three dollars a watt. 
It is estimated that the total revenue yielded 
annually by this special tax would reach $6,- 
946,395 with the present station set -up. 

Commissioner Payne says, "At best it is but 
a small return for the great privilege the in- 
dustry enjoys in using the people's airwaves." 
It was mentioned to Congressman Boylan of 
New York that with a 40 million dollar in- 
vestment, the broadcast business realized a 

gross revenue in excess of 107 million dollars 
last year and will possibly see a 130 million 
peak during the current year. Individual prof- 
its in the sale of broadcast stations have been 
as much as seven times the cost of the station, 
yielding in one case one and a quarter million 
dollars. 

Should future tax legislation hit amateur 
radio (and it ultimately will), it is to be 
hoped that the rate will be based on an in- 
verse relation. Let the low -powcred boys, who 
spend the least to stay on the air, pay the top 
tax per watt. After all, 100 watts isn't 10 
times as loud as 10 watts. 

R.P.T. 

In Cincinnati, a paper on "Photo -Radio 
Analogs" was presented, giving a number of 
analogies between radio and photography. One 
was the similarity between the emulsion expo- 
sure curve of a film and the plate- current- 
grid- voltage curve of a vacuum tube. Both 
exhibit cutoff and saturation regions. 

Doss this explain why so many hams are 
also photography bugs? 
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A FLEXIBLE 
INSULATED COUPLING 

TYPE "A" -Fits all yq inch shafts. Diameter of 
Isolantite ring I inch. Thickness 1/e inch. Extra- 
ordinary flexibility due to improved type phosphor 
bronze springs. Reversed hubs minimize space re- 
quired. Rugged construction with swedged hubs 
and eyeletted springs insure permanent strength. 

Case hardened steel cup set screws pro- 
vide permanent "non- slip" hold on shafts. 
Net price $0.35 

ET -33 -AD -New Dual Midget. Capacity 30 -30 mmfds. Airgap 0.70 
inches. Isolantite insulated. 2500 volts. For 5 meter transmitters 
of medium power. Net price $2.16 

CARDWELL CONDENS- 
ERS are the standard of 
comparison. All ratings 
listed are conservative 
and definite. 

ZU- 140 -AS- Capacity 140 
mmfds. Double bearing, 
Trim -Air midget, 500 
volts working. For Tritet 
oscillators, S.W. receiv- 
ers. Net price $1.85 

MT -70 -GD Capacity 70.70 mmfds. 
Airgap .070 inches. Isolantite in- 
sulated 3.000 volt Midway feather- 
weight. Correct capacity for pop- 
ular makes of self supporting in- 
ductances for all bands except 
160 meters. Buffed and polished 
plates. Use for HF -100, 1-55's, 
808's, etc. Net price $3.82 

NP- 35- GD- Capacity35.35 mmfds. 
Airgap .084. Isolantite insulated 
4250 volts. Buffed and polished 
plates. No closed loops in frame. 
Best for 5 and 10 meters, with 
35 Ts.- 806's,-- T- 5.5's,- HF_10g's,- 
etc. Net price $3.53 

Midway Feather weight 
line, Trim -Air singles and 
complete new line of Dual 
Trim -Airs offer most satis. 
Eying line up for the sum- 
mer portable gear. 

Don't miss Cardwell dis- 
play - Booth 29 Radio 
Trade Show, Chicago, 
June 10th to 13th. See 
complete line Dual Midg- 
ets and many new and 
improved types of all kinds. 

i 
TI-FE ALLEN D. CARDWELL 
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
83 PROSPECT STREET. BROOKLYN. NEWYORK 
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Dx Department 
[Continued from Page 33] 

that back in 1931. Well, then to polish off the 
evening he hooked VE5OA at Fort Norman, 
N. W. T., on the Mackenzie River. 

W8LZK landed YR5AA, SU1SG, FB8AB and 
LU8EN to make him 28 zones. Rig is p.p. T -20's 
with 200 watts input. Other dx includes OZ2B, 
OZ7CC, LA4K, UlAD, ZU1V, ZSIAL, HA8D, 
SM6YG and several other nice ones. Also says that 
EI3J has a rhombic directed on New York on 
about 14,070 kc. and wants W QSO's on fone. This 
from W6GNZ. Says that VS4CS is on fone on 
14,260 kc. and that the station signing his call on 
7 Mc. is a phony, as he himself has not been on 
40 for a long time and intends to stay on 20 meter 
fone. The only other VS4 is VS4JS and he is not 
active on 7 Mc. VS4CS has yet to work a W on 
fone, and hasn't even heaid one for four months. 
Now, my fine friends, did you know that CXIBG 
does QSL? W6GNZ says so. 

W8HYC has been going after them on 10 and 
20. Some of the latest are LZ2BK, YT7MT, 
YU7DX, FY8A, FY8C, PZ1AL, PZ1PA, CN8RU, 
ES5C, YL2BB, YL2BC, YL2CD, YR5AA, YR5AR, 
YR5VC, YR5XJ, U9MI, U9MF, ZD7Z, VU2DA. 
HYC says that OE3AH is the Archduke of Austria. 
W9NTW in Grundy Center, Iowa (wherever that 
is) worked VP1WB, who claims that he is getting 
tired of his 41's with 220 d.c. on them. Just not 
enough oats I guess. W9SCW has put in a pair of 
T -20's. 

W6OEH uses a single 210 kicked by a 6L6G osc. 

and has worked 18 European countries. He uses 
three different antennas which he moves from one 
neighbor's roof to another . . depending upon 
what direction he wants to get into. Bet they like 
that! And now here are a few stations he has 

hooked: YR5AR, HB9J, PAOUV, OK2LO, OK1ZB, 
OE3ER, OE3WB, ES5D, PAOON, PAOQZ, ZS5U, 
VQ8AF, OZ3J, OZ7CC, OZ7SS, GM6XI, YV5AO, 
YL2CD, U2NE, U5AE, OH3NP, HA8C and the 
usual amount of Gs, SMs, Ds, Fs, etc., W6OEH says 

that YV5AO is on 7,150 kc. nearly every morning 
around 2 or 3 . . p.s.t. of course. The receiver 
OEH uses is the one described by Dave Evans, 
W4DHZ, in RADIO for last June. 

Up at the University of Washington there is a 

different kind of a radio club. It is called the Rho 
Epsilon Fraternity and the purpose is to have chap- 
ters in various universities throughout the country 
exchange college news in general and have better 
association over the air. At the present time there 
is the U of W, Washington State College, U of 

Idaho, U of Montana, and U of Virginia. Some of 

the boys in this club at U of W are W7ETN, 
W7ENW and W7AYO. W7ETN uses an HF -100 

in his final and had his rig on the campus during 

SEND 
READ ODE EP AN 

E X P E R T 

Learn Quickly at Home - Get Real SPEED 
li's easy, fascinating, to become a good op. with the NEW 

ALL ELECTRIC MASTER TELEPLEX Code Teacher to help 

you. Only instrument ever produced which records your send- 
ing in visible dots and dashes -then sends back 
to you at any speed you desire. Also sends prac- 

tice work, recorded by an expert. 
so mans' schools teaching code prefer Master 
Teleplex, why thousands agree this method is 

surest, quickest. We furnish Complete 
Course, lend you the All Nile. u'ir 
Master Teleplex, give you personal in- 
struction with a MONEY -ItsCK 
GUARANTEE. Low cost. Send today 
for booklet Dfi, no obligation. 

72-76 Cortlondt St. 
TELEPLEX CO. 

New York City 
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How's Your MODULATION? 
No phone transmitter can be better 
than its modulating speech amplifier. 

No speech amplifier can be better 
than its design and construction. 

No design and construction could be 

better than the RT -50A. 

THE RT -50A KIT CONTAINS ALL 
HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS 

RT -50A Kit Complete $42.50 net 
Wired. _ $57.50 net 

Bi -Push Transmitter $23.75 net 
Power Supply for Bi- Push.... $18.75 net 

O R D E R B Y M A I L 

Any of the following hams will be glad 
to give your order his personal attention. 

W6CUH, W6QD, W6LFC, W6DUX 
W6JWQ, W6NOF, W6NYU, W6FMK 

FEATURES OF THE RT -50A 
Will plate modulate 100 to 125 watts input to any class C stage. 
Will grid -bias modulate several California kilowatts ? ? ?? 

Two high impedance input, from any diaphragm crystal "mike" or 
equivalent mike. Two -channel electron mixing. 
Flat to 3 db between 50 and 10,000 cycles ... extremely low hum 
level and amplitude distortion. 

Choice of output transformer, voice coil and line, or modulation. 
Just the thing for the Smith "Si- Push" Transmitter. 
Built -in power supply. 
Uses 6F5 -G, 6N7 -G, two 6C5 -G, four 6L6 -G, one 83 -V. 

RADIO-TELEVISION SUPPLY COMPANY 
"Where Horn Spirit Prevails" 

1701 So. Grand Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 

Certain Pages of the "RADIO" ANTENNA HANDBOOK are 

Worth Their Weight in Gold 
to you. Which ones they are will vary with the individual station. 

We don't sell the individual pages, so you will have to buy the 

whole book. 

P. S.: It is only 50c 
60c ELSEWHERE 

in U. S. A. 

and Canada 

RADIO, Ltd.. 
7460 Beverly Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Please send me -- _ -____ __ -- -.. copies. 

Enclosed find $ in full payment. 
[50c in U.S.A. and Canada (Canadian postal notes acceptable); 2/6 in United 
Kingdom (British postal orders and cheques on London acceptable at par); else- 
where, 60c, U.S.A. funds.] 
No stamps, please, unless other means of remittance are not available. 

Name Call 

Address --------. -. - - -- 
City and State - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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the recent dx contest. They have worked some 
pretty good dx .... 1-IK5JD on 7 Mc., J8CB, and 
some Africans, enough to make a WAC for W7ETN. 
W7ENW has to his credit VE1JZ, LU8EN, HAF4H, 
ZT5V, J6DK, ZL3GU. Those also made a WAC 
for him. This was done during his vacation at 
home, and his little rig winds up with a pair of 
46's in the final. 

If Stanford University had a dx club I suppose 
they would have a take -off of their famous football 
"Axe" yell, something like this: 

Give 'em dx, dx, dx, 
Give 'em dx, dx, dx, 

Give 'em dx, Give 'em dx, 
Give 'em dx, where .. . 

You finish it; I give up. 

W8MAH gives a few stations and their frequen- 
cies: U9MI, U9ML, U9AV, U9MF, U9AW all be- 
tween 14400 and 14460 kc. U1AP, U1AD, U3QE 
and U2NE are also outside of the band and come in 
about the time the U9's are fading out. U3QT is 
about 14,090 and UK3AA is around 14,040; KA1US 
14,300; J2LU 14,265; J2MH 14,310; J2JJ 14,270; 
FT4AB 14,000 and 14,050; FA8DA 14,375 to 
14,420; OX3M 13,990 and a beam for USA; 
SV1KE 14,270; SU1CM 14,270; ZB1E the same; 
SU2TW 14,410. Some stations and frequencies on 

THE SUPPLEMENT WILL 
SOON BE OUT 

Remember when buying a handbook 
that with the Jones Radio Handbook 

you get mid -year supplementary 
service. 

At your jobber's or direct from us at 
$1.50 per copy. Use coupon on p. 93. 

R A D I O 
ENGINEERING broadcasting, aviation and 

police radio, servicing, marine 
radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and rail- 
way accounting taught thoroughly. Engineering course of 
nine months' duration equivalent to three years of college 
radio work. School est. 1874. All expenses low. Catalog free. 
DODGE'S INSTITUTE Adams Street Valparaiso, Indiana 
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7 Mc.: YR5AA 6960; YM4AA 6970; ZS2A 6986; 
EI4J 7080; HA8C 7070; YU7DX 6970; K7PQ 
7050; VO1W 7040; LY1J 6970; HA8D 7030. 
Now for 28 Mc.: HA8D 28,060; YR5AA 27,900; 
YR5CF 28,000; YM4AA 28,000; HA8C 28,060; 
YU7DX 28,200; IHIT 28,200; OE1ER 28,080; 
OE3AH 28,100; OE7EJ 28,350; SP1LM 28,050; 
HB9BY 28,040; SM7UC 28,500; YL2CG 28,000. 
Well, fellows, there is a pile of stations which may 
be a help in spotting some of them in a pinch. 

W6OCH has worked 24 zones on 20 meter fone 
and gives a couple for the boys to look for 
VS4CS 14,260, and HB9AB 14120. W3TR adds 
a zone in hooking up with VK6YZ, making him 29. 
W6LCA snags FY8A for his 28th zone. Craig 
hasn't been on the air long but his 100TH seems to 
be doing its stuff. 

W3UVA sent in a list of frequencies which may 
come in handy, and while I think of it, when you 
get through reading all these stations and frequen- 
cies in this issue you'll be dizzy. Anyway, you 
might refer to 'em for a double check on some guy 
you think you're working. 

* 

Here is Charlie's list: 
:c * 

FA8CR 14,060 kc. K7EVM 14,370 kc. 
HK5OBS 13,980 YL2BB 14,400 
LX1AD 14,110 UDAV 14,415 
ZS1AL 14,110 U9MI 14,405 
YR5AA 13,985 U9ML 14,415 
ZS1AN 13,970 CP3ANE 14,415 
SPIER 13,990 ZT5Z 14,390 
HA8C 14,050 ZU2B 13,980 
FABIH 14,000 ZU4M 14,390 
ZS1B 14,115 CN8M1 14,310 
ZS2A 13,970 PZ1PA 14,400 
ZU6P 14,100 VU7FY 14,380 
LY1AF 14,100 YS1 FM 7,160 
LY1AF 14,095 U9AW 14,420 
ZE1JR 14,055 U9MJ 14,410 
ET8FA 7,025 U2AE 14,360 
ZD2A 7,075 IIIR 14,420 
CR6AB 14,050 FT4AE 14,300 
I1RRA 14,380 YL2CG 14,400 
U9AW 14,415 J3FK 14,335 
K4DRN 14,400 U4AG 14,450 
( Virgin Is.) YR5AR 14,415 
HX1AA 7,260 K6OJG 14,300 
K7PQ 7,290 (Guam) 
XU8JR 14,160 ZE 1 JN 14,370 
J3FZ 14,275 J8CF 14,300 
VP6MR 14,300 PK1VH 14,345 
U1BL 14,400 U9AF 14,400 
I1TKM 14,380 U9MF 14,420 
EL2M 14,150 YVAN 14,135 
U1AP 14,152 W6QD 14,400 (HI) 

DOES QRM BOTHER YOU? 
Then QSY whenever the occasion demands with 
IPS RUBBER CRYSTAL 

and enjoy perfect contacts at all times, avoiding 
QRM. 

You can shift one to fifty KC either way on all 
bands while transmitting and quickly find a 
clear channel. Find out all about this remarkable 
new unit today. See it at your dealer or write 
us for full data. 

RADIO APPARATUS MFG. CO 
1522 N. Clark Street Chicago, Illinois 
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I used to think I knew By Goodman pretty well, 
but now I don't know what to think. You see By 
formerly was W6CAL from San Francisco and a 
heart breaker super plus. Now, as perhaps most of 
you know, he is back in West Hartford with the 
call W1JPE. We were thinking that inasmuch as he 
had such a swell call when he was in California 
that he would probably get something like W1CONN 
when he went back there. Anyway, By is on the staff 
of Quist, and among other duties takes care of the 
dx notes. In case any of you skipped over the open- 
ing paragraph of his stuff in the April issue, better 
get it and give it the once over. Briefly, he suggested 
that all those interested in working some of these 
countries which never seem to be on the air chip in 
a dollar toward a fund to be used to provide some 
vagabond with a kw. outfit to haul around to these 
various "never- heard -from" spots. For example, if 
you want to work three very elusive countries you 
pay three bucks, and when this station gets set up 
in those countries, he'll work you. Now, to get back 
to the point ... I thought I knew By pretty well but 
after a brainstorm like that I'm sure the yl's have 
got him for sure. 

The other night I went into a trance and figured 
out a good one but think I'll save it until that one 
dies down. Anyway, if the expedition gers together 
I've a few bucks I'd like to toss in. 

Since the contest, to my way of thinking condi- 
tions have been terrible. 01' Sol is probably having 
so many sun spots . . . . and so large . . that 
maybe we are in for a lousy season after all. It 
doesn't seem in the cards, but who are we to argue 
with Sol. However, here at the beach he hasn't de- 
serted us . . . . no sir, why, last Sunday the x.y.l. 
and myself went down on the beach with Mr. and 

SENP/NYMNORPE 
TfSl *ors' 

__ SPC/.4LS 
2A3H Heater -type Triode Power Amplifier 
mode by a nationally known manufacturer. 
Each individually boxed and guaranteed. 
No. XX13. 9C YOUR COST, Each 

BRUSH Crystal PHONES 
Can be used as a crystal mike. Uses a two - 
p ate bimorph element with silver electrodes 
and specially built 11/2" cone drive unit. 
F equency range 60- 10,000 cycles; high 
output; high impedance. In molded brown 
bakelite case. No. 13922 -with metal 
hondband and 5 foot cord. 
YOUR COST $2.94 
No. 13923 -with chrome plate and black 
enamel handle. Extends 12 to 17 ". 

5 ft. c $3.2 COST ST 8 v 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO .IIK 
NEW YORK,N.Y.5CHICAGO, ILL. ATLANTA, GA. 
100 SIXTH AVENUE 901 W. JACKSON BLVD. -430 W. PEACHTREE ST., N. W. 

BRONX, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J. JAMAICA. L. I. 
542 E. FORDHAM RD. 219 CENTRAL AVE. R 90 08 1.Lc6Fho.p REET 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE Co., INC. 
100 Sixth Ave., N. Y. C. 

Rush Free Catalog No. 68 -6F7. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

NEW 

i/AM 
CATALOG 

FREE 

AIRCRAFT 
MARINE 

POLICE 
T'R A N S M I T T E R S 

Require 

precision 

frequency 

control 

MONITOR precision -built control units 
meet the most exacting specifications. 

Write us your requirements for any 
special -or ordinary- station and let 
us quote. 

MONITOR PIE ZO,PRODUCTS CO. 
2802 W. AVENUE 32 LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 

ASIATIC Crystal MICROPHONES 
WITH TWO NEW FEATURES 
Astatic Models D -104, K -2 and D -2 crystal 

microphones (as shown here) ore now equipped 
with Special Astatic Plug and Socket Connector 
which permits instant interchange of micro- 
phones on same cable or use of several lengths 
of cable on same microphone. PLUS new Astatic 
Spring Cable Protector which prevents cable 
breakage at mounting. 

SEE YOUR ASTATIC JOBBER 
Lieenred ender Bench Dc- 7elnpment Co. Parents 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC. 
DEPT. R, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, U. S. A. 

Pioneer Manufacturers of Quality Crystal Devices 
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Mrs. CUH and all of us picked up a nice 
coat of sun -spots . . I mean sunburn. 

Oh yes, there is just one more thing which I for- 
got to mention a while ago and that is, I 
just received one of the new Coronation QSL cards 
from G2ZQ. It is an extra pretty card printed in 
red, blue and gold to be used during the Coronation 
year 1937. He will send one to any real dx station 
who takes the trouble to QSL. 

New Literature and Catalogs 
Although it has but six pages, the new broadside 

describing Hammarlund's latest "Super -Pro" is quite 
complete and provides popular technical and price 
information, as well as curves and illustrations. The 
10 -meter model listed in the broadside is a new 
addition to the "Super -Pro" series. Amateurs may 
secure copies of the folder, gratis, by writing to Ham - 
marlund Mfg. Co., Inc., 424 -438 West 33rd Street, 
New York City. 

PEERLESS 6A6 DELUXE 5 meter transmitter and re- 
ceiver in portable carrying case. Transmitter portion 
uses 2 -6A6's and 1 -76. Receiver uses 2- 6D6's, 
1-6C6 and 1 -76 in a superhet $24 95 circuit. Complete with tubes 

A.C. hum free power supply for use where $@6 95 110 volt 60 cycle is available P6 
Full descriptive literature mailed on request. 

THE PEERLESS MODEL FWC short wave converter is 
still available. Beyond a doubt the finest converter 
ever put on the market at anywhere near the price. 
Tunes from 15 to 200 meters and has a self -con- 
tained power supply. Has antenna switching system 
which automatically shunts aerial from converter to 
broadcast receiver when converter is turned off. 
Complete with tubes for 110 volt A @A5 

AC or DC $8 7 
For 220 volts AC or DC $9.95 

THE NEW 1937 EDITION of the Peerless 40 -DX 
transmitter is now ready for delivery. Incorporating 
the best features of the original 40 -DX transmitter 
nevertheless the new model has all the new develop- 
ments introduced to transmitter desk within the 
past six months. Using a 53 as an oscillator doubler; 
maximum efficiency is obtained from a pair of 
6L6G's in the power amplifier stage. The complete 
unit is housed in an all -steel desk type rack with 
black crackle finish panels. Furnished with a Triplett 
milliammeter and jacks for current readings in the 
various stages; supplied with the new type metal 
dials, kit complete including tubes, $51.85 crystal, and coils for two bands 

Completely wired, assembled, and tested, ready to op- 
erate, less key, microphone, $59.85 
and antenna 

Uncle Dave's Radio Shack 
356 Broadway, Albany, N. Y., U.S.A. 

Cable Address "Uncledave" Long Dist. Phone 4 -5746 
Include 20% deposit with orders Prices F.O.B.Albany 

Foreign trade solicited 

SELECTOSPHERE 
High Selectivity. Noise and static reducing loudspeaker. 
Rivals XTL filter reception.Designed for pentodes 41, 42, 

47,59,A5,F6,etc.Approx. 1000 cy peak.Details Oct. & Dec. 
issue RADIO Suitable for TRF or Superhet Kit with instruc- 
tions for assembly and use $4.90 plus P.P. for 8 pounds, money 
orders and personal checks acceptedA novice can assemble. 
SELECTOSPHERE COMPANY, Box 3, Newtonville, Mass. 
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"Instrument Topics" is the name of Clough - 
Brengle's new house organ just off the press and full 
of technical information for the users of electronic 
instruments. Purpose of the publication is to gather 
together various fundamental procedures in the 
electronic field and put them in a form for easy 
reference. Inquiries regarding the publication should 
be directed to Clough -Brengle Co., 2815 -A West 
19th St., Chicago, Ill. 

Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, Emporium, Pa., of- 
fers free to radio servicemen a revised edition of the 
Sylvania Characteristic Sheet, which contains complete 
operating characteristics, condensed technical infor- 
mation, and base diagrams for all Sylvania tubes 
announced up to April 1, 1937. 'The chart is arranged 
for use in a standard three -ring binder or may be 
opened flat for wall use at the service bench. 

The Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, Canton, Mass., 
tells about its filterettes (line filters) in an eight - 
page catalog which has just been released. Amateurs 
and others may secure copies by writing to the Tobe 
Deutschmann Corporation. 

A supplement, illustrating and describing several 
new items added to the line of Aladdin Polyiron 
radio components since the 536 technical bulletin was 
released several months ago, is available for free 
distribution. Interested "hams" should write to the 
Aladdin Radio Industries, Inc., 466 West Superior 
Street, Chicago, to secure their copies. 

Shure Brothers, 225 West Huron Street, Chicago, 
are now offering free copies of an up -to -date copy 
of their 1937 complete catalog. The pamphlet has 
been revised and shows, among other items, latest 
additions to the Shure Brothers' family of products. 

A midget radio frequency relay is completely dis- 
cussed in Bulletin 507B, page 6, just issued by Ward 
Leonard Electric Co., Mount Vernon, N. Y. Those 
interested should write to Ward Leonard. 

Listing a complete line of dry electrolytic, wet 
electrolytic, and paper exact replacement condensers, 
the new Solar 1 -R catalog also carries a.c. motor 
starting replacements. This catalog is companion to 
and supplements Solar catalog 8 -S; it is available on 
request either from jobbers or the Solar Mfg. Corp., 
599 Broadway, New York City. 

AMATEURS. pTAIOG 
156 pages with Everything in Radio! 
Amateur transmitters, receivers and 
transceivers; set -builders' kits; 
10,000 ports; 53 Knight Radios; P.A. 
systems; test instruments; books, 
tools, etc. - Radio's Complete 
Supply Guide! Send for Free copy. 

ALLIED Radio Corp. Dept. 14F 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 

Send me your new Spring Radio 
Catalog. 

Name 

LAddress J 

} 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

RADIO, Ltd. 
publishers of "Radio" 

are now publishers and sole distributors of 

JONES RADIO HANDBOOK 

JONES ANTENNA HANDBOOK 

AMATEUR RADIOTELEPHONY 

RADIO AMATEUR NEWCOMER ' 

JONES ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY HANDBOOK 

SUPPLEMENT TO JONES RADIO HANDBOOK 
(in preparation) 

RADIO NOISE SUPPRESSION 
(in preparation) 

heretofore distributed by the Pacific Radio Publishing Company 
of San Francisco. 

SEND BOTH TRADE AND RETAIL 

ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE BOOKS TO 

RADIO, Ltc 
7460 Beverly Boulevard Los Angeles 
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Salesman Wanted 
for home furnishings and ham 
radio store in HONOLULU 

U S T be experi- 
enced, preferably in So. Cal., and be 
able to "double in brass ". Give full 
particulars as to age, experience, sal- 
ary wanted, call letters, by mail or 
radio. K6JFV. 

Now -a high -powered - 

The Library 
now comprises 
a revised selec- 
tion of books 
culled from lat- 
e s t McGraw - 
Hill publica- 
tions in the 
radio field. 

Radio Engineering Library 
-especially selected by radio specialists of McGraw - 
Hill publications 
-to give most complete, dependable coverage of facts 
needed by all whose fields are grounded on radio 
fundamentals 
-available at a special price and terms. 
These books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory net - works, measurements, and other subjects -give specialized treatments 
of all fields of practical design and application. They are books 
of recognized position in the literature -books you will refer to and be referred to often. If you are practical designer, re- searcher or engineer in any field based on radio, you want these books for the help they give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole field of radio engineering. 

5 volumes, 3064 pages, 2000 illustrations 
1. Glasgow's PRINCIPLES OF RADIO ENGINEERING 
2. Terman's MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGINEERING 
3. Chaffeé s THEORY OF THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBES 
4. Hund's PHENOMENA IN HIGH FREQUENCY SYSTEMS 
5. Henny's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
10 days' examination. Special price. Monthly payments. 
$25.00 worth of books cost you only $23.50 under this offer. 
Add these standard works to your library now; pay small monthly installments, while you use the books. 

SEND THIS ON- APPROVAL COUPON 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. 

Send me Radio Engineering Library, 5 vols., for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will send 
$2.50, plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till 
$23.50 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We pay 
postage on orders accompanied by remittance of first installment s.) 
Name 
Address 

City and State 
Position 
Company R. 6 -37 
(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.) 
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BOOK 
REVIEW 

Television Supplement 
April, 1937, supplement to TELEVISION WITH CATHODE 

RAYS, by Arthur H. Halloran, 42 pages, for insertion into 
standard small -size loose -leaf binder. Published by Pacific 
Radio Publishing Co., Inc., and distributed by RADIO. The 
Supplement is not procurable separately, but sold only with 
complete copies of 'Television With Cathode Rays" at $2.75 
per copy. 

The April, 1937, Supplement to Television With 
Cathode Rays is a complete insert for the book itself 
and covers but one principal subject: details of de- 
sign, construction and operation of a complete experi- 
mental cathode -ray television receiver for the home. 

The text has been carefully compiled so that the 
reader will be enabled to construct a satisfactory re- 
ceiver for operation in such locations where television 
pictures are now being transmitted. 

The receiver which is described in this Supplement 
was designed and built by Frank C. Jones. It em- 
ploys the new RCA -913 cathode -ray tube and the small 
television picture which is received on this tube is 
magnified to approximately 4- inches square by means 
of a conventional reading -glass magnifying lens. 

Numerous schematic circuir diagrams are shown; 
the text is carefully compiled and well presented, so 
that any experienced radio set builder can expect to 
duplicate the performance of the original model. 

The renewed interest in television transmission in 
New York, Pennsylvania, California, Britain, Ger- 
many and elsewhere makes it essential that the experi- 
menter equip himself with a modern television 
library. "Television With Cathode Rays" is a prac- 
tical work for the serious- minded experimenter. 

YOUR ADDRESS? 
Is your address correct in our files for all near future 
issues? If you move, notify us in advance as we cannot 
replace copies sent to your old address; under U.S. postal 
laws these will be destroyed unless you have left for- 
warding postage with the postmaster (5c in U.S.A. for 
normal issues). 
Notice must reach us by the 5th of the month preceding 
date of issue with which new address is to become 
effective. 
RADIO, LTD., 7460 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 

Effective with the issue my mailing 
address for "RADIO" is.. 

NAME 
(please print) 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE. 

My old address was: 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATF 
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se. 

Telephony Handbook 

AMATEUR RADIOTELEPHONY, by Frank C. Jones. First edi- 
tion, first printing. 132 pages. 75c per copy. Published by 
Radio, Ltd., 7460 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

AMATEUR RADIOTELEPHONY is the newest of tech- 
nical publications for the experimenter in radiotele- 
phony. It contains 40 pages of theory on the how 
and why of all the modern systems of radiotelephony, 
and an additional 80 pages of constructional data for 
building any kind of radiotelephone transmitter from 
10 watts to a kilowatt. All systems of modulation 
are described, as are the newest class -BC amplifiers, 
reverse -feedback systems, modulation measuring 
equipment, etc., None of the data in this book has 
appeared in any other work by the same author. 

The book also includes questions and answers for 
the special -privilege class -A license examination. 

It is profusely illustrated with more than 100 cuts 
and circuit diagrams, contains some valuable tank - 
circuit capacity charts and new data on all -band 
phone antennas. A new Jones phone receiver is also 
described in minute detail. The chapter on audio 
amplification should interest every radio technician. 

WHAT DO YOU KNOW 
ABOUT INSULATORS? 

1. What is meta -styrene? 
2. What insulators are close relatives of 

face powder? 
What is Oxybenzylmethyleneglyco - 

lanhydride? 
4. What is muscovy glass? 
5. What is regenerated cellulose film? 
6. What is caoutchouc? 

Answers on Page 95. 

Electric Shaver QRM 

If you have a neighbor who insists upon 
using an electric shaver right at the time of di y 

you usually try to enjoy a QSO, suggest to him 
that he is bothering broadcast reception for 
quite a distance (which will be no lie) , and 
that the neighbors would probably appreciate 
it if he would spend a dollar for a line filter. 
Continental Carbon makes one that works well 
at all but the highest frequencies, and helps 
some even there. It lists at $1.00, and you can 
add to the persuasion by offering to get one for 
the offending electric -shaver addict at 40"1 

off. This is usually quite an incentive, as peo- 
ple have been known to buy things that they 
didn't even need . . . just because they had 
a chance to get them "wholesale ". The filter 
is quite small -about the size of a "double 
socket" -and is easily attached. 

Low Wholesale Prices 

ppleóee com...nv 
1011:1141.10. . I 

nscs [ITV. TO 
.: i1,.: 1{ 

BIG FREE 
CATALOG! 
Over 10,000 items in this 
big catalog including radio 
receivers, nationally known 
radio parts and broadcast- 
ing equipment at low whole- 
sale prices. A catalog of 
great value to every dealer 
and serviceman. Write for 
your FREE copy of this 
big catalog today. 

Burstein - Applebee Co. 
1012 -14 MCGEE STREET, KANSAS CITY, MO. 

It's the authority take "Radio" 
every issue subscribe today 

RADIO, Ltd. Be thrifty 
7460 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles A two year subscription saves $2.40 from single copy prices 

one year l$2.501* five issues l$1.00), for new subscribers 
Send "Radio" for two years l$4.00)* only; U.S.A. and Canada only. 

Also include 
the "'Radio' Antenna Handbook" 150c in U.S.A. and Canada; elsewhere 60c or 2/6t1 

the "Jones Radio Handbook" I $1.50 in continental U.S.A.; elsewhere $1.65 or 7 / -t1 

Call Name 

Address 

City 
*For foreign rates, see page 4 

tAll remittances must be payable at par in U.S.A. funds, except (al Canadian checks and postal notes 
accepted at par from Canadian customers; (b) British cheques and postal orders acceptable at rates 
quoted in British currency. 155 
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A map of the world for 25c! 
Size: 34" x 28" 

Heavy white paper 
This is a reproduc- 
tion of the WAZ map 
which appeared in 
the DX Department of 
January "RADIO ". 
List of countries with- 
in each zone is also 
included. 
Price 25c, postpaid, 

anywhere. 
(Canadian postal 
notes [25c] and Brit- 
ish postal orders 
[1/-] accepted. Five 
international reply 
coupons accepted as 
25c.) 

[Dealers and jobbers: Unexpected demand has enabled us to offer this map to the trade; write for prices.] 

RADIO, Ltd., 7460 Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 

THE 

RADIO 
HANDBOOK 

FOR AMATEURS 
AND EXPERIMENTERS 

The "Radio Handbook" 
1936 EDITION 

For Only 50c! 
We have on hand an oversupply of the 1936 "Radio Handbook ". 
There is no need to tell you about this greatest of handbooks on 
high frequency radio. 360 pages, profusely illustrated, paper 
bound. 

While they last 

50c 

Begins where others leave off. 

In continental U. S. A. 
express collect. (Averages 10c) 
(C.O.D. averages 28c) 

By mail, prepaid, anywhere 75c or 3/2 
(Canadial postal notes and British 

postal orders accepted.) 

RADIO, Ltd. 
7460 Beverly Boulevard Los Angeles, California 
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Raising the Antenna (Power) 
In spite of the fact that they now have a very 

excellent antenna system, the engineers of 
WGY predict an equivalent power gain of 
three times from their proposed 625 foot verti- 
cal radiator. This will be a general coverage 
gain; it will not be from the use of horizontal 
directivity. 

Amateurs who are now using between 200 
and 500 watts input would do well to give 
this some careful thought before spending mon- 
ey to raise the input power to a kilowatt. This 
is especially true of a phone transmitter, which 
represents quite a few more dollars per output 
watt than does a c.w. transmitter. Some very 
nice arrays or a rotatable signal squirter can be 
put up for less than $50. 

In the case of a 160 meter phone transmitter, 
it is a good investment to spend a good portion 
of the amount budgeted for the transmitter on 
height. One of the most "gettin' out" 160 
meter phones we know of uses but 24 watts in- 
put. But he has a couple of 105 foot sticks. 

Answers to Insulator Questions 
1. Victron. 
2. Isolantite and Steatite. 
3. Bakelite. 
4. Mica. 
5. Cellophane. 
6. Rubber. 

Capacity Color Code Chart 
A convenient chart, of vest pocket size, illustrating 

the standard R.M.A. mica capacity color code, has 
been made available by the Cornell -Dubilier Corpora- 
tion. Ask for one at your jobber's or supply house; 
they are free, and mighty handy to have around. 

Non -Subscribers: 
Take advantage of our 

SPECIAL 
TRIAL 
OFFER 

$1.00 for five issues 
Good only for new* subscribers 
residing in U.S.A. and Canada 

USE THE COUPON ON PAGE 93 

*A new subscriber is one who has not been on 
our subscription list within the past year. 
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SiJYLAM 11U 1111,11E Wli«rE. to Mazy it 
CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles 

Radio Supply Company 
912 So. Broadway 

THE AMATEURS' HEADQUARTERS OF 
THE WEST 

All Nationally Advertised Parts for Receiving 
and Transmitting Carried in Stock at All 
Times. 9 Licensed Amateurs on Our Staff. 

ILLINOIS - Chicago 

CHICAGO RADIO 
APPARATUS CO., Inc 

Established 1921 

415 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET 
(Near Van Buren Street) 

ALL SUPPLIES FOR THE SHORT 
WAVE FAN AND RADIO AMATEUR 
QUOTATIONS FREELY GIVEN ON 

ANY KIT OR LAYOUT 
Short Wave Receivers Taken in Trade 

Get our low prices 

MARYLAND -Baltimore 

Radio Electric Service Co 
3 North Howard Street 

Baltimore, Md. 

NEW YORK -New York City 

Harvey Radio Company 
103 West 43rd Street 

Operated by W2IJL and W2VL 

MASSACHUSETTS - Boston 

THE RADIO SHACK 
46 Brattle Street 

Ham Goods - Bought, Sold, and Traded 

WASHINGTON - Tacoma 

C. & G. RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
714 St. Helens Ave. 

Electrical, Sound, and Radio Equipment 

96 

PARTS REQUIRED FOR 

BUILDING EQUIPMENT 

SHOWN IN THIS ISSUE 

The parts listed are the components 
3f the models built by the author or 
by "Radio's" Laboratory staff. 
Other parts of equal merit and 
equivalent electrical characteristics 
usually may be substituted without 
materially affecting the performance 

of the unit. 

Humes Progressive Transmitter 

G- Cardwell MR 150BS 
C.- Cardwell MR150BS 
Cs- Cardwell XT210PD 
C,- Cardwell XT210PD 
C:,- Cardwell XE240KD 
G- Cardwell XG 110KS 
G- Aerovox No. 1450 
Cs- Aerovox No. 1450 
C:,- Aerovox No. 1456 
C.0- Aerovox No. 1505 
Cu- Aerovox No. 1005 
G.- Aerovox No. 284 
Cx- Cardwell ZT3OAS 
CyCz- Cardwell NA5NS 
R,- Ohmite -wire watt 
R.- Ohmite -Brown Devil 
Rs- Ohmite -Brown Devil 
R,- Ohmite -Brown Devil 
R; Ohmite No. 0376 
R.- Ohmite -Brown Devil 
R,- Ohmite No. 0573 
Rs- Ohmite -Brown Devil 
Rs- Ohmite No. 0962 
R,0- Ohmite No. 0963 
R - Ohmite No. 0418 
R,.- Ohmite No. 0620 
R,s- Ohmite No. 0621 
RFC- Ohmite No. Z -2 
T,- General No. 1052 
T .-General No. 8008 
Fs- General No. 4011 
F,- General No. 2819 
F5- General No. 2825 
T- General No. 4013 
T7-General No. 3319 

T - General No. 3263 
T:.- General No. 8009 
CHI-General No. 2157 
CH General No. 2157 
CHs- General No. 2155 
CH,- General No. 2156 
L,- National XR 4 
L.-National XR 5 

L,L,- National UR 13 
L Coto -Coil, TL Series 
L.-Coto-Coil, No. 20 A 
Dials- Coto -Coil 
Chassis- General 
Relay Rack -General 

Adams Amplifier 

Resistors - Continental M5 `A 
watt insulated 

R- Electrad 203 potentiometer 
R,;, - Electrad 271W potendo- 

meter 
R,.- Electrad 240 potentiometer 

(optional) 
C C.,C,o- Aerovox PR25 25 µfd. 
Other Condensers except as list- 

ed- Aerovox 484 C- Aerovox PR5 8 pfd. 
Pilot light assembly - Yaxley 

310 
Plugs and receptacles - 

Amphenol r- Oxford, 6F6 to 500 ohm line 
Microphone- Turner type VT73 
Cabinet -Crowe type 245, un- 

drilled 
Knobs - Crowe ; one 284, tw( 

286 
Dial plates -Crowe 
Sockets -Amphenol type S8 
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The Marketplace 
(a) Commercial rate: IOc per word, cash with order; 

minimum, $1.00. Capitals: 13e per word. For consec- 
utive advertising, 15% discount for 3d, 4th, and 5th 
insertions; 25% thereafter. Break in continuity re- 
stores full rate. Copy may be changed often as de- 
sired. 

(b) Non -commercial rate: 5c per word, cash with 
order; minimum. 50c. Available only to licensed am- 
ateurs not trading for profit; our judgment as to 
character of advertisement must be accepted as final. 

(c) Closing date (for classified forms only): 25th of 
month; e.g., forms for March issue, published in 
February. close January 25th. 

(d) No display permitted except capitals. 
(e) Used. reclaimed, defective, surplus, and like 

material must be so described. 
(f) Ads not relating to radio or radiomen are ac- 

ceptable but will be grouped separately. 
(g) No commissions nor further discounts allowed. 

No proofs, free copies, nor reprints sent. 
(h) Send all Marketplace ads direct to Los Angeles 

Accompanied by remittance in full payable to the 
order of Radio, Ltd. 

(i) We reserve the right to reject part or all of any 
ad without assigning reasons therefor. Rates and 
conditions are subject to change without notice. 

EMERGENCY Power! 110 -volt A.C. generator, 700 watts. Briggs 
Stratton engine optional. W6JXJ, REpublic 8849. 

"-I 9" CRYSTALS: EidsJsn fracture resisting, powerful, depend- 
able X -cut, 40 and 80 meters, $1.60 postpaid. Close frequency 
always supplied. Try a really good crystal just once, 0M- 
fully guaranteed, accurately calibrated. "T 9" ceramic plugin 
holders, $1.10. postpaid. COD's accepted. Commercial crystal 
users inquire prices. "Eidson's ", Temple, Texas. 

CRYSTALS . 80 and 160 meters with shielded holder, 
$1.25. Guaranteed. White Radio Laboratory, Sandpoint, Idaho. 

A STEAL . Complete 75 -160 meter fone station. X'mitter, 
50 watts out, 13 tubes, quick change. National NC -100. Will 
demonstrate. $150.00. . Also, three dynamotors, 10 to 
350- 450 -750 volts. Several (new) pairs of power tubes. W6AJR. 
L.A. Phone: JEfferson 4736. 

QSL's- Introductory offer continued. Highest Quality- Lowest 
Prices. Radio Headquarters, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 

MOVING: Must sell. Transmitrers, receivers, power packs, tubes, 
coils, xtals. Monitor. Parts. Call, write WIHIL, 51 -A North 
Avenue, Melrose, Mass. 

SACRIFICE: Complete station, new 200 watt 4 stage transmitter, 
SW -3 receiver and monitor, $150.00 takes everything; no parts. 
W6AZO, C. Lunde. 2620 South Normandie, Los Angeles, 
Calif. ; 1309 Lagoon Avenue, Wilmington, Calif. 

QSL's -SWL's- Prices Reduced! June, July. Stock up! FRITZ, 
203 Mason Ave., Joliet, Illinois. 

WEAK HEADPHONES rejuvenated scientifically. Makes them 
like new. Any except crystals. 70e per pair in U.S.A. (no 
stamps). Postpaid, insured. W2AMP, Box 731, Newark, New 
Jersey. 

RCA Studio Type condenser microphone in "NBC type" square 
cast box. Used, but in perfect condition. Rebuilt to use 30 
type tubes. 500 -ohm line output. Operates from 6 volts and 
135 to 180 volts from battery or power supply. $20.00 com- 
plete with tubes. W. N. Johnson, 6159 Annan Way, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

FOR SALE: 56 Mc. Superhet described in RADIO, May, 1937, 
$30.00 cash. 14 Mc. -28 Mc. Superhet, xtal filter, noise 
silencer, described in RADIO, May, 1936, $50.00 cash. W6DOB, 
Lloyd Jones, 547 West 106 Street, Los Angeles. 

MOBILE TRANSMITTER CASES for transmitter shown in 
April issue, page 22. 10x8x6 ". Crackled steel. With chassis. 
$2.50 each. R. FI. Lynch, 970 Camulos, Los Angeles, Calif. 

BRETING 14 for sale, $75 complete. 4 months old. Perfect con- 
dition. Eimac 150 -T used very little, good as new, guaranteed, 
$15.00. W6NNR, 1195 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles. 

MOUNTED BT40 crystals, $3.95. BT or AT80, $2.50. Super - 
Signal 80, $3.50. CRYSTAL SHOP, Barre, Vt. 

SELL: Sylvania graphite anode 852. R.C.A. graphite anode 
203 -A. W.E. 242 -A. All used, but in A -1 condition. Best 
offer takes them. W6JGI. 

MUST sell complete 200 -watt fone and c.w. xmitter; de luxe 
steel enclosed 6 ft. cabinet, 100 per cent Thordarson and 
Hammarlund equipped. Make offer. W2ISS. 

FOUR brand new, unpacked Eimac 100TH C.O.D. express ex- 
amination before accepting. W6LKD, 1035 43rd, Emeryville, 
Calif. 

131 -PUSH exciter or transmitter described in May issue, page 64. 
De -luxe type, laboratory model. Complete with tubes and coils 
but less crystal, $55 F.O.B. Los Angeles. This model was built 
for magazine description and we no longer have use for it. 
RADIO, 7460 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles. 

SWAP -good time for your personal appearance at Stockton 
A.R.R.L. Convention, September 4, 5, and 6. 

WRITE us for trade -in price on your old receiver. We buy 
meters. Walter Ashe Radio Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

USED Western Electric Amplifiers and equipment: 8a, $25 ; 

8B, $35 ; 17B, $35 ; Volume Indicators, $20; 10A, $35 ; 

Rectifier panels, 1B, $59 ; 6000A, $75 ; 5 14A Meter Panels, 
$17.50; 57AF Condensers: 2Mfd, 59c; 95D, 1Mfd., 75c; 
Assorted transformers, chokes, resistances, condensers and 
Weston meters. List available. Mass Radio, 26 Willoughby 
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

THE 18th Pacific A.R.R.L. Convention will be held in Stockton, 
California, September 4, 5, and 6. 

MORE THAN $200 have been paid for articles from contrib- 
utors not on our staff in each of several recent issues of 
RADIO. Write to RADIO, 7460 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, 
for full details on writing articles. Send 3c stamp for reprint 
of instructions on preparing manuscripts. 

OUR 75c crystals for 160 and 80 meters are fine. Letters of 
praise arrive daily. Faberadio, Sandwich, Illinois. 

WHEN you plan your vacation, hold September 4, 5, and 6 for 
A.R.R.L. Convention in Stockton, California. 

AMATEUR Radio, Commercial Radiotelephone and Radiotele- 
graph licenses, complete training. Resident and correspond- 
ence courses. Every graduate a licensed operator. N. Y. 
Wireless School, 1123 Broadway, New York. 

METER REPAIR --48 -hour service on all standard types of 
meters. Genuine Weston and Jewell replacement parts and 
scales in stock. Repairs are guaranteed. Reasonable prices. 
Braden Engineering Company, 305 Park Drive, Dayton, Ohio. 

RADIO Engineering, broadcasting, aviation and police radio, 
servicing, marine and Morse telegraphy taught thoroughly. All 
expenses low. Catalog free. Dodge's Insttute, Polk St., 
Valparaiso, Ind. 

The Most Com- 

plete Callbook 

Ever Published 
Your QRA is listed 

in the latest 
edition 

The only radio callbook published that lists all 
radio amateur stations throughout the entire World. 

Also a complete list of high frequency commercial 
stations, International abbreviations and amateur pre- 
fixes, "Q, R, ä T," systems for reporting signals, new 
US inspection districts and high frequency time, press 
and weather schedules. 

Each copy contains a double post card addressed 
to the CALLBOOK for use in reporting your new ORA. 
We are extremely anxious to publish a callbook that 
will be 100% correct and want you to help us by 
checking your QRA at once in the latest edition and 
advise us of any errors. 

PUBLISHED QUARTERLY MARCH, JUNE, SEPTEMBER 
AND DECEMBER 

Single Copies $1.25 Annual Subscription USA, $4.00 

Order your copy today from your local 
radio jobber or direct from: 

RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK, Inc. 
606 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 
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"J/lore -Watts rPer Dollar" 
HEAVY DUTY 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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DRIVER 
TRANSFORMERS 

PLUG -IN 
TERMINALS 

CONNECTED TO 
SUB -BASE 

LEADS 

ANOTHER 1937 THORDARSON ACHIEVEMENT 
Driver transformers require correct turns ratio for Tnaximum audio power 
and minimum distortion. Now six types cover all driver requirements properly 
-not a compromise. Instantly correct step -down ratios for any given class B 
arrangement. Unique design gives efficient coupling at any listed ratio. 

FURNISHED IN SIX TYPES AS FOLLOWS 
T15D76- Capacity 15 Watts 

Push -Pull 2A3's or 45's 

Ratios -Pri. to '/ Sec. 1:1, 1.2:1, 

1.4:1, 1.6:1, 1.8:1 

T15D77- Capacity 15 Watts 
Push -Pull 2A3's or 45's 

Ratios -Pri. to '/ Sec. 2:1, 2.2:1, 

2.4:1, 2.6:1, 2.8:1 

T- 15D78- Capacity 15 Watts 
Push -Pull 2A3's or 45'$ 

Ratios -Pri. to '/ Sec. 3:1, 3.2:1, 

3.4:1, 3.6:1, 3.8:1 

T15D79- Capacity 15 Watts 
Push -Pull 2A3's or 45's 
Ratios -Pri. to 1/2 Sec. 4:1, 4.5:1, 

5.0:1, 5.5:1, 6.0:1 

T- 15D80- Capacity 30 Watts 
Push -Pull Parallel A3's 

Ratios -Pri. to '/ Sec. 1:1, 1.25:1, 
1.5:1, 1.75:1, 2:1 

7-15D81-Capacity 30 Watts 
Push -Pull Parallel A3's 
Ratios -Pri. to 1/ Sec. 2.25:1, 

2.5:1, 2.75:1, 3.25:1 

LOOK - INCOMPARABLE 
1. Plug -in Jack Terminals for 5. 

changing output. 

FEATURES - LOOK 
Minimum Space factor permits 
Easy Chassis Mounting. 

2. Recessed hase lugs permit single 
hole sub -panel wiring. 6. Low Leakage Reactance. 

3. Nec Modernistic Case Design. î. High Efficiency. 
4. Completely Compound Filled. 8. Moderate Price. 

FREF. 
Frite Dept.1t76 

Today for 
Bulletin SD -296 

Meet Us in Booth 128 at National Trade Show, June 10, 11, 12, 13 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

l7ema,u/ Powat óy 7hottúeztion 
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RCA offers you a 

Tube for every Purpose 
AT A PRICE FOR EVERY PURSE 

USE THESE OUTSTANDING TYPES IN YOUR TRANSMITTER 
FOR GREATER EFFICIENCY, RELIABILITY AND ECONOMY 

Type Price Use 
TRIODES 

Plate Grid -Bias 
Volts* Volts* 

Nominal 
Output -Watts 

Class C 
Single Tube 

Nominal Output - 
Watts Class B 

Mod. Two Tubes 

RCA -801 $ 3.45 Buffer, Power Amplifier 600 -150 25 45 
RCA -805 15.00 Power Amplifier, Doubler 1500 -105 215 370 
RCA -806 24.50 Power Amplifier, Doubler 3000 -600 450 660 
RCA -808 10.00 Power Amplifier, Doubler 1500 -200 140 185 

PENTODES 
RCA- 802 $ 3.90 Oscillator, Buffer /Doubler 500 -100 16 
RCA -803 34.50 Power Amplifier 2000 - 90 210 
RCA -804 15.00 Power Amplifier 1250 -100 80 

BEAM POWER TUBE 

RCA- 807 $ 3.90 Oscillator, Buffer /Doubler 400 - 50 25 - 
Max. Peak RMS Plate Max. d. c. 

Inverse Circuit Volts per Load Current 
RECTIFIERS Volts 2 Tubes Tube Amps.t 

RCA -866 $1.75 Half -wave, Mercury -Vapor 7500 Full Wave 2650 0.5 
RCA -872 14.00 Half -wave, Mercury -Vapor 7500 Full Wave 2650 2.5 

"Rated saure for Class C telegraphic service With choke input filter 

RCA also offers the RCA -834 Triode at $12.50 
for ultra -high frequency power amplifiers, 
the acorn tube types RCA -955 at $3.00 and RCA - 
954 or 956 at $5.00 for ultra- high- frequency 
receivers. 

RCA presents the "Al agir Key" every Sunday, 

For all oscillographic applications use the RCA - 
913 one -inch tube at $5.60 and RCA -906 three - 
inch tube at $15.00. 

Use RCA ALL THE WAY and get the best 
value money can buy. 

2 10 3 P. M., E. D. T.. at NBC Blue Network 

RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Camden, N. J. A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
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